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Foreword
Imagine walking into a room full of strangers and stripping
naked for them to critique your innermost thoughts. This is what
presenting your story to a writing group is like the first time you
do it. But Marianne de Pierres and I turned up on a September
Sunday in 1996 to attend the first meeting of what would become
the Vision Writers Group.
We’d come in answer to an advert in the Queensland Writers
Centre magazine asking for writers interested in forming a Science
Fiction group. This meant abandoning our long suffering husbands
with nine children (six of Rowena’s and three of Marianne’s) on
Father’s Day.
There were about five people at that first meeting. Little did
we realise that we were about to embark on a journey exploring
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the craft of writing which would see us both multi-published
internationally. On that day we were nervous but keen to learn
and the Vision Writing Group went from strength to strength
with the inclusion of Adrianne Fitzpatrick as a founding member.
Now nearly 20 years later...
Vision has not only endured but soared in strength. During
those years, so many things have been achieved by the group.
Foremost, was the conception and birth of Fantastic Queensland
a sub-committee run by members, who not only went on to host
the Aurealis Awards for six years, and also developed a number
of creative projects including Clarion South, (based on the US
Clarion’s) and EnVision, a manuscript mentoring workshop. They
also ran Conjure, the 2006 National SF convention.
In addition to Fantastic Queensland, in 2003 Visionaries
published Glimpses, an anthology Australian speculation fiction.
As well nearly twenty years of critiquing sessions, the group has
held book reading and critiquing days, attended movies and panels
at the Brisbane Writers festival and celebrated countless individual
writing achievements.
Certain members have made outstanding contributions over
this time, bringing ideas, vitality and commitment to the critique
table. When reflecting on our history, it would be remiss not to
mention Kate Eltham, Robert Hoge, Richard Pitchforth, Damon
x
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Cavalchini, Jason Nahrung and Kris Hembury, and more recently
Kathleen Jennings and Belinda Hamilton. It’s a testament to them,
and every other member we’ve had, that the reputation of Vision
has attracted over 400 writers to its online group.
Publishing this anthology is an exciting project for the current
members, and one that will showcase a whole new generation of
talent with its wide selection of quality speculative fiction stories.
We are so very proud to be associated Vision and its vibrant
history. Long may our VISION reign!
Rowena and Marianne

xi
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18/20
S. Elliot Brandis

Eila tore back Sade’s hessian sleeve, exposing three new burns
in parallel. The blanched skin was white and sickly, contrasting
sharply against the healed pink scars that scored her forearm in
rows. Dirt stuck to the sticky surface of the new burns, just as dirt
stuck to everything in the slum.
“What is this?” Eila asked. Her eyes were dark and mechanical.
They whirled softly as the irises focused.
“You know what it is,” Sade said. Her cheeks seemed more
gaunt than usual and fresh scratches showed through the fine
stubble of her hair.
“I mean, what are they for? How many is this now? Seventeen?
1
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” Eila’s voice crackled as she spoke.
Sade ducked her head, avoiding Eila’s gaze, simultaneously
warm and cold. She pulled her sleeve down, wincing as the rough
fabric grated her wounds. “It’s eighteen.” A bead of fluid ran down
her face, lagging in the hollow of her cheek. Sweat. Sade never
cried. “I only have two points left.”
The walls of the shanty shook as a fierce wind tore through
the slum. Rusted sheets of corrugated iron and rotting plywood
threatened to give way under the force. The slurred shouting of
a drunk bled through the gaps, mingling with the usual din and
drone.
Eila ran a soft hand down Sade’s cheek, using gentle pressure to
raise her eyes back up. “Sit with me,” she whispered.
They sat side by side on the dusty, bare earth of the shanty. Eila
rolled up Sade’s sleeve slowly, taking care not to cause further pain.
When her forearm was bare, she traced a finger down the row of
scars. Those near the inside of her elbow were old and hard, like
those on her opposite arm, but closer to her wrist they became
young, pink, and soft. Sade winced as her fingers neared the three
fresh burns, but Eila dared not touch them. She took a flask from
her trouser pocket and poured a clear spirit over the blistering
strips. Sade’s face curled up tightly.
Eila pulled her undershirt up to her mouth, biting at the hem
2
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with her canines until the soft fabric gave, and tore off a long strip.
She rested Sade’s wrist on her thigh and began to dress the burns,
trying to keep the balance between pressure and pain.
“One of the patrollers caught me with the rations,” began Sade.
“I was sharing with some of the gutter-kids, the ones without
mothers, and he came out of nowhere. Claimed I had stolen them.
I said I hadn’t, but what more could I say? I wouldn’t let them
know you give me half of yours.”
Eila finished wrapping Sade’s forearm, and held her hand
tightly. “That’s it? Snakes. Even if it was theft, that’s only one
stripe.”
“He backed me into an alleyway between places. Told me he
could spare me the point if I did what he wanted. I ended up with
three for violently resisting arrest. Their words.”
For a time, they sat in silence, heads pressed together in the
dark. The night was hot and dusty, but both needed the contact.
Eighteen points. Two more and that would be it. Culled from
the slums and left to rot in a ditch with thousands of others.
Discarded. Neither wanted to think about it.
By the time Eila left the shanty, the sun had begun to rise.
It was dangerous to stay so long. With a singular thought Eila
activated the night-vision filter on her bionic eyes, painting the
town in hues of green and grey. There was light enough to see,
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but she preferred it this way. The slums still disturbed her and the
abstraction gave her a feeling of distance. Some details were worth
obscuring.
She made her way between dwellings and debris, trying to
avoid the open sewers that ran through the slum like bloated
arteries. Their putrescent smell filled her nostrils whenever she got
close. A child squatted by one such channel, slowly racing old tins
down its innards, spurring them on with a rusted coat-hanger.
At intervals she would stop and switch to thermographic
vision, surveying the landscape for moving figures. The slum
would come alive like a field of magma, each shanty filled with
masses of glowing bodies, crowded and warm. Only once had she
been caught by patrols, but that was enough to fill her with fear of
the consequences. This was not her place.
When she reached the city, the change was immediate. Tall
buildings of glass and steel dominated the landscape, towering
over her like impassive gods. The glass was brown and opaque
from years without cleaning, yet the contrast with the surrounding
slums was sharp. Yellow lines marked the borders of the city. The
threat of points was enough to keep away the slum dwellers.
The city was slowly awakening, and Eila took care not to be
noticed. Her bionic eyes were usually enough to draw attention
and her torn shirt only added to the curiosity. Moving quickly,
4
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she slipped into a side-door and made her way up a rarely used
stairwell. Despite the cost of energy, most in the city still used the
elevators. It allowed them to maintain the self-delusion of wealth.
The narrow hallway of her floor was empty, letting her reach her
apartment unquestioned.
Her apartment was small and windowless. When the door
clacked shut it yielded to darkness, lit only by light leaking in
from the hallway. Eila instinctively increased the sensitivity of her
night-vision. A figure stood before her, grainy and foreboding. She
froze.
“And where have you been, little dove?” came the voice.
“Daegal? What are you doing in my apartment? I could have
you reported,” said Eila. Her voice was hard and passionless, and
hopefully loud enough for her neighbours to hear.
“Eila, Eila. It’s rude to talk to a guest that way. Have you been
consorting with gutter-rats again?” Daegal moved slowly towards
her, his bloated frame mismatched with his precise intonation.
“Just leave me alone.”
“I’m just trying to be cordial. Have it your way, then. I will tell
you this once and once only. If I find that you’ve been messing
with men beyond the line, you’ll end up in a pit. I spared you
once but never again. Your father promised you to me. I will have
what’s mine or I will destroy it. Do I make myself clear?”
5
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Eila remained silent. She didn’t know what he had used to
coerce that promise, but she refused to honour the dead man’s
word. You can’t give what is not yours to own. Nonetheless, Daegal
was powerful, controlling a district patrol. Only murder received
twenty straight points, but a man like him could work outside
the system—one more dead body in the slums would draw no
attention. You don’t control the population with kindness.
“I’m sorry, did I clip your wings?” Daegal moved forward and
grabbed her by the throat. He forced her up against the metal
door and wrapped his plump fingers around her larynx. “Well too
bad, you little cunt. I don’t know why your scumbag of a father
hoarded birth credits, but I’m going to be the one to fucking
cash them in. Either that or they die with you. There is no other
choice.” His rotten breath caused her bionic eyes to fog, giving his
face a demonic aura. “Or do you forget what happened last time,
hmm?”
She didn’t forget. She could never forget. Every time she woke
she was reminded of the day he’d cut out her eyes.
“Good,” he seethed. “I see we have an understanding.”
He threw her to the floor and left the room, slamming the
door behind him to let prying ears know their testimony meant
nothing.
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18
She was sure before but now she knew. Neither the city nor the
slums were safe. Eila had spent the night contorted on her bedroll,
bordering on catatonia.
Her birth credits, accumulated by her father from venal
politicians in shady circles, were a curse. The people of the city
centre coveted them more than rations. The right to bear children
into this filthy world somehow gave value to their pointless lives.
They took pride in the civility of the system. It gave them a sense
of superiority over the swelling masses of the slums, whom they
culled in waves like the mowing of a lawn.
Eila rose at last and moved to her small safe. She had salvaged
it from a store that had been gutted after the financial collapse,
the looters failing to see its value. The combination, 1-8-2-0, was
the birth year of Florence Nightingale. As a child she’d read stories
about her online—before the breakdown of the network—and it
would amaze her how far into the past records could stretch, that
the memory of such a person could carry on through generations,
preserved in electrons and circuits. Now all that remained were
four digits coded into the wheels of a rusty safe.
Inside the safe laid the remainder of her rations, tasteless and
dry, and a single ballpoint pen. Its faded plastic exterior hid her
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birth credits, the paper coiled tight and heavy, its ordinariness the
last line of defence. Eila slid it into the pocket of her trousers,
gathered her rations, and left the dank room, knowing she
wouldn’t return.
The city was bustling that morning, with millions hustling
to work to earn their allotment of rations. Their heads were
lowered and their paces were brisk. In crowds like this Eila felt
safest, knowing that eye-contact was a sin they avoided fervently.
The more witnesses present, the less chance of someone actually
noticing her. Eila was a blur.
At the city limits, she took more care, surveying her
surroundings like a herbivore on watch. Each step beyond the line
was a risk. She whistled gently as she approached Jiliana, a young
blind girl, before crouching down to rub her head.
“Hey bat, you all alone again?” asked Eila.
Jiliana nodded. She’d been blind at birth, yet it had been no
impediment—to survive she needed to know the slums, and so
she did. Better than anyone. She could have drawn a detailed map,
had it any meaning to her.
“I need you to do a favour for me, okay? Find my friend Sade,
the one that sings like an angel, and tell her to be ready to leave
soon, maybe a week. Tell her there’s no other option, it might as
well be both of us on eighteen.” Eila’s voice quavered slightly. Most
8
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wouldn’t hear it, but Jiliana surely did. “Have you got that, bat?”
Jiliana reached out and touched her face. She liked to feel
around the edges of Eila’s eyes, reading the sad story told by her
scars. “Yes, Eila.”
“Of course you do. Don’t forget to tell her I love her.” Eila slid
her bundle of rations into the pocket of Jiliana’s tattered dress.
“Make sure you share those with your sisters.”
And like that, she was gone.

20
A shiver ran down Eila’s spine as she descended the narrow
stairway. Her boots clanged on the sterile metal stairs, signalling
her arrival like a broken gong. Many years ago this basement had
been a morgue, and the smell of death still lingered. Perhaps it
always would.
“Are you down here, Doctor?” Eila called. Her voice echoed
back and forth amongst the steel walls and fittings. “I need
something new.”
A booming laugh reverberated through the room in reply.
The room was a sickly white, flickering under fluorescent
lights, with steel tables and benches, lifeless and cold. The Doctor
stood before her, his teeth twisted in a demented grin, dressed in
a lab coat stained with blood and grease. His skin was pallid and
9
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grey. He was but a corpse himself.
“My darling, I never expected to see you so soon. Has that
bastard gotten to you again?”
Eila flicked to a UV filter, and the room burst into an abstract
painting of purples and whites. “Don’t you ever clean this place?
It’s filthier than outside.” A corner of the room glistened like a
puddle of mercury. “I need something done urgently.”
The Doctor wiped his hands on the back of his trousers and
wrinkled his face up tightly. “Well, it’s all a matter of payment.
Your eyes cost you many birth credits. Few can afford my services
twice.”
The man was a cancer but Eila had known that. She slid the
ballpoint pen from her pocket, heavy from the paper inside, and
tossed it towards the Doctor. It spiralled through the air in a broad
arc.
“Count them if you want. That’s eighteen-thousand credits.
Almost enough for two. If you can’t move those then I’m afraid
you’ve lost your touch.”
The doctor’s face lit up with fire. “Oh my, your father was quite
the collector. So what will it be—teeth, nails?”
He led them into a cramped room lined with steel bunks,
compartments where the dead once rested. Now they teemed
with wires and steel, circuits and blades. Modifications had once
10
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been common, a trend of the digital age, but the collapse of the
economy had made it a frivolity, and the collapse of the network
had made knowledge rare. The combination of both made a niche
for those simultaneously skilled and unscrupulous. A niche the
Doctor was happy to fill.
“I was hoping for something more subtle,” said Eila softly. “No
statements, just protection.”
The Doctors grin stretched wider yet. “Ah. Well that’s no fun.
Though, I think I have just the thing.”
Eila spent seven nights in that basement, twisting under the
delusions and hallucinations of hastily made sedatives. The Doctor
did his work with precision, but the recovery was always tough.
The body can cope with many things, but foreign objects are not
one of them. Modifications are an art and a curse, a blessing and
a sickness.
On the eighth day of her stay, the haze began to fade. Eila’s
mind felt sickly and weak, but the fluids she’d been force fed had
kept her body strong.
The Doctor ran his yellowed nails over her pale cheek. “Good
morning, dearest. Sleep well?”
Eila swung to her feet, almost collapsing as her knees buckled
and flexed. Her brain struggled to adjust to the inputs of her
bionic eyes. It did the same every morning, but this was worse,
11
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like wearing strong glasses for the first time—the mind fighting
the fidelity and framing the world as a distorted and distant lie.
She vomited on the white tiles, another splatter to paint the room.
“How soon can I leave?”

18
That evening Eila crossed the line, hopefully for the last time.
Despite the heat, she wore a hooded jacket, the hood pulled over
to shadow her eyes. Her unshaved head was usually enough to
attract attention in the slums, but her eyes would guarantee it.
Though she knew many people here, there were always new faces,
and always new neighbourhoods. It was a dynamic mass of life
and death, an organism in its own right. Its society shifted and
bled, evolved or died.
Eila relaxed as she reached Sade’s sector. The people here were
warm and open. They would recognise her, hood or not, and treat
her like their daughter. Tonight they were different. Their eyes
burned with fear and warning. Their skin hung loose and heavy.
Eila ran to Sade’s beaten home, her boots sloshing as she tripped
through sewage. The shanty was old and slanted. An orange light
flickered through gaps in the walls.
Eila entered briskly and was knocked to the ground. Daegal
stood over her like a solemn judge, his barrel chest swelling with
12
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steam and fury.
“You fucking little dyke,” he shouted with venom. “To think
this was your sickness all along. I should have fucking known.”
In the corner of the room sat Sade, slumped and lifeless like a
sack of bones. Her arm was broken and contorted, but Eila could
see the marks. Two new blisters slashed her skin, festering with the
brutality of their administration. A twenty-first score ran along
her throat, paired with a cascade of blood, dried and congealed.
“Sade,” she cried, loud and pained.
She moved towards her, but Daegal blocked her path with a
heavy arm. He grabbed her and threw her backwards, his face
perverse and excited.
“A lesson for you: never let a criminal know you have nothing
left to pay him. You really think that twisted doctor would let a
double payday escape his grasp? You brought this on yourself, you
dumb fucking bitch.”
Daegal struck her with a leaden fist, before her flight response
could kick in, knocking her into black.
When she came to, her wrists were bound. She was laced to
a rickety chair, an ancient wooden type with arms and details.
Such chairs in the slum would have been dismantled and burned.
Daegal had brought this, premeditated.
The smell of fried meat hung in the air. Eila gazed dizzily at her
13
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arms, struggling to stay conscious. Rows of singed flesh ran down
both forearms. The wounds were deep, deeper than any she’d seen,
and even her bones ached with the fury. She tried to count the
marks but her eyes struggled to sight them, her brain slipping back
to regression and rejection.
“As the district commander, I find you guilty of treason,” said
Daegal, snarling in sadistic pleasure. “Hopefully I can burn two
more before the pain kills you.” His face was bitter and distorted.
His eyes were tunnels into oblivion, dark and bottomless; they
channelled the atrocities of all those before him.
“You think you have power,” said Eila, with barely a whisper.
“But power through fear isn’t power at all. People hear your words
and know that they’re empty, see your actions and spit behind
your back. I’d rather die knowing I never submitted to you than to
live knowing I had.”
Daegal stared down at her and smiled darkly.
“Words of the weak,” he said. “Words are for the weak. I could
have brought a thousand men with me, to stand and watch you
die, but I don’t need a single one. None of the vermin in this slum
will ever pose a threat. They run away to their holes, to their rat
spouses and their rat children, to live their rat lives and chase their
rat dreams. I move one way and they run the other. A single step
says more than all of your words.”
14
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Eila looked him in the eyes, hard and fierce. He met her stare
and refused to break it. He was one man but he represented many,
each twisted in their own way, warped with power and void of
ideas. She leaned into his gaze, bending her arms. The rope dug
into her wrists as she twisted her arms. Rushes of pain flashed
with each movement, causing her vision to flicker in and out. She
angled her wrists, angling inwards, towards her tormentor.
With a hiss of air, a thin needle sprung from each of Eila’s
wrists. They coiled forward on thin wires, penetrating the fabric
of Daegal’s trousers, sharp and precise, and sinking deep into the
soft tissue of his genitals. His face flushed and his stare broke. Eila
lifted her feet off the ground. With a single, direct thought she
sent electricity pulsing down the wires and into his testicles. They
bubbled and popped and liquefied. Daegal shook and convulsed
and fell to the floor limply, his head striking the ground with a
sickening crack.
Eila watched on with a swirling mind. The pain in her scorched
forearms almost caused her to faint. Each heartbeat ran through
her like a pulse of agony, blurring her vision and numbing her
senses. Adrenaline coursed through her like a sickness.
“A lesson for you,” she said. “If the Doctor wanted me dead, he
would have done it himself.”
Eila collapsed.
15
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20
By the time she woke, time had no meaning. Faces surrounded her
like clouds surround the day. They lifted her to her feet like a draft
of warm air.
In silence, they led her outside the shanty. Even in her haze,
she knew it was not Sade’s. It was a distant part of the slum, with
strange faces and strange places, yet they guided her with kindness
and purpose.
A soft hand raised her face to the horizon. The air was grey
with smoke, and wild with fire. There was death in the air and
pain in their hearts. It could have been noon or midnight.
Jiliana walked out in front of her, still small but somehow
older. She reached out with gentle hands, tracing her fingers along
the scars on Eila’s forearms. They were still pink but no longer
blistered. She counted carefully.
“What’s happened, bat?” Eila asked softly.
Jiliana’s head remained still. “We need you, Eila.”
There was no greater truth. The serpents had been stirred, and
the rodents had been burned. But cold blood runs slow and the
spurned move quick. The many outweigh the few.
“Then I’m yours, little wing.”
Eila kissed Jiliana on the forehead and went to wander through
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the slum. Her arms burned like distant suns.
Eighteen scores lay slashed across her skin. She would make
sure the two missing would hurt more than those that stuck.
Eighteen would be the mark of the uprising.
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1800
Talitha Kalago

Author’s Note:
‘1800’ is set in the same universe as my Blue Magic trilogy—as yet unpublished.
Vampires, werewolves and zombies have ‘transmittable power’, which is a fancy
way of saying they have the magical equivalent of herpes—though the majority
of the human population is unaware they exist. K.T has a much rarer genetic
condition that gives her certain unique abilities… but they have their downside.
If you enjoy K.T and her story, more information about Blue Magic can be found
on my website. www.traditionalevolution.com

0900
The air is hot, like wet paper towels on my skin. It seems to
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disintegrate and mix with my sweat until it’s not really clear where
I end and the afternoon begins. Everyone else is chipper, leaping
from boulder to boulder with daring acrobatic ease and all I can
think is ‘I’m too fat for Queensland.’
We’re just north of Innisfail where the sugar cane gives way
to thick rainforest. It looks lush and pristine at a distance, but
when you’re actually in there it’s all razor vines, melting green shit
and head-sized Australian tarantulas which are unique in their
genus because, unlike tarantulas from any other country, they are
vicious and try to bite anything that moves or breathes or thinks
too loudly.
Innisfail, for those of you who don’t live somewhere where
Humpybong, Woolloomooloo and Wonglepong are perfectly
legitimate town names, is about two hours south of Cairns. Cairns
is memorable for its easy access to the Great Barrier Reef, but since
we’re on the subject, the reef is another thing that looks great at
a distance, but is less fantastic when you’re there and you’re knee
deep in twenty-foot long, man-eating salt water crocodiles at all
times.
The fact is, we’re twenty kilometres inland and even half way
up a mountain in a freshwater creek, saltwater crocodiles are still a
genuine concern. As are taipans, amethystine pythons and perhaps
a little more irrationally, giant golden orb weaver spiders. I saw
20
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one of those eating a bird outside my hotel room window this
morning.
I grab a slimy green branch to haul myself onto the next slimy
green boulder and wonder once again why I thought this would
be such a great idea.
“K.T, watch that snake,” Pete calls back helpfully.
I glance up and see a carpet python—morelia spilota—about
as thick as my forearm and maybe two metres long, on the branch
above the one I’m holding. Its tongue isn’t flicking, so it’s hard
to tell if it’s asleep or pretending not to exist. Either way it’s
considerably less intimidating than the four kilometre hike ahead
of me.
“Watch it do what?” I counter, trying not to sound like I’m
puffed already. “When was the last time a snake did anything?”
“I thought it might make you jump.” He grins at me. He
doesn’t say ‘because you’re a girl’, but that’s how he means it. I
swallow my annoyance because he’s 58 and one of those guys
who’d throw himself in front of a bus or two-tonne crocodile to
protect a lady.
The annoying thing is, if it weren’t for Pete, Dave and Haruki,
the six kilometre hike would have taken me about ten minutes.
‘Jumping’ really isn’t my problem. It’s the slogging around on my
hands and knees in a creek bed with a ten kilogram backpack.
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I’m a Sable and it’s fair to say, even if I were in shape, walking
would never be my strong point. The thing about not being entirely
human is that it’s a bit like winning the lottery. If you don’t keep
it to yourself, the rest of humanity is going to make your life a
living hell.
My phone dings and I dig it out of my pocket. It’s wrapped
in two ziploc bags, for that inevitable moment when I fall in the
creek, and I jab at the buttons through the plastic.
Jake has sent me a text: ‘Have dengue fever yet?’
I reply with a succinct ‘FU.’
His reply pops up immediately. ‘So yes?’
Haruki stops, shifting his weight from foot to foot, so I pick
my path through the slick, hot damp and vines to his side.
“Have you got reception? My battery is dead,” he asks. His
cultured English accent never stops being jarring because he barely
speaks and Dave and Pete both sound like Crocodile Dundee,
mate.
“Yeah.”
“Can I?”
I give him my phone.
“I’ll put my SIM in,” he says.
“Nah, it’s fine.”
He stands in the middle of the creek bed, struggling with the
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ziploc bags, the sluggish water gurgling around him on all sides.
I can hear him talking to his wife in Japanese. I took Japanese all
through primary school and am disappointed that I understand
none of it.
Walking and being bilingual: my failures for today are
mounting.
“Look at that!” Dave is pointing, excited. He’s in his midthirties, but looks older. The classic Australian beer belly doesn’t
help.
It takes me a long moment to realize he’s pointing at a golden
orb weaver’s web, some four metres across. It looks exactly like
every other golden orb web we’ve seen—of which there have been
hundreds—and as we already saw a spider eating a bird today, I
am unimpressed.
“Yep,” I snap. “Spiders. Snakes. We’re still definitely in
Australia.”
“No, look,” he insists.
Pete and I obligingly make our way over. Pete with the flitting
grace of a dragonfly and me hauling myself over logs and rocks
like a fat camel.
“See it?” Dave is so excited he’s spitting a little.
I don’t. But then I do.
“Okay,” I say. “So that’s new.”
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What I first take to be a brilliant blue feather is actually a
spider. It looks like an orb weaver in shape and it’s clearly an orb
weaver web. However they’re normally black and gold, often with
fuzzy silver down on their abdomens, and legs about as long as a
man’s handspan.
This one is about twice that size and shimmering like a bright
blue LED in the sullen heat of morning. At the edges of the web
are finch-sized bundles of gold and one much larger lump that
could easily be a lorikeet or butcher bird.
“Wow.” Pete puts his backpack down and digs around until
he finds his camera bag and lenses. It’s not until Haruki hears the
snapping of the camera that he comes over to join us.
“What is it?” He hands me my phone and the ziploc bags.
“Thanks.”
“Dave spotted a big blue spider. See?”
“No.”
“There, look,” I point and he squints, then his eyes widen.
“Oh yeah. It’s really big.”
“Face-hugger sized,” I agree.
“What?”
“Alien? Aliens? Alien three?”
He gives me that I-have-a-PhD-I-don’t-watch-sci-fi look.
Whatever. Fucking ichthyologists.
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“I’m gonna get it,” Dave says.
Pete frowns. “We’re here to look for fish and shrimp, mate.”
Which is true. Pete is an entomologist with a special interest in
shrimp and crabs and I am here because, with Pete and Haruki’s
licenses, I will be able to harvest some live specimens legally and be
the first hobby breeder of something new and exciting. Shrimp are
really big in aqua culture right now and any new variety is worth
a lot of money. There are King Kong and Black Diamond shrimps
selling in Japan for more than eight hundred dollars. Each.
North Queensland is an uncontested smorgasbord of new
species. I’ve probably swallowed more undocumented insects
today than most entomologists would discover in their entire
career. Giant, brilliant blue spiders were impressive, but not worth
phoning the newspapers about. Most new species were discovered
just like this—a handful of enthusiasts with wet sneakers and
buckets. The funded professional expeditions you see in movies
are almost entirely Hollywood fiction. However, there is a whole
subculture of people like me, Dave, Pete and Haruki who are out
every weekend, furthering backyard science.
“It’s a new species,” Dave insists, like that wasn’t already
obvious.
“It’s eight metres up in the air,” I counter.
“That’s okay.”
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Dave scrambles up the bank, getting caught in the lower
structures of the golden threads and thrashing his way through
them like a bull. They don’t break as easily as I am expecting and
twice he has to stop and rip at them with both hands.
Beyond the creek, the thick red earth gives way to ragged
spikes of igneous rock, dense and hostile vines and a variety of
snake and spider infested trees; great for possums, feral cats and
tree kangaroos, but really shitty for anything that travels along
the ground. However Dave scrambles up the rocky cleft with
the enthusiasm of a man who has found a big, blue eight-legged
payday.
He’s about four metres up, and standing on top of the rock
makes his reach about six metres. He starts looking around, and
then breaks off a long thin branch. He rips off handfuls of leaves at
the thin end, creating a three pronged fork.
Bushman’s bug catcher. You swirl the forked end in a web and
the spider and web get stuck all over it. You can swat them around
to catch flies, but in this case I guess Dave just plans on lowering
the spider down to us.
“Get a bug box, mate,” he says to Pete. “You’ll catch her when
I drop her down?”
“Like hell,” Pete mutters, pulling out one of the containers we
planned to carry fish and shrimp home in.
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Haruki and I stay well back, because it seems inevitable that a
giant blue spider is about to fall and, as God seems to have a sick
sense of humour, I am guessing it will fall right on Pete’s head.
Dave stretches out, holding on to a tree trunk for balance and
waving his stick-fork around in the air. It gets caught in the web
and the golden thread is so strong it looks like he won’t be able to
shift it.
I see the leaf falling in slow motion. It’s green and spinning and
looks exactly like the billions of others all around us. It’s not very
big. It’s not memorable in any way, except that it is on a perfect
trajectory to land on Dave’s head.
He kind of shits me, so for a moment I am amused by the idea
of him getting a fright. Then I realize he’s in a really bad place to
get a fright; but I see the leaf, and have all these thoughts, in a split
second.
The leaf bounces off his sweaty curls and slides straight into his
collar, down his back.
He shrieks, his arms flail and I am certain he will fall, then his
hips swing out the other way and he’s staggering backward. There’s
a pounding in my ears and a tang of metallic adrenaline in my
mouth, then an instant of relief as he goes backward, not forward.
Then all in a rush, he’s gone, sucked down into the earth.
“Dave!” Pete is scrambling toward the bank. His camera
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splashes into the creek. “Dave!”
Haruki lunges forward, too, and I am about to follow when
I force myself to stop. Standing very still, I carefully wrap up the
phone still in my hands. I squeeze the air out of the bags and seal
them, one at a time, then I stick it in the zip up pocket in the front
of my pants. I double check the zip is done up properly.
When I look up again, Pete is almost at the top of the bank
and Haruki is below him. I flail between the rocks toward them,
stopping to fish Pete’s pack out of the water. His camera is caught
in some rocks downstream, but it’s probably ruined already.
I put the pack down with Haruki’s on the bank.
“I’m here,” Dave’s voice is thin and distant. “Can you—holy
fucking Jesus!”
“Are you okay, mate?” Pete is on top of the rock now, on all
fours. I can see his ass and heels.
“No! Fuck! No!” Dave sounds miles away.
“He’s fallen through the roof of a cave,” Pete says, looking
down at us.
“Stay here,” I tell Haruki and I scramble up the rock with the
weightless ease of a gecko. The boys are too distracted to notice.
The roof of the cave looks like it was plugged with branches,
then leaves and dirt. Before Dave stepped on it, it probably looked
like solid ground, but I can smell the pungent odour of rot. The
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branches were almost completely decomposed. Now he’s ten
metres down a rock chimney, sitting in a little puddle of light.
With the competing humidity and forest, it takes a moment
for the smell of him to hit me. Sweat and pain, fear—the stink of
his adrenaline rolls off him in waves and my stomach gurgles in
response.
“He’s hurt,” I say quietly to Pete.
“Are you hurt, mate?” Pete calls down.
“Yeah, my leg. Maybe both legs. The left one is broken. It’s at
a funny angle, ‘ey?”
He’s getting quieter, lightheaded, I guess.
“He’s going into shock,” I tell Pete.
Pete looks annoyed. “Calm down. Has anyone got phone
reception?”
I shuffle back from the edge of the hole, then take out my
phone like it’s a Faberge egg. “Yeah, I do.”
“Okay,” Pete takes it. “I’m going to call Fire and Rescue and
we’re all going to get comfortable until they arrive.”
I sit at the edge of the hole, where Dave can see me, and
listen to Pete talking to the rescue crew. He asks what my phone
number is and makes me repeat it three times slowly so there are
no mistakes. The conversation takes longer than it should and Pete
looks frustrated.
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“What is it?” Haruki calls up.
“A dive ship has gone down off Port Douglas. All the local
rescue crews are tied up with that. They’re sending a team up from
Townsville to come and get us.”
“How long?” I ask.
“It’ll be dark before they get here,” he says.
Dave makes a horrible whimpery sound, like a little kid.
“Jesus,” I mutter. Then I look down at Dave. “It’s okay.
We’ve got some twine, right? We’ll lower you down a torch and
sandwiches.”
“We have some panadol and codeine,” Pete says. “Haruki, can
you send up the first aid kit?”
The kit has a handle and secure latches, so we take out the things
Dave can’t use and replace them with two bottles of Gatorade, our
only torch and sandwiches. Pete cuts the twine into three lengths,
so there is no way it can break, and we lower it down to Dave.
“Stay hydrated, okay?” Pete says.
“Hey, where’s the spider?” Dave asks.
I squint up over my shoulder. “She’s still in the web, mate.”
“Catch her for me,” Dave insists.
“Forget it,” Pete says. “You’re hurt. No one else is doing
anything stupid.”
“If we don’t catch it, this was for nothing!” Dave calls.
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Pete starts climbing back down to Haruki and I realize I’m on
Dave watch for now. Pete’s angry, I can see it. He goes and gets
his camera then he and Haruki move the packs onto the far bank,
where there is a wide patch of dry stone they can sit on.
Once the tangy aftertaste of adrenaline fades, the situation gets
boring real fast.
“What’s happening?” Dave sounds little and scared and sad. I
think the shock is disorientating him.
“Did you hear what Pete said about the rescue crew coming
from Townsville?”
“Yeah.”
“Pete and Haruki are on the bank. They’re just sitting. We have
to wait it out now.”
“Easy for you to say.”
“Yeah, sorry mate.”
I hear my phone beeping across the creek. More texts from
Jake. I couldn’t answer if I wanted to; we need the battery to last. I
get as comfortable as I can on the rock and wait.

1200
There are so many mozzies, that by midday I probably do have
dengue. Dave and I haven’t really talked because the truth is I don’t
like him very much and I suspect the feeling is mutual. Sometimes
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he whimpers in pain. Sometimes I can hear him cracking sticks.
Pete slogs across the creek and climbs up.
“Go and eat your lunch,” he says.
I nod and clamber down. I stop in the middle of the creek,
wetting all of my exposed skin, trying to wash away the itchy layer
of sweat. Haruki offers me my pack when I wade over to sit beside
him.
“You’re a good climber,” he says.
“What?”
“When Dave fell, you went up so quick. Like Spiderman.”
Shit, he did notice. I shrug, trying to keep my expression
neutral.
“Could you climb down to him?”
I glance at him, surprised. I could. Easily. However, while Dave
is in pain, he isn’t in any real danger. Help is on the way—he just
has to hold out a few more hours. Long, miserable hours.
“Pete would skin you alive for even asking,” I say. “Too risky.”
Haruki frowns. He offers me a Flake and I accept because I am
unashamedly weak in the face of thin, wafery chocolate.
“I don’t like not knowing how badly he’s hurt.”
“Knowing won’t help if we can’t treat him,” I say.
“Your mother is a nurse, right?”
“Yeah, but I work at a pet shop.”
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“You could splint a broken bone?”
“Well, yeah, but…”
I trail off and we eat in silence. I can hear Pete talking to Dave.
It sounds like he’s trying to cheer him up, but its thirty-two degrees
Celsius and the humidity is overwhelming. It will take the rescue
crew hours to get here and even longer to get Dave out. There’s
a very real chance we won’t be back at the hotel until this time
tomorrow. None of us can convincingly fake cheery right now.
“I’ve had a bad feeling since we got here,” Haruki says. “I feel
like something is watching us.”
Just like that, I feel cold all over. People, humans, can’t see magic
and unseelie like I can. However that ‘being watched’ feeling is
almost never a false positive. It’s a very real sixth sense. If Haruki
thinks we are being watched, we probably are.
And what is worse, I was too busy being hot and tired and
irritable to notice.
“Why didn’t you say something?” I demand, lowering my
voice.
He gives me an odd look. “Because it’s stupid.”
“If you had to describe it, like, if you had to guess, what would
you think it was? Like a person or…”
He sighs. “I didn’t mean to scare you. It’s nothing. It’s stupid. I
just wish I’d never got out of the truck.”
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Alarm bells are going off in my brain. As an ichthyologist
looking for new fish, I am surprised he isn’t power walking up the
creek and leaving Dave to his fate. Wishing he had never got out
of the truck is some serious bad juju.
“Just humour me,” I say through gritted teeth.
“Just something big and looming. Like the whole mountain is
watching us. Something is angry we’re here.”
No, I think. Something is angry you’re here. Something that hates
humans and is grudgingly tolerant of Sable.
That’s why I didn’t sense it—it wasn’t hunting me.
I stand up. “I have to, you know.”
“No?”
“I need toilet paper.”
He flushes and digs around in Pete’s pack, offering me a roll in
a plastic bag. “Here.”
“Thanks. I’ll be… a minute.”
He nods, far more embarrassed than is reasonable for a natural
bodily function. I hurry upstream and I hear Pete asking where I’m
going. Haruki explains and Pete yells for me to go downstream,
but I don’t slow or change direction.
Without my pack I can move much faster, and fear makes me
nimble. The trees push in close around the creek, which is full
of turns and twists so I’m well out of their sight in less than two
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minutes. I look back over my shoulder, going still as I hone all my
focus into listening for movement. They aren’t following me. I pull
off my shoes and leave them on a rock.
Without any further hesitation, I leap.
My first jump carries me thirty feet up the creek to a wide,
water-slicked boulder. Where a human might slip, I grip the
surface with gecko-like ease. I hesitate long enough to choose
another landing spot and leap again.
I flow up the stream with easy, aerial grace. Rock, branch, log,
rock, rock, branch, tree trunk. The mountain gets steeper and the
canopy denser. I stay close to the creek, so I don’t get lost, but I
give up on the ground, bouncing from tree to tree like a sugar
glider.
It hits me so suddenly I am paralysed.
One moment I’m in the air, then I touch down on the cascading
trunk of a strangler fig and power is searing up through the soles
of my feet and the pads of my fingers. Every hair on my body is
standing on end, like this is a cartoon and I am being electrocuted.
It’s in everything. Like a fungus, it has woven sinew and vein
into every tree and rock and plant. It shudders along the spider
webs, it crouches under nesting birds, cupping their eggs, it’s in
the mites on the skin of the lizards. It invades me with the raw,
supernatural power of eons.
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Mute and stupid, I simply hang there until it is done with me.
Its energy crackling through me, exploring me. I don’t know how
long it takes.
It finally pulls back and I can feel it in the heart of the mountain,
nesting in the core of its many threads. It isn’t angry—that is far
too human an emotion—but it radiates a raw savagery. It, like
many other great predators, is territorial. This is its home, but its
territory expands far beyond that and Dave, Pete and Haruki are
so close they could be here in under an hour. Practically in its
house, as far as it’s concerned.
I have no doubt their bodies will never, ever be found. What I
don’t understand is what’s causing the delay?
I take a deep breath, as deep as I can, and breathe out with a
long, slow ‘cha’ sound. My breath is blue, rolling smoke. It drifts
downward, mingling with the branches. My magic tastes the air
around me, returning with fragments of gleaned information.
The thing in the mountain is nocturnal. Once it was an
animal, or maybe it was lots of animals—a consciousness flowing
from body to body. Not like a parasite, but a spirit. The kind of
spirit the Aborigines and Native Americans talk about when they
discuss the land. Whatever it inhabited, or still inhabits, it prefers
the night time. When the sun sets, it will come.
I push away from the tree, leaping heedlessly from trunk to
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trunk, almost overshooting the bend where I left my shoes and
the toilet paper. I force myself down to the ground, even though
my hands are shaking and I just want to keep going—all the way
back to the truck and then the highway and people and shitty cold
breakfast at a shitty little hotel.
I grab the plastic bag and my shoes and flounder back down
the creek. I must be a mess because Haruki stands up and Pete
scrambles down off the rock toward me when I come into sight.
“Where the hell have you been?” Pete demands.
“Sunset,” I say, ignoring Pete. “Haruki, what time is sunset?!”
He stares at me, confused, then pulls out my phone. He jabs at
the screen a few times, waiting for something to load.
“Eighteen hundred,” he says.
Six PM. “What time is it now?”
“Thirteen oh six.”
Five hours. In five hours they’ll be dead.
The sudden roar is so loud, I duck. For a moment I think it’s
an avalanche, which is stupid, because we’re in the tropics and I
probably have heat stroke. Then I turn around and see it’s so much
worse. The sky behind the mountain is black and seething with
lightning.
Tropical storms come in fast in northern Queensland, but we’d
checked the forecast before we left. It should’ve been clear skies all
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day.
Under the cloud, the air is opaque with rain. The wind rolls
down the mountain toward us in a sudden rush and the stink of
magic is so strong, I slowly sink to my knees, gasping for air.
“Get out of the water!” Pete is waving his arms in a panic.
“K.T.! Get up!”
I look up the mountain again. The rain, the water. Flash floods
hit creeks like this with no warning.
“Oh no, Dave.” Haruki is slogging through the water toward
Pete. “The cave will flood.”
I was right. They will never, ever find our bodies.

1400
The rain hits, splashing all around us like grapes, hammering the
ground with alarming force. We’re up on the rock, nestled around
the cave mouth and already I can only catch glimpses of the far
bank through the downpour. The creek, clear and pristine when we
arrived, has turned into chocolate milk, churning and swallowing
the boulders we’d been sitting on only a half hour earlier.
The black sky has engulfed everything and the gloom feels like
a late summer evening in Melbourne, where the twilight stretches
out to 10PM. I’m saturated, but not cold. Tropical steam has
come up from the soil in a billowing rush. It feels like I’m under a
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hose, in a sauna.
“Are the rescue crew going to be able to get up here in this?”
Haruki has to yell to be heard over the rain.
Pete’s jaw is locked. He’s looking into the forest with such a
grim look on his face, I already know the answer. He’s thinking
what I’m thinking: there is a very real chance we could die.
“Hey Pete, do you still have that blow up raft in your pack?”
I ask.
“We can’t use it,” he says flatly. “It’ll flip or hit a snag. We’re not
leaving Dave.”
“We can use it as shelter,” I say.
“Guys!” Dave is screaming. A horrible, high panicked voice,
like someone trapped in a burning car. “It’s flooding, the cave is
flooding!”
I peer down the hole. He has the only torch, which is just as
well because with the storm it’s black as pitch in the cave. In the
white LED beam I can see a trickle of water flowing between his
shattered legs. Not a flood, but the creek is coming up a few inches
every minute. If the cave does the same, he’ll be underwater in an
hour.
“Can we make a rope with the twine?” Haruki asks. He’s
starting to look hollow-eyed and desperate too.
“It’ll break,” Pete says.
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“He’s going to drown. If enough water flows through down
there it’s going to sweep him deeper into the cave,” Haruki says.
I look down again. Dave is looking up at me, pale-skinned and
with pupils dilated in the dark. I take a deep breath. Keeping my
secret is important, but it’s not worth someone’s life. I’m not just
going to let someone I know die.
“What are you doing, K.T.? Put your shoes back on,” Pete
demands.
I kick one of them too hard and it rolls down into the creek.
“Blow up the raft,” I tell him firmly. “Just do it.”
I swing myself into the hole and Pete grabs my arm.
“K.T., you’re going to fall.”
He tries to yank me back up; he pulls as hard as he can—it
really hurts my arm.
Did you know you would have to hang a forty kilogram weight
off a gecko before it would fall off the ceiling? I mean, obviously
its little body would tear apart before then, but that’s how nifty
their feet are. Pete can’t shift me for much the same reason.
“Blow up the raft,” I demand again.
Pete lets go, mouth open and it’s raining so heavily he has to
spit.
I clamber down into the cave. There’s freaking moths, bugs and
spiders everywhere. I hiss and quickly flick them off my arms as
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they try and scramble to safety. On the cave floor, the water has
already risen halfway to Dave’s hips.
There is something wrong with the way he’s staring at me.
Blank and slack jawed. This is more than shock. Then I see all the
empty pill packets.
“You ass, did you take all of these?”
“It hurts,” he mumbles. His legs are twisted and look black in
the poor light. His left foot is twice as big as it should be, his toes
splayed out from the swelling.
“At least you got your shoes off, but that much panadol is
going to fuck your liver, you dickhead.”
“Where’s your harness?” he asks.
“The rescue crew isn’t here…” I realize he’s trashed. Junked out
on what was probably an overdose of codeine. “Dave, hey Dave,
I’m going to have to strap your legs, okay?”
I look up and see Haruki, but no sign of Pete.
“I need two sticks,” I call up. I touch my finger to my thumb to
make a circle. “This thick. Not rotten stuff.”
Haruki nods and he disappears. The rain pours in the open
hole. Bugs from the walls drip on me. The torrent of water on the
narrow cave floor rises past my ankles. Something glistening slips
past us and I’m not sure if it is a very slick branch or a huge, black
snake.
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“Hurry the fuck up!” I yell.
Haruki dangles two branches. He tries to drop them near the
wall, but the first one hits me in the shoulder and the second one
clips Dave’s head.
“What?” he asks, confused.
I crouch down and take Dave’s hand, holding it so the torch
beam is on his leg.
“Keep the light here, okay? We have to lift your leg so I can get
the bandage under it. Where’s the first-aid kit?”
He points the torch and I see it has floated twenty metres
down the cave. Only, the ceiling isn’t as high down there and if it
floats any further it’s going to vanish down a narrow chute. It’s also
where the big black snake went. Or stick.
“Shit.”
I put the back of one hand against my forehead and use the
other to balance as I pick my way down the narrow cave. My hand
saves me from braining myself on a rock, but earns me a bloody
scratch on my palm. I snag the first-aid kit and water gushes out
of it.
Inside are two bandages and a sandwich, all saturated. I dump
the latter and wade back to Dave. His legs are now underwater.
“Dave, this is really, really going to hurt.”
I kneel down like I’m being knighted and hoist Dave’s shattered
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leg onto the flat plane of my thigh. He screams, flops back and for
a moment his head goes underwater. He gurgles and splutters and
the torch light vanishes, and for a moment it’s pitch black and
in my mind everything touching me is a huge black snake. Then
he’s sitting again and swearing and the torch light is swinging all
over the place. I hold the sodden bandages in my mouth while I
position the sticks.
“Hold this. Hold it!”
Dave is calling me a cunt over and over, but he holds the
splints and somehow I get the bandage around the whole mess.
He’s panting, then starts dry-heaving. I strap it as tight as I can.
It’s a shit job. He needs a fully staffed ER, but I have sticks and
wet bandages and we’re in a flooding cave.
“Okay, you have to stand up,” I say, pulling the wet knot as
tight as I dare.
“No.”
“Dave, now.”
I grab his hands and pull and he tries as hard as he can. He
screams and I can hear Pete and Haruki yelling at us from above.
Then, somehow, he’s up. There’s a sudden rush of water and now
we’re knee deep.
Dave is bigger than me. He’s taller and he weighs a lot more.
My legs are strong, much stronger than a regular human’s, but I do
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not, by any stretch of the imagination, have super strength.
“Hold on to my shoulders, don’t let go, don’t choke me.”
I think he’ll protest, because it looks so impossible. However
there’s a dead exhaustion in his eyes. The pain and fatigue have
won. He just does it and I start to climb the wall.
The water is rising faster than I am. The pressure of his arms on
my shoulders feels like a car. I lift one foot as high as I can, grip
the rock then heave us up. Then the next foot. However my lower
foot is always underwater. We’re half way up the wall and there is
another rush.
Suddenly we’re both waist deep.
“Get on my shoulders!” I have to yell, because the water is
roaring.
“I can’t!” Dave yells in my ear. “I can’t.”
He starts to sob. Haruki and Pete are yelling too. They’re both
reaching down, like they would pull us up, but they’re still too far
away.
“Dave, you have to. We’re going to drown. Please.”
He’s still sobbing and I feel his better leg brace on my thigh.
He clambers up slowly. His hand pulls my hair. It’s too slow. The
water is at my shoulders.
His bad leg bumps my back and he screams. He almost falls
and I know if he falls he’s dead. My mouth is in the water. I tilt
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my head back but my face is going under. The force of the current
is strong, but not stronger than my grip on the wall. I am holding
my breath and Dave’s weight is breaking my shoulders.
Suddenly he’s gone.
He fell. I flail, trying to grab him before he can be swept away
and a huge clod of dirt hits me in the face. I pull myself up, break
the surface and see Haruki and Pete hauling Dave out of the cave
overhead.
“K.T., come on!” Pete is reaching down, so far I’m afraid he’s
going to fall in too but I’ve never been so relieved in my life. I start
to scramble up toward him; it’s easy now, though my shoulders are
killing me. Our fingers touch.
I’m not really expecting the crocodile. I guess no one ever really
expects a crocodile in a narrow cave halfway up a mountain except,
perhaps, people with very specific, illogical phobias.
Its head comes up out of the water and its teeth sink into my
hips and the last thing I see as it pulls me under is Pete and he’s
screaming.

1500
The world is dark and the sun is setting and I have drowned.

1530
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Lots of things hurt. Being dead sucks.

1545
I am on the empty highway, beside a bridge. The rain is pounding
me. The swollen creek roars under the road, threatening to break
its banks and flood the nearby cane fields. The crocodile is on the
median strip. It’s inky black and dotted with stars. At first I think
it’s huge, then I realize it goes on forever because it’s the mountain
and the night sky.
Perhaps a crocodile is what the mountain spirit started as, or
perhaps it is just one of the many thousands of animals it has
inhabited over the years. But this is the form it has chosen… for
now.
My head starts to hurt as it alternates between the thirty foot
shadow-and-star creature before me and the three thousand foot
behemoth that I am resting on the spine of. I know that a lot of
time has passed and I know it has brought me here—snatched
me from the cave and… what? I don’t understand why it took
me from my friends. I don’t understand why I’m not dead. Was I
dead? Or was that a dream?
Once, I touched the ocean and the sea was my mate. Once, she
gave me life and I cradled it here.
Its voice rolls through me and I am aware of my battered body
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arching in pain, but from a distance, as if I am watching it happen
to someone else.
I am overwhelmed by space and time, eons of rolling land
and changing life forms. Things are spat from the ocean. They
grow. They change. The land changes. The world changes. Then
a tumour forms, a sickness, it is only the blink of an eye, but it is
devastating.
The history of the land tears through me, threatening to
separate fibre and bone. The spirit is so ancient; its efforts to
communicate are killing me.
“Pleasepleaseplease,” I whisper. “Your words are too big. I can’t
hear everything. It’s too much.”
It is disappointed. The crocodile made of sky slides off the road
into the swollen river. I can’t see it for the storm, but to the west,
behind the mountain, the sun sets.

1800
I slog along the median strip on the Bruce Highway going south
because that’s where home is. Not Innisfail and the hotel and
medical assistance, but home. Some part of me has every intention
of walking the three thousand-odd kilometres back to Melbourne
because the rest of me has no intention of thinking logically right
now.
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It’s been over three hours since I was snatched away from Pete,
Haruki and Dave. I don’t know if they’re dead or alive or if I could
have done something more to save them.
I see the ambulance coming and I hold out my thumb like I’m
hitchhiking. It pulls over and before anyone can get out I trot up
to the back doors. They open and there is an emergency rescue
guy, a female police officer, two female ambos and Haruki. One
of the ambos and the police officer are in the front, so there is just
enough room for be me beside the second ambo.
“Hi,” I say, too tired to be surprised.
“Need a lift?” Haruki asks, lip quirking in a slight grin. He’s
always been good at being too cool when confronted with the
unreasonable.
“Where you going?” I ask.
“Cairns base hospital.”
The four people in uniforms start calmly asking me a checklist
of questions, but it feels like they’re yelling. I tell them I’m fine a
few times, then I give in and let the paramedic look at the puncture
wounds on my hips.
While she’s causing me immense pain by prodding my various
bruises, Haruki meets my gaze.
“We floated all the way down to the highway on the raft,” he
says. “Not as leisurely as I made it sound, I promise. We had a
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little while at the truck before the ambulances arrived. The three
of us talked. About what happened. About what you did for Dave.
We kind of thought you were dead at the time.”
I nod. In the front of the ambulance, they are calling in to
dispatch to alert the hospital, police and other rescue services that
are probably still looking for me. Or my waterlogged corpse.
“So what did you decide?” I ask. They might not know much,
but they know I’m not human. They also know there was no way
a crocodile that size could have fit in that cave.
He smiles and pats my hand. “You’re okay,” he says. “It’s okay.”
I want to believe him, but I am too tired to believe anything.
It’s over, somehow we all came back and they will keep my secret.
But I saw something I was never meant to see. The spirit in the
mountain never meant to hurt me, but its words have shattered
something fragile inside me. I’m broken now, and I know that, no
matter how tired I am, I’ll never really sleep again. I know that if
I’d just left my companions to die, I would have been saved.
I really wish that had been an option.
My phone beeps in Haruki’s pocket and he hands it to me. I
pull away the ziploc bags and read the latest text from Jake.
‘Stop dying and call me already.’
I do.
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Underscore
Kristen Isbester

“When irresistible forces are drawn together locked in an infinite loop of
creation and destruction—hope then that you are far from that consummation.”
U.S. Western, author of Practical Mythology

“Leave her to stew for a few hours and we’ll see if she is still so
quick to refuse me.” McLinon used a rag to wipe his bloody hands
as he stepped from the root cellar into the barn.
“Boss, are you sure we should be doing this?” Slim heaved a
heavy wooden door closed. Pneumatic locks hissed shut. “Aren’t
you afraid—”
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“I ain’t afraid of no damned legend.” McLinon grabbed Slim’s
shirtfront and sneered into his face. He jerked his head towards
the closed door behind them. “With her in my cellar, my luck’s
changin’ for the better.” He shoved Slim away, “Get back to work,
scows won’t milk themselves.”
“Yes Boss.” Slim scrabbled in the dust, found his feet and lit
out of the barn doors as if chased by the Devil himself.
McLinon watched with hard eyes. The boy was too soft to make
it on the frontier. He threw the bloodied rag onto the closest work
bench and strode outside. The red giant hanging swollen in the
sky and the delicate lilac shade told him it had gone midday. On
Earth the colour would provoke exclamations of wonder. Here, on
the fringes of colonial space, the farmers groused and wished for
the yellow sun of home.
Stark mesas reached towards the burning giant. Nothing good
grew on this goddamned rock. The wind changed direction, curls
of bleached grasses spun into his fences. He tasted dust on his lips
and lifted the green kerchief hanging limp around his neck over
the lower part of his face. Beyond his fences, sinuous whirls of
dust danced across the high plain like swirling Djinn. There was
nothing to keep a man here. Now, thanks to a stroke of luck, that
would change.
In the yard of McLinon’s homestead, Slim herded docile scows
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into the milking shed. Their improved condition and bumper
yield were no accident. The kitchen garden, formerly a wasteland
of dead and dying plants, sported heads of spinach and fat corn
cobs. They were signs, all signs of a higher power at work, signs
that were blazing all over this goddamned space rock.
A rare smile crinkled the corners of McLinon’s eyes into crow’s
feet. As long as he kept Kasia his luck would continue to change.
Old space hounds holding up the bars in saloons loved to tell
stories of Kasia and how she had blessed their claim, or brought
the rain, or doubled the crops. The stories of old men, bent and
broken by time and hard living, always different but their lament
was always the same, “I wish I’d known she was leaving, I could
have made plans.” Until that night in the bar, they’d been just
stories.
McLinon had been up in the high country for weeks chasing
down a skraptor that had been hunting his herd. It was a fool’s
quest. He’d lost men, sim-horses, more scows and never caught
sight of the blasted thing. It was mid-week and a three hour trek
to town but he’d needed to drink something other than scow’s
milk or recycled piss.
Greasy Sue had a new barmaid. The saloon was heaving with
folk drinking, laughing and dancing. Dancing! The last time he’d
been in here Sue had shot the Greenhorn who’d tried to play the
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piana in the corner.
Now, its ancient, cracked ivory keys were being tickled by
fingers that knew exactly what they were doing. They flew over
the keys producing notes that set your feet tapping. The woman
seated at the piana was completely out of place. Her hair was a dark
sweep of shadow, her skin smooth and clean, her eyes glittered
with mirth, lips red and kissable. She looked like a rose amongst a
thicket of thistles.
That was when he’d noticed it. The people, hard-bitten
from eking out an existence on this orbiting dung heap, looked
different. For a long time he’d sat at the bar and watched, while
the old timer’s stories chased each other through his brain. “She
comes, and one minute she’s just there, like she has always been
there, then things…people…they just get better.”
McLinon had scoffed at the drunkards wild tales, but seated
at the bar, he had seen the truth. This was Kasia, bringer of life,
ressurector of shit-box planets. The planets had finally aligned and
he was the lucky bastard who’d worked it out.
McLinon watched as the split skin over the knuckles on his
right hand knitted itself back together. Kasia was real, and his
would be the story of the man who claimed her.

∞
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A single solar bulb lit the root cellar, casting deep shadows in the
room’s corners and between the rows of shelves that had been
stacked with jars of preserves. In front of the doorway, a viscous
puddle of jam and preserved vegetables hid wicked shards of the
glass.
McLinon stood in the doorway to the room, his expression
grim as he surveyed the mess. In one hand he held a plate of food,
in the other a scow prod. “I see you haven’t changed your mind
then.”
A scuff of movement against the stone floor drew his attention
to the furthest, darkest corner. His eyes strained to make out her
shape in the darkness, but there was nothing.
“This violence won’t do any good in the long run. I’m a patient
man”
Another scuff on the stone in the far corner. McLinon took a
careful step forward over the puddle of food. “If you come out we
can talk about this all civil-like.” He bent to place the plate of food
on the floor, his eyes on the far corner.
From between two shelves on his blind side, a figure flashed
towards the door. McLinon’s reflexes, honed by bolting scows,
flicked the prod over and caught her on the back as she tried to
escape through the doorway behind him. Kasia’s body twitched
as the prod’s voltage pulsed through her, and halfway through the
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doorway, she fell.
“You have to do things the hard way.” McLinon stood over her,
grabbed her by the shoulders and hauled her back into the room.
“You don’t know what you’ve done,” she hissed at him as she
tried to kick him in the groin. “If you let me go now, the worst
that will happen is that you’ll go back to how you were before I
came here.”
“And if I don’t?” McLinon’s tone was indulgent as he avoided
her kick and shoved her towards the floor. He took his place in
front of the doorway, scow prod in hand.
Kasia crouched, ready to spring. Her dark hair was matted
and tangled on her shoulders and across her face. “You think you
know what I am.” She snarled, her features a grotesque caricature
of beauty.
“I do know. I knew the words to bind you. I knew to keep
you out of the sight of the goddamned sun, under the earth and,
Darlin’, I know what you can do for life on this rock.”
Her laughter scattered like the snap of cracking pack-ice across
the space between them. “If you truly knew what I am you’d take
me to the nearest space port and force me on to the next cargo
ship. You’d pay to see the back of me. Lift the binding and I’ll go.
If you want to do what is best for everyone here, you’ll let me walk
out of here right now and you’ll forget that you ever met me.”
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“I don’t think that’ll be happenin’,” McLinon’s eyes narrowed.
“We called a town meeting, folks are happy with the way things
are goin’ now and we ain’t fixin’ to change back.”
“This is the worst mistake you will ever make.”
“Since you’ve been here my mistakes sting less.” McLinon
looked at the newly healed skin over his knuckles and then reached
behind his back and pulled a dog-eared paperback from where
he’d wedged it into his belt. He watched as Kasia’s eyes flashed
from his to the book’s cover and back.
“Where’d you get a copy of that?” She hissed. Her fingernails
dug into the flat stone of the floor with a screech that raised the
tiny hairs on the back of McLinon’s neck.
“Don’t matter where I got it. Matters what I’m gonna do with
it. There’s a chapter here all about you and it’s real interestin’.
D’you know that the bindin’ can be made permanent?”
“You don’t want to do that.”
“I don’t want to have to keep you locked up here like a damned
wild beast. I, the town, we, want to honour you—”
“Then let me go.” Her lips peeled back from a perfect set of
teeth, the timbre of her voice a growl.
“…but we can’t have you tryin’ to leave.”
“Every chance I get I will try.”
“If I marry you, you’ll be bound to me.” McLinon flipped the
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book open to a marked page, “A permanent bindin’ can be achieved
by weddin’ a mortal soul to Kasia. Once bound the mortal shares
a measure of her power and the connection cannot be reversed.”
He snapped the book closed and looked at her, “Seems that once
you’re mine, you’re mine.”
“I’m already spoken for.”
“Darlin’ I don’t see no ring. As far as I’m concerned the preacher
says the words and the deed is done.”
“What does your book say about The Horseman?” The sound
ground from between her lips.
“I ain’t worried about no boog-e-dy man,” McLinon sneered.
“But you believe in me? Aren’t I just a story told to children?”
Her eyes flashed unnaturally bright through the tangle of her hair.
“I believe in what I can see and touch. I see you. I’ve touched
you. You ain’t no story.”
“He’s as real as I am. If you force this binding Death will come
to this planet.”
“For him to come you need to call. There’s no transmitter here
in this cellar. Who you gonna get to call him? He ain’t comin’.” He
nodded towards the plate of food he’d placed on the floor. “Eat
that while it’s hot.”
McLinon backed out through the doorway, careful to keep the
scow prod ready. He swung the door shut, the metal plate clanging
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against the other side of the door.
“He will come for me. He always comes for me.”

The Horseman stood amidst the dust storm and watched the birth
of a fresh one as the cargo ship pulled itself free of the planet’s
gravity and began to carve through the atmosphere on its way
back to space. His eyes followed the dark shape of the ship as
it transcribed a neat arc across the face of the swollen, red sun
hanging low. Dark clouds began to boil and pile upon the far
horizon.
He turned and looked out across the expanse of barren high
plain, leading to the edge of the escarpment where they had
landed. His hand lifted to his mouth and loosed a piercing whistle
into the swirling red dust.
The sound was greeted by an answering whinny and a snort.
Behind him the sound of a metal hoof clicked against a stone. He
turned. On the red earth, a silver horse shoe glinted in the hyperluminescence of the sun.
Silver oozed from the shoe rising up from the earth to form
a smooth hoof, and delicately shaped foreleg. The shining metal
spread out to mould the large twin muscles of a horse’s chest,
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strong neck, head, eyes, twitching ears, then ran down the long
neck, drips spreading on either side to form a perfectly cast mane.
A silver horse with ruby eyes oozed forth.
The horse pawed the ground with a hoof and tossed its head.
Blood began to flow from its eyes, tracing thin lines of red down
the glorious silver of its cheeks. It crept tendril-like down the
horse’s neck then swarmed across its flanks until the horse was
coated in blood.
The Horseman opened his arms wide, opening the sides
of his long, black duster, like the wings of a terrible bird. From
underneath a swarm of flies rose and spread in a black wave across
the horse. In seconds the blood was carpeted in a black mass of
writhing legs, bodies and wings that beat the air. The macabre
black horse snorted as flies crawled in and out of its nostrils.
He stroked the squirming nose. His index finger was
completely fleshless. Beside it, his middle finger had lost the fleshy
tip and putrescence dripped from the remaining green black flesh.
His other fingers were swollen to three times their normal size and
mottled yellow, green and purple. His ring finger split down the
centre, the taut skin pulling the rotten flesh open to the bone.
The horse nuzzled the palm of his hand. Hair rippled and
spread across the face of the horse and flowed over its living
carapace of flies, until a pale horse, saddled and ready to be ridden,
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stood before him.
The Horseman stroked its flank, leaving streaks of filth matted
in the fine hair. The horse gentled under his touch. He placed
his foot into the silver stirrup and mounted. Reins gathered in
one hand, he turned the horse from the dust storm to face the
edge of the escarpment. Far below was a town, a postage stamp of
buildings in the middle of a flat plain.

∞
Rain poured from the sky. It pounded the buildings of the town as
if it would drive them down into a sea of mud. The buildings that
lined Main Street stood dark, their shutters battened down against
the wind and water that had come howling out of the hills with
the sunset. Bright yellow light leaked out from under the saloon
doors onto the wooden boardwalk that separated the building
from the mud. Music sounded under the drum beat of rain on tin;
voices laughed and carried warmth out into the cold wet night.
The Horseman stood in darkness, between two buildings
directly across from the warm light and sound. Water sluiced off
the brim of his hat on to the shoulders of his coat. His boots were
thick with mud. The wind squalled, the rain drove like knives
searching out chinks in his coat and its cold fingers ran down the
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side of his neck. Inside the saloon laughter roared, glasses clinked,
feet stomped, the piana music danced on the ear. Outside silence
hung on him like a shroud. Here he was, alone. She was inside the
saloon.
McLinon leant on the bar and tossed back a shot of whiskey.
Livid red lines marked the skin of his cheek and his hands, the
rapidly healing scratches the price of moving Kasia to the saloon for
the wedding. The people slapped him on the back congratulating
him, they bought him shot after shot, and he drank them. The
preacher stood sulking in the corner.
Coward. It wasn’t as if he was the one marrying her, all he had
to do was say the words that made it legal.
“We’re all behind you McLinon. This will be the making of
the town.” Greasy Sue’s voice was ravaged by years of whisky
and unfiltered tar, her face wrinkled like crushed linen. Since
the day she had shuffled off the transport and set up shop she’d
walked hunched over. Now she had straightened up enough to
almost look McLinon in the eye as she served him. Around him
the people, his people, were healthier, happier than they had been
for years. McLinon grabbed the shot glass and threw the burning
amber liquid down his throat.
“It’s time.” He stood and pushed away from the bar, “Bring her
out, boys; it’s time to get hitched.”
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The piana player merged smoothly from a jaunty tune into the
wedding march. Slim and Neil walked to the back room where
they were holding Kasia.
The sound of a cheer carried to the Horseman. He stirred and
took a step towards the saloon.
Kasia struggled so viciously that the Scow hands had to carry
her from the room. Her hair had been scraped back and caught in
a lopsided bow. Her eyes were wild. She writhed and twisted to no
profit. McLinon watched as his men dragged her to stand beside
him. He turned to the preacher.
“Say the words.”
A gust of wind and a flurry of rain swept in as the saloon doors
opened. The sound of a silver-heeled boot on the wooden floor
echoed like thunder. The music died; all sound ceased. McLinon
turned to face the intruder.
The Horseman stood in the doorway; water dripped from the
brim of his hat and the hem of his coat.
McLinon’s skin ran cold. “You’re not wanted here, friend.” He
reached under his coat and withdrew a gun. “You should turn
around and leave right now, while you still can.” As he pointed his
gun at the Horseman, everyone in the room produced a gun and
drew a bead.
The Horseman ignored them. He took another step towards
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her.
The room erupted in a hail of lead.
McLinon watched as every bullet struck home
The Horseman didn’t flinch. He took another step.
Kasia wrenched one arm free and reached for him. McLinon
watched in horror as she traced an infinity symbol in the air before
her. Light concentrated and gathered around her moving fingertip,
leaving a glowing, turning image spinning in the air.
“No!” McLinon turned to her, “It’s not wrong to want a little
prosperity. Don’t do this.”
Her eyes met his, and hatred seethed. The Horseman extended
a skeletal finger; it felt like all the light in the room was drawn to
its clean bone tip as he used it to underline her symbol.
Shrapnel exploded from the Horseman.
Hot lead tore through the bar. Pain blossomed in McLinon’s
right leg, hip, stomach, and shoulder. A wash of hot wetness
followed a slice of pain that skimmed his hairline. His leg
buckled and he hit the floor, and his cheek bounced against the
floorboards. He saw Neil lying in a puddle of gore, his eyes glassy.
The Preacher was on his knees holding his stomach as greasy red
coils of intestines slipped through blood-slicked fingers.
His eyes tracked a naked foot as it stepped over Slim’s body. The
hem of her white dress was splattered with gore, Kasia. McLinon
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blinked to clear his eyes as he tilted his head up to look at her.
She was smiling.
Kasia and the Horseman met in the centre of the room and
stepped in to the light of the glowing symbol they had created.
Bathed in light, Kasia swept The Horseman’s hat from his head.
Half of his forehead, his left cheek and nose were down to clean
bone. The flesh that remained was greenish black except for his
lips and chin; they were pink and healthy, as were his eyes. She
went up on tiptoe and pressed her lips to his. The Horseman’s
arms slid around her waist and pulled her in closer.
They kissed. Power flowed between them as the light absorbed
into their bodies. Flesh flowed back over the naked bone of his
face. The green-black changed colour to a healthy pink. Dark hair
fuzzed over his bald head. When they parted he was no longer
a walking corpse but a healthy young man. He was dark of hair,
strong of jaw and handsome. She, however, came away with her
hair streaked grey, face lined with age.
The Horseman smiled at her. She grinned at him. He whistled.
A whinny and click of hooves on floor boards, and a pale horse
nosed open the saloon doors. He lifted Kasia onto his mount’s
back, then shoved his foot into the stirrup and swung into the
saddle. The Horseman flicked the reins, and the horse turned and
walked to stand over McLinon.
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The Horseman looked down at the ruined man. A red hole
appeared in the centre of McLinon’s forehead, and the back of
his skull exploded, painting the floorboards with brains and bone
fragments. The Horseman looked at Kasia who held one of his
guns in her age-spotted hands. She slid the gun back into the
holster and arched her eyebrow.
He smiled and pressed his heels to the horse’s flank. The horse
snorted, and walked out of the saloon doors into heart of the
raging storm.
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Allan Walsh

Callum sat trembling, on the end of a brown-tainted mattress.
He was pale as a corpse. Deep shadows cast themselves across his
drawn face as he fixed his eyes on the door of his dingy apartment.
The room was illuminated only by the red neon light that flickered
beyond the smoke-marred windows. He no longer noticed the
walls with their torn and piss-stained, floral wall paper. His nostrils
had grown accustomed to the scent of urine that lingered in the
air. When he was alive it would have disgusted him.
Zhu Li’s face filled his mind, her lips lifting softly at the edges
as she smiled. Tears welled up as he remembered. She was the
reason he’d moved to Chinatown. She’d tried to tell him the tales
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passed down from her parents, but he hadn’t believed the myths.
Now he’d seen too much to ignore them. She’d tried to tell him,
but he’d disregarded her warning. Now her mangled body lay
lifeless in the corner of the room.
Come on Callum, you can’t just sit here all fuckin’ night watching
the door. They’ll come for you eventually and they’ll find you if you stay
here.
“Aaaaarrrghhhh,” a deep voice bellowed outside in the streets
below. Callum jumped to his feet and ran for the door, almost
pulling it from its frame as he flung it open. In his haste he
stumbled into the hallway beyond, throwing his hand out against
the grotty wall to catch his balance. The warmth from the scarred
brickwork penetrated his cold hand before he tore off down the
corridor.
The fire door at the end of the hall yielded to his foot like
bricks to a sledgehammer. He looked down the concrete stairwell.
A blast of heat hit him squarely in the face, driving his head back.
Shit, that leaves the roof.
Callum spun around and scrambled up to the top level, almost
falling through the shattered door as he exited. He slid to a halt,
looking out upon the blackened sky, his stomach churning.
It was like a warzone. Crumbling buildings scattered across
the skyline, lit by the orange glow of fire. Plumes of dark smoke
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wafted up haphazardly in an anarchic display, so thick and black
in places that they looked like great pillars holding up the sky. A
strange feeling of déjà vu sent chills down his spine—he’d been
here before. The smell of sulphur burnt his nostrils as he watched
flakes of ash and smouldering embers float softly down around
him.
This can’t be happening again, this nightmare has got to end!
“Oi, what the hell are you doing up here? You’re not meant
to be on this level,” a voice growled at Callum. His head snapped
to the side and his wide-eyed gaze froze upon an old man in red
overalls.
“Who…who are you?” his voice quavered.
“They call me the Caretaker.” The man’s lips curled into a
crescent, exposing needle-pointed teeth. Callum gasped, his eyes
widening even further, lifting his brows as he staggered backwards.
The Caretaker let out a roar of laughter. “Careful now, you
wouldn’t want to hurt yourself, would you?” His huge mouthy grin
pushed his cheekbones high, as golden flecks glistened through his
blood-red eyes.
Callum’s bowels almost gave out, his legs wobbling as he faltered
into a retreat. Where’s the fuckin’ fire escape? his voice screamed
inside his head. He could just make out the steel frame of the
ladder, arching over the edge of the roof. It was outlined against
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the orange-yellow flicker from the fires below. Fear propelled him
onto the perimeter. He grabbed the rusty rail with one hand,
swivelling himself 180 degrees, where he came to rest upon a rung
of the ladder—staring straight into the Caretaker’s eyes.
“Ready or not, here I come,” the old man’s voice rumbled, in a
twisted tone. He erupted into a powerful charge, flicking grit from
his heels. Callum kicked his feet to the outside of the handrail
and loosened his grip on the corroded steel, sending himself into
a controlled downward slide. Rough, jagged pits in the weathered
metal tore at his flesh, streaking the rail with crimson as it shredded
his palms. Pain seared up his arms as he tried to hold on, but it
was too much. His fingers flew open and he fell backwards, pieces
of flesh flailing from his hands as he plummeted down to meet the
concrete. The last thing he saw was the Caretaker staring down at
him with his deathly smile.

Callum sat trembling on the end of a brown-tainted mattress. His
eyes fixed on the door of his dingy apartment. He was pale as a
sheet and deep shadows cast themselves across his drawn face. The
flicker of the red neon light in the alley beyond the smoke marred
windows tormented him as it had done a hundred times before.
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A noise from the corner caught his attention and his head jolted
to the side, focusing on Zhu Li’s mangled body at the far end of
the room. His eyes glazed over and a tear slid from the inner edge,
trickling down his cheek as he stared at her. “I’m sorry I didn’t
believe you, babe,” he whispered to the twisted corpse.
It twitched.
“Fuck!” The word escaped his lips as he jumped backwards on
the mattress, gawping at the carcass. It lay there still and lifeless.
I’d swear she just moved. Shit, am I losing it?
Darkness seemed to close in around his eyes, tunnelling his
vision. He stared at the body for what seemed like hours. Slowly
he exhaled, shoulders sagging as his chest deflated, releasing the
breath he hadn’t realized he was holding. Tears were stinging his
eyes and he blinked, wiping them away. As he opened them again
his heart caught in his throat. Zhu Li was staring blankly back at
him.
“This is your fault. You did this to me,” she gurgled, blood
spitting from her mouth and running down her chin. The smell
of decay emanated from her breath. Callum’s face screwed up and
he raised a hand instinctively, covering his nose. Her neck began
to twist slowly until her head hung upside down, causing a chunk
of brain to fall from a hole in her crown. Contorted limbs, bent
in impossible positions, pushed the corpse up with a lurch and
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it scuttled towards him. Callum scrambled backwards into the
corner, shifting his hands to cover his eyes, not wanting to look at
the hideous corruption of Zhu Li’s once beautiful form.
There was a pause; a moment of silence that gripped him like a
chill wind. Spreading his fingers, he peered through the gaps.
“I warned you. I told you about all eighteen levels,” she
whimpered as his eyes met hers, the red flicker in the room
making her face jump in and out of shadows. Callum lowered
his hands cautiously. As he looked at her pitiful face the tension
slipped from his muscles.
“I did it for you, Zhu Zhu. It was the only way to get you free
from that life,” Callum said, his lip quivering as he spoke. “I had
to pay them every week or they were going to take you back. They
were going to make you do those horrible things again!”
“You should have listened to me. You should have stopped.
You were a good man, that’s what I loved about you, but you
changed, your greed—” a cough interrupted her sentence and
blood splattered across his face. “It consumed you.”
Callum wiped the spittle from his brow, smearing red across
his forehead.
“I’m so sorry!” he exclaimed, extending a hand towards her.
“Sorry won’t help you here,” she snapped. “You profited at
the expense of others. You exploited the law. You took what they
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deserved. I jumped from the shame you left eating away inside of
me. I jumped because of you.”
A wind suddenly whipped up and rattled the window behind,
causing a sorrowful howl to sweep through the alley outside. It was
followed by a deep rumble that shook the building and a heavy
shower started to fall outside. Hail bounced off the yellowishblack glass in a succession of icy sharp raps.
“How did you get here? This isn’t your level. This is my hell;
don’t you recognise it from my stories? This is the Town of Suicide.
You shouldn’t be here, you belong on level eighteen,” she said, a
slather of bloodstained spit stretching down from her chin and
dripping to the floor.
“I… I don’t know how I got here. It just happened,” Callum
said.
Zhu Li tried to speak but the words jammed in a gurgle.
Another cough splattered red across the floor, freeing them from
her throat. “Then maybe there’s a way you can get out… Love can
make a spirit travel death’s road before its time, following a lost
soul. But if it’s caught upon the path…it will never return to its
body.”
“Then we have a chance, we can get out of here.”
“Don’t be stupid, Cal. I’m broken. I can’t leave, my body is
dead!”
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“I’m not leaving without you,” Callum insisted.
“Then they will eat your soul—” her words were drowned out
by a tremendous roar. “See, they come for you now,” she shouted.
Callum pushed himself up, his heart pounding in his chest. He
faced the door, waiting for whatever might come through it, his
dark silhouette highlighted by the crimson flicker that penetrated
the window behind.
“No, I won’t leave you here,” he cried.
“You must and, if you get out, you must promise that you will
make things right,” she pleaded, staring at him with an uncanny
smile.
“I will try,” Callum replied.
“Then go.” Zhu Li sprung towards him knocking him
backwards. Callum crashed through the window behind, broken
shards slicing deep as he clutched at the frame—and then he was
falling.
A sickening crack rang out as he hit the concrete. Rain sizzled
and steamed as it made contact with the ground around him. The
deluge struck him like a cat-o-nine tails, flaying his skin as the
wind wailed through the streets like a mother mourning her dead
baby. But the scattered fires still burned. Tears ran from his eyes
and he tried to scream out in pain, but all that came out was a
choking gurgle. He lay broken, willing his motionless body to
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move. A shadow cast itself over his face. His eyes flicked left, then
right, as he tried to see who was there. Corpses hanging from a
lamp post caught his attention. They were staring down at him.
Then the Caretaker came into view. The old man in red overalls
stroked his grey stubbled chin as he looked down and shook his
head.
“Tch, tch, tch,” his tongue clicked. “My, my, you have been a
naughty boy. She must have loved you dearly once. All these years
she’s sat in that corner playing dead, hiding from my demons. No
matter, they have her now—thanks to you,” he added with a grin.
“Well, time for you to move on.” The ground trembled beneath
Callum, opening up with an almighty crack. He slid into the
darkness below like sand through an hour glass.

Callum sat trembling on the end of a dirty, brown-tainted mattress.
His eyes fixed on the door of his dingy apartment. Something was
different. He glanced over to the corner expecting to see Zhu Li’s
corpse—it was gone! Damn it. Wait, that’s not all. Something else
has changed. What is it? It came to him in a flash; the flicker of the
red neon light had stopped. Now, instead of the annoying blink,
there was a dim red glow illuminating the room. His brow creased
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and he turned, looking over his shoulder to the window behind.
The furrow deepened as he realised there was no window. Shit,
what the hell is going on now?
His eyes twitched from side to side as the cogs in his head
clicked over, searching for answers. There was still something else
bugging him. Not the missing corpse. Not the dim glow…Ah,
the silence. It’s dead quiet! Callum stood up, slowly, as if it were
dangerous to disturb the silence. Crossing the room towards the
door with soft footfalls, he stretched out his ashen hand, reaching
for the handle. His fingers slid around the tarnished, brass knob
and he rotated his wrist as he gripped the metal.
SMASH.
The room shattered. A thousand silvery shards came crashing
down around him, revealing dark glass behind; a large sliver sliced
the soft skin of his forearm open as it fell. “Aarghhhhh shit!” He
clutched at the gaping wound, knuckles whitening as he gripped
harder, but the blood poured through his fingers.
“Argh,” he jumped as he looked up and came face to face with
the grotesque creature that stood before him. It was grey as ash and
one side of its face sagged down like melted wax. Tufts of short,
wiry hair stuck out from its decaying scalp. The thing jumped in
unison with Callum and then stood very still. It leered back at
him, clutching its arm with a deformed hand as black slime oozed
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from a gash beneath its fingers. Callum gagged. The creature
mimicked his movement. No, this can’t be happening! Callum
stood motionless, his pupils like islands in the whites of his eyes.
Wait a minute, it’s behind the glass. No not glass, they’re mirrors. I’m
in the Chamber of Mirrors!
Callum stared in disbelief, the reflection of his blackened
soul peering back at him. His stomach tightened and bile filled
his gullet. The corners of his mouth curled low as he gulped it
back down. Turning from the hideous creature, his eyes met with
another, identical in every way. He looked away again, his eyes
falling on yet another. Everywhere he looked the thing stared back
at him. A tightness clutched at his guts and he retched, cheeks
swelling for just a moment before fluid gushed from his lips.
His arm rested on the mirror as he steadied himself. The dark
glass rippled like a stone had been dropped into the still waters of
a pond. A flash of red streaked his vision as the creature’s tongue
shot out, latching onto his arm. It started to suck him in.
Callum’s heart beat fiercely in his chest, his face turning a whiter
shade as his eyes stretched wide. He strained with all his might
against the blackness that pulled him, fighting with clenched
teeth. In panic, he thrust his hand upon the glass, pushing against
the pull. It rippled around his fingers and the darkness gripped
him like a vice, drawing him towards it.
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His face inched closer until it pressed up against the dense,
liquescent wall, melding with it instantly. He opened his mouth
to scream but the dark liquid flowed in, stifling the sound in a
gurgle, before it enveloped his being. Then he was gone.

Callum opened his eyes. He sat up on the brown-tainted mattress
and stared at the door of his dingy apartment.
“No, not again!” he shouted as he punched the piss-stained
wall. His knuckles thudded into soft padding and his brow
jumped in surprise. Shaking his head, his vision shuddered and
he squeezed his eyes shut. When he opened them again he was
looking at the white walls of the small padded room.
He struggled against the tethers that held his arms in the long,
cuff-less sleeves, strapped across his upper body. What the…am
I going crazy? Am I insane? Where the fuck am I? His head flicked
from side to side, scanning the walls for answers. Screams echoed
out from behind a door set in the padding. High pitched, terrible
screams. The hairs on his arms prickled beneath the straight jacket
and he could feel the goose bumps rise in a wave of cold that
rippled along his skin.
“Let me out of here. Somebody help me, I shouldn’t be here. Is
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anybody there?” he yelled.
“Oh, but you should be here, Mr Green.” Callum’s body
jerked rigid at the voice beside him and he spun his head around
to see the Caretaker grinning with a menacing smile. Gold flecks
glistened in his eyes as he spoke again. “You belong here more
than most. Why, you have a booking for a very long stay.”
“No…I can’t…” Callum started to say, but was cut short.
“SILENCE!” the Caretaker commanded. He snapped his
fingers. A burst of soot-black smoke spat hot embers and two
creatures appeared in mid-air, flapping leathery wings to keep
themselves aloft. Their small, browned bodies were taut with
decaying human skin that stretched across chunks of sinew. The
imps’ torsos, battered and scarred, were stitched together like
hideous rag dolls. They grabbed Callum’s shoulders and his brow
wrinkled, his teeth clamping together. Red dots seeped out where
their talons pierced the jacket. The creatures thrashed their wings
in fierce succession, hammering forwards and slamming Callum’s
back into the padded wall. “You’re going to be here for a very long
time, Mr Green.”
“But…” Callum started to speak. The Caretaker waved
his hand and a rusty, iron plate appeared, slapping itself across
Callum’s mouth—long, rusted nails driving themselves through
holes at the edges and into the flesh behind. His eyes widened in
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his silenced scream, leaving the sound of flapping wings beating
in his ears.
“Ah…that’s soooo much better. You’re a noisy little sucker,
aren’t you? Well now, don’t you fret, I take good care of the
souls that come to me. Very good care!” he said, grinning with a
mischievous sparkle in his eyes. Unable to speak, Callum shook
his head in disbelief. “Don’t be such a spoil sport,” hissed the old
man hunching towards him, his index finger jerking through
the air as if he was throwing the words at Callum. “You weren’t
in that chamber for long…and now it’s your time to move on.”
Callum’s eyebrows raised and he rocked forwards as he tried to
shout through his gag. The imps thrust him back against the wall,
bouncing his head off the cushioning. The Caretaker waved his
arm and the rusty plate tore free, the nails ripping the flesh as it
was wrenched from Callum’s face.
“Aaaarggghhhh,” his scream was dulled by the soft walls. “You
fuckin’ monster!” he slurred, blood spraying from flapping skin.
“Ha…yes, I am, aren’t I?” the old man said beaming from
ear to ear, his tone jovial as if he were playing with a small child.
He snapped his fingers again and the wounds pulled themselves
together, vanishing without a trace. “Now, was there something
you wanted to ask?”
“You said I can move on. Does that mean I can get out of this
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place?” Callum queried, his eyelids lifting as his gaze lingered on
the caretaker, waiting for a response.
“When souls have served their time I must release them,”
spat the Caretaker, “It’s not fair, but I must. And only after they
have served their full term. As for you Mr Green…” He smiled
with a devious glint in his eyes. “You have lots of time to serve.
You’ll be going down—Bing! Level eight…Birthday suits, ice cold
winds and chilblains. Yes, you’re the lucky winner of a ten year
break, naked on the hill of ice.” Callum’s face dropped, his heart
sinking into his stomach. “That’s right. You earned it with all your
scheming and deceiving. And once you’re off the hill…Bing! Level
nine…Pots, pans and cooking utensils. Two years in the cauldron
of boiling oil.”
Callum looked back up, his eyes stretched open, but speech
eluded him.
“Oh I know you’re excited, but there’s no need to thank me,
Callum, really! It was all your own work, think of it as a reward
for all those false accusations you threw around. I can call you
Callum, can’t I? I just feel like we are going to be so close down
here,” he said, twisting his head and looking out the corner of
his eyes, wiggling his eyebrows over a toothy grin. “And the fun
doesn’t stop there.”
Tears began to seep from Callum’s eyes, rolling down his
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cheeks before slipping from the bottom of his jaw. “Oh look, tears
of joy. I am touched,” the Caretaker said, clapping his hands as
he jumped up and down, a big smile stretching across his face.
“Now, where was I, oh yes, boiling oil. Going down—Bing…
Level thirteen: tubs, baths and pools. You’ll need to brush up on
your doggy paddle with twenty years in the pool of blood. Hah,
who said bad manners and disrespect won’t get you anything. I
know! Cool, right! A whole twenty years. You’re just so lucky,” he
stated in a condescending tone.
Tears streamed down Callum’s face now and he sniffed sharply
at the air to stop the snot running from his nostrils. His heart
raced as the immensity of his situation sent icy chills pulsing
through his veins.
The Caretaker clicked his fingers again and a set of buttons
appeared beside the door.
“And now for the good news. You get to spend six years drying
off on the mountain of flames. Yep, you heard right! Six whole
years smelling scorched flesh as the heat blisters the meat from
your bones, over and over. I’m sure it will be just like going to
the beach on a hot summer day. But don’t you worry, you won’t
be alone. I’m sure you’ll recognise a face or two among the other
thieves and corrupt souls.” He pressed a slender, yet crooked finger
against the button numbered eight and the room jerked into
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motion.
Callum stiffened his back in defiance. “Then what? What else
do I have to go through before I’m free of this place?”
“Hmmm…well there is the twenty years in the stone mill,
where your body will be ground into meal, again, and again, and
again.”
As the room descended, a patch of blood seeped into the
padding above the door, forming the number one.
“And then what?”
The red patch over the door beaded into droplets which rolled
together before bleeding back out into the figure two.
“Then you get to the chamber of saws, lowest level of this
labyrinth and my personal favourite on your journey through
hell,” he sneered with glee.
The ichor above the door formed a bloody three.
“How long?” Callum demanded. “How long do I need to
spend in the chamber of saws?”
The three morphed into a four.
“Oh, but don’t you want to know the details first, Callum?
How I’m personally going to hang you upside down and cut you
in half from groin to crown with a blunt saw?”
Callum was silent…and the numbers morphed. Five, Six,
Seven, Eight. The room came to a slow stop and a clear chime
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rang out—Bing!
The door to the padded room slid open and a chill wind
rushed into the small room. The Caretaker stepped to the side and
Callum’s eyes fell upon the icy landscape beyond.
“Enough torment, let’s just get this over with,” Callum yelled.
“Over with!” The Caretaker laughed. The imps dragged
Callum out of the door, throwing him onto the ice, and tearing
the clothing from his body with their razor talons. “You still don’t
get it do you, Callum?”
He huddled into a ball, shivering in the icy wind and looked
up at the Caretaker.
“Those that go to level eighteen can’t leave. This is for eternity.
It will never be over for you!”
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The road leading up into the Mt Norringbah National Park
had no safety rail and so, when the stolen Holden Commodore
swerved on a tight corner in the hour or so just before dawn,
it careened over the edge. Then it stopped. In mid-air. About
twenty metres from the safety of the bitumen. Its two occupants
screamed for what seemed like an hour but could only have been
a second or two.
Bill, the driver, felt his heart bashing against his ribcage like
the cops thumping on the front door at 2 AM. He glanced across
at his companion, who was shaking so much that the seat was
vibrating. They sat in silence, neither daring to move for a full
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three minutes.
As it became obvious they were not about to plunge to their
deaths just yet, Bill gingerly took his hands off the steering wheel
and rubbed his chin. He slowly opened the window and stuck his
head out. There appeared to be nothing holding them up apart
from the inky night air.
“Oh Jesus, I think I pissed myself,” said Carl, the man sitting
next to him.
Bill glanced at his partner in disgust. The man wore tracksuit
pants on a job for Christ’s sake. “Look, we’re still alive. Our friend
is still in the boot. We just have to work out what to do.”
A breeze gently rocked the car. The sensation reminded Bill of
fishing trips on the bay in his tinny. “Can you see the road from
here?”
Carl peered back through the back window. “It’s as black as…
as…” Inspiration failed him. “It’s too fuckin’ black out there to see
anything.”
“Give me something out of the glovebox. Something I can
drop out of the window.”
Carl rifled through the items, a pack of tissues, some used ear
buds, an old hamburger packet and an empty CD case.
The GPS system, which had failed to work the whole threehour trip from Brisbane, suddenly burst into life. “Turn around
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and go back twenty metres to the road. Turn around and go back
twenty metres to the road. Turn around and go back twenty metres to
the road.”
Bill wrenched it off the dashboard, opened the driver’s window
and dropped it. They listened for some sort of impact. Nothing.
The breeze blowing through the pines in the forest made it difficult
to hear anything.
“So how far up are we then?”
“Dunno,” said Bill. “We could be fifty feet up or a hundred
and fifty. You think I’d be doing this sort of shit if I was a physics
major?”
With shaking hands, Carl tried to light up a cigarette but only
succeeded in dropping the lighter into his lap.
“We just need to assess the situation, think of a course of action
and proceed accordingly.”
“I’ll tell you the situation,” said Carl. We’re stuck in a 1994
Holden Commodore, who knows how far off the ground. What
course of action do you suggest? We call roadside assist?”
Bill felt an almost zen-like calm come over him. He’d been in
tighter situations than this, though none quite as strange. “Hear
that?” he asked.
“What?”
“The engine is still running.”
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“So what happens when it runs out of petrol?”
Bill shrugged. “The car seems stable enough at the moment.
I suggest we don’t risk turning the engine off. The tank’s three
quarters full so we’ve got a bit of time.”
“Brilliant. Just brilliant. Why don’t we just put it in reverse?”
Bill looked at him. “Well, why not? We’ve got nothing to lose.”
Before his partner could protest, Bill put the car into reverse
and revved the engine. He could hear the wheels turning but the
car remained where it was.
“We could flash our lights if we see someone coming up the
road.”
Bill sighed. “We’ve got a dead punter in the boot. Best if we
draw as little attention to ourselves as possible. Maybe the car’s
been tampered with.”
“Tampered with? Who by? The Flying fuckin’ Nun?”
His answer was a wet hacking cough...from the back seat. Both
men turned around.
“Jesus, how did he get there?” asked Carl.
Bill flicked on the internal light. The ‘he’ in question was a
short, balding middle-aged man dressed in blood-soaked pyjamas
and clutching his abdomen.
“Good evening, gentlemen.” His smile was tight-lipped and
grim.
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Bill lost his sangfroid for a moment. “How the hell did you get
out of the boot?”
“Why the hell was I in your boot in the first place?” The man
moved his red hand up to adjust his glasses and left a dark crimson
smudge on his face.
Bill scratched his head. “You’re one slippery character. We
thought you were dead.”
“Well, judging by this stomach wound, I’m probably not far
off. My God, it hurts.”
Bill turned to Carl. “You idiot. You should have finished him
off before he went in the boot. What the hell’s wrong with you?”
“It was dark. You were the one pushing me to hurry up.
Anyway, we can finish him off now.”
“Don’t,” said the hunched figure in the back seat. “Notice how
the car is still aloft. That’s down to me. Once I’m dead, well—all
bets are off and gravity takes over.”
Carl glared at him. “What, you’re some kind of magician? We
had a guy like you at young Billy’s birthday party. Magic tricks,
balloon animals, that sort of malarkey.”
“I don’t do party tricks. I’m a wizard.”
“You made 18 grand of Big Russ Mahoney’s money disappear.
That’s a pretty cute party trick,” said Bill.
“I figured somebody’d come for me. I just thought I might
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have a bit more time.” The injured man coughed again and the car
rocked slightly. There was silence for a while. The car burbled on,
talking to itself.
Carl turned to his colleague. “This is some really fucked up
shit.”
Bill nodded. “Yes, this shit is certainly of the fucked up variety.”
Bill turned to their back seat passenger. “So you’re a wizard. You
sort of, what, teleported yourself out of the boot and into the car?
Why didn’t you just disappear and reappear in the hospital or
something?”
“I’m weak. I don’t have much power left.”
“Suppose we were to get you to a hospital. We drop you at
Emergency, they patch you up, we disappear and everyone’s
happy.”
“Except your paymaster, presumably. He quite obviously has
it in for me.”
Bill glanced across at Carl, who was sweating and staring
ahead, knuckles blanched where they gripped the door handle. He
couldn’t really expect any cogent help from that corner, then. “Big
Russ doesn’t have to know. As long as you disappear. Head down
south. Sydney’s an easy place to disappear in, Angus.”
“You know my name?”
“Of course we know your name. Angus Whitely. 42 years old.
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Divorced. Likes a punt on the gee-gees but not very successful.
You drink cheap Cab Sav, which you buy every Friday night from
the Crown Bottleshop. And you’re a bit tardy about paying back
loans.”
Angus moaned in pain. “Gawd. I’m done for.”
Carl grabbed Bill’s arm. “Did you hear that? Once he croaks,
we’re for it.”
Bill shook him off. “Get a grip,” he hissed. He looked in the
rearview mirror at the dying man. “Look, Angus, can’t you just
back the car up until we’re on terra firma again and we can take it
from there, yeah?”
“Where are we exactly?”
“About 10 minutes west of Norringbah.”
“I’ll never make it back to the hospital. Your mate made sure
of that.”
“Just doing his job, Angus. So what do you do when you’re not
being a wizard or losing someone else’s money?”
“I’m a financial adviser.”
Bill snorted. “People pay you money to tell them how to invest
their hard-earned cash. That’d be like asking Keith Richards to
mind the keys to your drinks cabinet.”
“Maybe. But for a while there I did okay. Anyway, I kept my
professional and private lives separate.”
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“Well, here we are. What are we gonna do about this situation?”
“I’m probably just going to keep on bleeding, if that’s all right
with you.”
Bill stared at a small silver medallion around Angus’s neck.
“Is that a St Christopher medal? Doesn’t seem to have done you
any good.” Angus said nothing and rolled the metal disc around
in his fingers. Perhaps he was praying. Carl started tapping the
dashboard with his fingers, a repetitive rhythm that Bill knew was
a sign of building agitation.
“So how do you become a wizard anyway?” Despite the
precarious situation, Bill was curious.
Angus squinted at the gangster, like he was seeing him for the
first time. “Does any of that really matter now?”
“Well, if I’m gonna die, I want to know more about the guy
who’s responsible.”
Angus moaned and the car lurched sideways before righting
itself again. “Sorry, about that,” he muttered. “It’s hard keeping us
up here. The pain…”
Carl’s tapping grew faster. Tap-tap-a-tap-tap-a-tap.
Bill looked at his partner then back to the prone figure in the
back seat. “No worries, man. Why did you leave Brisbane and
come to this shithole? It wasn’t that hard to find you out here.
It can’t have been for the nightlife. What do they do for kicks
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in Norringbah? Shoot pigs and sleep with their cousins? Or viceversa?”
“I just wanted a sea change.”
Carl snapped. “Don’t get cocky with us, dickhead. We can find
out where your family is, where they work and then...”
“Well, a fat lot of good that knowledge is gonna do you up
here.”
Carl’s face reddened. “I say we just kill the prick now.”
Bill ignored him. “OK, granted this is probably going to end in
tears for all concerned. Just think about it, though. Your chances
of getting out of this are, well, slim at best. That’s a nasty stomach
wound you have. But staying up here you have no chance. So, get
us back on the road, we get you to a hospital and maybe we skim
a little off our fee and pay it to you. Or a kid. Do you have kids,
Angus?”
Angus sighed. “I don’t trust you and I certainly don’t trust
him,” he said, pointing at Carl.
“That’s it!” Carl pulled a gun from inside his jacket and waved
it at Angus, who shrank back into the upholstery.
Bill leaned over, grabbed the gun out of his colleague’s hand
and slapped him across the face.
Carl turned and stared out through the windscreen at the
blackness. The ensuing silence settled around the three like tar.
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Bill started to get hot and rolled his window down a fraction. He
decided on a change of tack.
“Angus, there’s one thing I don’t understand. If you’re a wizard,
why are you in such a mess? Surely you could have, I dunno, just
zapped a horse and made it win. How could you end up 18K in
the hole?”
“It’s not that easy. People might notice a flying horse. Anyway,
even if I could have, I’d never use magic to make a horse win.
That’d be cheating.” Angus looked down at his feet. “Katie, where
are you? I’m so sorry. I’m a terrible father.” His sobs convulsed his
slight frame.
“Katie? Who’s Katie?” asked Bill. His composure was starting
to slip away as quickly as last week’s wages.
“Katie, can you hear me? Can you hear me, love?” Angus
continued.
“What the fuck is he on about now?” Carl turned around
again. “Whoever the fuck Katie is, she’s not here, shithead. And
if you don’t get us back on solid ground soon, she’s not gonna be
anywhere. One call from me, and she’ll be waking up dead in a
shallow grave.”
“Don’t you dare threaten my daughter. You can do anything
you like to me. But, her? She helps people. Not like you.”
Carl held his mobile phone in front of Angus’s face. “Yeah, you
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prick. I just have to say the word and she’ll be helping, alright.
Helping fill a hole in the state forest.” Angus didn’t answer. He
closed his eyes and began mumbling to himself.
Bill rubbed his eyes. He was tired. He wanted to get home to
his wife. It was curry night back home and a chicken vindaloo
beat the present situation hands down.
A sudden sick feeling in the pit of Bill’s stomach was the first
warning that the car was falling. Maybe a couple of seconds and
then the car stopped with a jolt.
Carl screamed and hit his head on the ceiling, cursed and
vomited into his own lap.
Bill had kept his seatbelt on and his dignity intact. There was
no crash, so he figured they were still in the air. “Angus, what
happened? Angus? Are you okay?” The mumbling from the back
seat continued.
The stench of vomit assaulted Bill’s nostrils. “Oh for Christ’s
sake. Clean yourself up.” Carl wiped his sleeve across his mouth.
So much worse than the smell of puke, body odour and stale
cigarettes that clung to all of Carl’s clothes was the look in his
eyes. The man’s face looked totally devoid of emotion. His head
fell backwards and jolted back upright again like he’d been
electrocuted.
“Carl?” said Bill.
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“Katie!” said Angus.
“Daddy,” said Carl.
“What the fuck?” said Bill.
It was Carl’s voice, his body. But he was spouting gibberish
now.
“I’m here, Daddy. What’s wrong?”
Bill looked from Angus to Carl and back again, trying to make
sense of what was happening.
“Daddy, are you in some kind of trouble?” asked Carl. It was
a tone that Bill had never heard him use before. It smacked of
innocence.
“I’m sorry, love. I think I’m a bit beyond help now.”
Carl sniffled. Then he started to bawl. Bill found himself
putting his hands on his colleague’s shoulders. “Katie, is it? Look,
Katie. It’s OK. Tell your dad we can get him to Norringbah
Hospital. He just has to co-operate and things will be OK.”
“Is what he says true? Can this man help you?”
Angus snorted. “He’s helping me alright. Giving me a little
investment advice. I know this is hard for you to hear, love, but it’s
too late. I’m too weak to get myself to safety. I owe a lot of money
and these men aren’t the forgiving kind.”
Carl turned to Bill. “You bastard! You heartless bastard!” he
screamed, pounding at Bill’s chest with his fists. Spittle leapt from
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his lips. “Bastard! Bastard! Bastard!”
Bill took hold of both arms and pinned them back against the
car window. With one almighty shove, Carl broke loose from Bill’s
grip and stared into his eyes.
“I won’t forget you,” he said to Bill. “People like you eventually
get what’s coming to them.” The voice was a mixture of resignation
and anger.
Angus leaned forward in his seat and whispered into Carl’s ear.
“I love you, sweetie. Tell your mother I’m sorry.”
Carl’s eyes were red and his cheeks glistened with tears and
snot. More than anything that had happened tonight, this simple
sight totally unnerved Bill. Carl’s voice snapped him out of his
reverie.
“What the hell is going on?” He wiped his face with a crumpled
napkin he’d found on the floor.
“Carl, is that you?”
“’Course it’s fucking me.” He paused. “I must have passed out
or somethin’. I dreamt I was in this depressing grey room. I had
this plastic tube and I was sticking it inside this guy’s…oh Christ!”
But Bill had lost patience with Carl’s ramblings. He’d lost
patience with the dying man in the back seat. Most of all, he’d lost
patience with himself. He had a mantra. Never surrender, never
give up. It sounded like the tagline of a cheap, straight to DVD
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action movie, but as philosophies went, it had done him well up
till now.
Angus was looking very pale and the dawn was beginning to
peek above the horizon like a naughty toddler. The smell of puke,
blood and desperation finally swamped any optimism Bill had
felt. He turned to Carl. “Put your seatbelt on.”
Carl would not shut up. “This guy, he was in pyjamas but he
had his pants down. Oh Jesus, oh fuck. What’s happening to me?”
“Carl, shut up and put your goddamn seatbelt on.”
This was going to end on Bill’s terms. He reached under the
seat and took out his .22 revolver. The car was wobbling a little in
the breeze now and the wizard had his head in his hands, mucus
streaming through his closed fingers as he cried and cried. The
cacophony of both men wailing hardened his resolve. Bill turned
in his seat and put the gun to Angus’s temple. “This ends now.”
He tugged at the chain around Angus’s neck, breaking it easily
and pocketing the medal. “St Christopher isn’t going to help you
anymore.” Then he pulled the trigger.

$
Bill sat in the chair, half dozing. Exhausted after a ten-kilometre
hike back into the little township, he’d managed to find the tiny
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hospital. He had the medal in his hand and idly swung it like a
pendulum. The sound of activity around him was like so much
white noise. He could hear the two nurses talking to each other
just outside the door.
“The guy just walked in off the street. Face all cut up.”
“What happened to him?”
“Says he fell through a plate glass window. Was doing a reno on
his house and fell off a ladder.”
“Geez, how tall was the ladder? Anyway, I’ll take it from here.
You’ve got a lot on your plate Deidre.”
“Cheers, love.”
A young nurse entered the room, clutching a sheath of
paperwork. “So Mr, uh…” She consulted a form. “Mr Smith.”
“Call me John.” The classics were always the best he thought.
No complications. Easy to remember.
“Well, John. We’ll have to X-ray the leg. And your face is
probably going to need a few stitches.”
“Will this take long? It’s just that I have urgent business in
Brisbane.”
“Well, depending on what the X-rays tell us, you could be out
of here by lunch.”
Bill didn’t really need to get out of there that quickly. The car
was stolen. He’d removed all of the ID from the corpses. The local
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hick cops weren’t likely to connect him with the wreck anytime
soon, but he’d feel better when he’d put some distance between
himself and Yokel Central. The fall had been only about fifty feet.
Angus was obviously dead from the bullet to the head, but Carl…
The stupid prick had been thrown out of the car on impact and hit
his head on the rocks. Should have put on his seat belt.
Bill’s wife was on her way, probably about two hours away
now. He could reheat that chicken vindaloo for dinner, all things
going well. Big Russ would send a crew from Brisbane to tie up
any loose ends. He’d have to explain to the big fella why such a
simple job had gone tits up, but he was a valued employee so that
should count for something.
The nurse picked up a syringe from the tray on the table next
to his chair. “Hope you’re not afraid of needles, Mr Smith. This’ll
just take the edge off the pain.”
“After the night I’ve had,” he smiled, “this’ll be the least of my
worries. You girls seem pretty busy.”
“Well, we’re just a little rural hospital. There’s only a handful of
people who work here.”
He put the medal on the table.
“That’s an interesting piece of jewellery. What is it?” asked the
nurse.
“Oh this? It’s a St Christopher’s medal. A friend gave it to me.”
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“OK, just squeeze on this.” She swabbed his arm with
antiseptic and quickly found the blood vessel. He winced as the
needle entered his vein and she pushed the plunger home. A greyhaired woman poked her head in the room. “Old Mr Benson has
ripped his catheter out again.”
The nurse shrugged. “I’m a bit busy here. Can’t Grace see to
him?”
“Right you are, Katie,” said the woman and left.
Katie. Bill’s brain was already struggling to process information
as the injection took hold. Katie. Surely not. How many Katies
were there in the world? Was the painkiller making him paranoid?
She picked up the medal and held it up to the light. “It’s not
actually a St Christopher medal, Mr Smith. This is St Jude. He’s
the patron saint of lost causes. My father had one exactly like this.”
He started to feel woozy. The room danced around him in a
drunken waltz and, just for a moment, he felt like he was back in
the floating car. The last thing he saw before he lost consciousness
was the nurse locking the door.
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How
Grow Beard
Meghann Laverick

You know you’re a true wizard’s apprentice when you catch yourself
shoulder-deep in a drain fishing for beard hair. Glamorous, no.
But essential work.
My master, Calberon (which, I suspect, is not his real name),
has a particularly luscious beard. It’s a myriad of colours while
being in equal turns scraggy and fulsome. The wizard community
seems impressed with it, anyway. It’s why he keeps getting invited
to all of their events, despite his last real bit of magic being back
when they threw Revus the Destroyer into an alternate dimension.
Wizards respect a good beard. You can’t get your licence without
one (‘Has Beard’ is one of the pass/fail questions when you apply).
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Licences are important in the wizarding trade. You need one to do
anything even remotely cool without facing serious supervision
and possible death by paperwork. More importantly, you get
access to the secret archives where you can learn to do more than
just party tricks. That’s where I want to be. Not stagnating as an
apprentice, doomed to spend my life elbow deep in shower drains.
I asked to become Cal’s apprentice in the hopes that he had
some beard-growing secrets that he could impart. Lord knows
there aren’t any magic secrets he can teach me. My chin, however,
isn’t co-operating.
This year I’ve got my best effort yet: a proud collection of
eighteen individual hairs. Unfortunately, fifteen of them have
attached themselves to the right side of my face while a measly
three have made the journey to the left side. Not exactly aweinspiring and nowhere near enough to qualify as a beard for my
licence. Still, it’s a step in the right direction, I think.
They say the beard requirement is because it helps with magical
insulation (Or something. I wasn’t paying attention that day. Too
busy watching Cal’s beard twitch as a mouse went spelunking
for the bread roll my master had ‘saved’ and forgotten about).
Honestly, though? I think it’s for the look. You get a wizard
with some decent facial hair and you know something distinctly
mystical is about to go down. Even if it’s simply his disappearing
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act if things don’t go so well.
I stretch just a little further and my fingers touch the edge of a
glob of festering beard hair and soap. I wiggle my fingers through
the slimy mass, feeling the unnamed slickness ooze through my
fingers and creep underneath my fingernails as I try to get a firmer
grip.
“Are you finished yet?” Cal sticks his head through the
doorway. His eyes roam around the clearly-still-filthy bathroom
and he scowls.
I affect a quick bow (a feat of great dexterity when you’ve got
your arm stuck in a drain and touching something that may or
may not have gained sentience in the deep). “I’m going as fast as
I can, your masterliness. It’s just that the blockage is particularly
um...stubborn.” I give the clod of hair a yank to prove my point
and it unhelpfully comes free, sending me tumbling backwards.
Cal raises an eyebrow. “...I see.”
I wish I had some facial hair to hide my burning cheeks. “I’ll
be done soon,” I say, trying not to think about what I’m holding
in my hand.
“Good. Your father is due any minute and our lift to the dinner
will be here shortly after. We don’t want to be late, do we Alonius?”
I try not to wince at the condescension Cal manages to fit
into my name. Unfortunately not fake. Hopeful for my future,
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my mother gave me the most wizardly name she could think of. I
suppose I should be grateful that she didn’t go for something like
Merlin but, you know, I’m really not. People hear my name and
they immediately look for the beard and, not finding it, they can’t
help but smirk.
“No, Sir, I wouldn’t miss tonight for the world,” I say in as
cheerful a voice as I can muster (a flat monotone). But it seems to
satisfy Cal as he nods and leaves.
Tonight is going to be hell. The exams were last week and
tonight is the big graduation dinner put on by the local magic
council. This wouldn’t be too bad—I’m not petty enough to hate
everyone born with the genes for luxuriant facial hair—except
that half the kids crossing the floor with their scraggly neck beards
are five years younger than me. Cue awkward conversations
with people giving me sidelong glances and wondering how the
beardless freak is still sitting at the table with them. Sometimes I
wonder that too.
The problem is I’m pretty useless when it comes to non-magical
things. When I first realised a luxuriant beard probably wasn’t in
my near future, I started looking at other careers. Unfortunately,
the only other jobs that seem accepting of monumentally stupid
names are in sports and show business.
I can’t act my way out of a paper bag (unless, of course, that
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acting involved constipated-look-of-someone-trying-to-squeezean-emotion-out) so I tried taking up a sport.
Cal made me give that up after the third trip to the emergency
room. I didn’t even know body parts could twist that way.
But give me some spare batwings and a gizzard or six and I’ll
cook you up a potion that will ward off chatty old people on a
plane. Give me some flowers to put in it and I can even ensure
they’ll leave you alone because of magic rather than the smell of
week-old gizzard.
This stuff is in my blood. My mother is a witch (they require
warts or a snaggletooth to be licensed. Mum has both) and she
tells me that when they were younger she wasn’t even sure Dad
had a chin, it was so well covered. But Dad gave up the wizarding
trade years ago and since then being clean-shaven has been a point
of pride for him.
It was my dad who first taught me, showing me how to put
together the perfect potion and helping me practice my painedbut-mysterious face (we worked within my acting limitations) for
when I start plying my trade as a licensed wizard.
He attends these dinners every year as moral support. He tells
me it’s because the council knows how to put together a decent
feast but I can’t help seeing his attempts at an impassive face
(acting runs in the family). Every year I ask him to take pity on me
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and not come, but he never listens.
I finish cleaning out the beard hair before liberally splashing
around some smelly bleach and generously spraying my patented
cleaning potion on every surface. My cleaner doesn’t even require
me to be there while it does its thing. You can spray it around a
bathroom that’s busy creating new life forms and in an hour’s time
you could lick the floor (I say could not should). Sadly, beard hair
seems to be the one thing that’s resistant to its magical properties
so I have to do that the old fashioned way.
I stand back and watch for a few seconds as the cleaner starts
its work. Dust and mould disappear with a magical tinkle (it took
me days to work it out, but I think the sound effects add to the
whole experience) and dirty clothes and towels lift themselves up
from the ground, bundling themselves, ready for the laundry. I
nod once and leave to get ready for the party.

z
I look like an idiot. Robes are the clothing of choice in these
circles so I’m wearing a dark, flowing monstrosity that smells of
mothballs. Dad’s lucky. He’s officially out of the club so he gets
to wear civvies. Predictably, he’s shown up in a suit and tie just to
cement the bitter flavour of what might have been if the wizarding
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community had any concept of fashion and/or modernity.
Cal’s beside us and is doing his best attempt at mingling.
That is, he’s doing the nod-and-smile routine to anyone he semirecognises while pretending to be deep in thought if anyone even
vaguely looks like they might come over.
My dad lets out a long, gusty sigh and slings an arm around my
shoulders. “Look at this lot,” he says so only I can hear. “That one’s
wearing an old Gandalf costume! Look at the Elvish embroidery.”
He nods towards the offender in the worn-down grey robe and
quickly replaces his look of disdain with a smile and a jaunty wave
when Gandalf-robe approaches. “Peter!” my dad calls, “How’ve
you been? Haven’t seen you in ages!”
Gandalf ’s face reddens. “It’s Vallis,” he hisses, keeping up his
smile and glancing anxiously around to make sure that no one
had heard his mundane name. “Has been since we graduated
Regilus—Reg” he says triumphantly.
My father meets his triumphant smile with an open, friendly
one, “Of course—Vallis,” he slips me a wink and I wish with all
my heart that I was also graduating tonight. I have all of the skills.
I know all of the spells and the potions. It’s just a stupid rule and
my measly eighteen hairs that are holding me back.
“So I heard that you’ve quit the wizarding game?” Peter asks,
giving my father’s clean-shaven face a onceover. “Whatever made
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you do something like that?”
Dad notices the look and rubs his chin with a smile. “Couldn’t
stand the maintenance. Realised that I was spending more time in
the bathroom than my wife does and decided that sort of nonsense
had to stop.”
“Well I’m glad to see that your son has no trouble with that
type of nonsense,” Peter says haughtily, his hand coming up to
stroke his, frankly hideous, beard. I could throttle him. If Cal had
only produced half-hearted excuses for spells for the last ten years,
Peter had plied his trade through the use of impressive voices and
swooshing robes. I opened up my mouth but was cut off by a
slight shake of the head from my dad.
“I hardly think that maintenance is such an issue anymore,”
Dad says affably. “Or at least it certainly isn’t for you.” He turns
his attention abruptly to Cal, “Do you think they’re almost ready
to open?” Without waiting for an answer from my master, Dad
sweeps us both out of there, waving airily as we depart.
“Stupid git,” he mutters under his breath. “I remember why I
left this nuthouse.”
“Hey...Dad?” I venture, extricating myself out of his death grip
around my shoulders. “Remember how I’m trying to join this
particular nuthouse?”
Dad shoots me a look, “We all make mistakes when we’re
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young.”
I raise an eyebrow. “And you’re here because...?”
“Are you telling me I’m not still young?” Dad asks me as we
make our way into the building.
The interior of the feast hall is clearly delineated into the haves
and have nots. One side is reserved for qualified wizards and
witches. Cal leaves to join the bizarre mix of grey hair and pimples
crowded around the wizarding tables. The attendees are either the
graduates themselves or wizards so far into their dotage that they
don’t remember how boring these affairs are. I would say that it’s
kind of sad, except that Dad and I are relegated to what is clearly
the kiddie and proud parent table. I’m the oldest apprentice sitting
at the table by a long way and all of the parents are busy nudging
each other and craning their necks trying to see their loved ones.
Except mine, of course. Dad gives me a tight smile and we try to
fill the space with conversation until the ceremony starts.
At least there’s entertainment: they always select an apprentice
and a new grad to show off their skills. As the most advanced
apprentice, I’ve done the honours a few times. Then they stopped
asking me. Mumbled excuses about wanting to give others a
chance ensued.
The apprentice they’ve got is good. I’ve spoken to her at
shindigs like this before. Her name’s Alice. She’s not a bad kid and
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will make a great witch someday. She’s even got a wart beginning
right on the end of her nose. Classic. Predictably, however, her
demonstration of a transmogrification potion, changing a
butterfly into a goat (“In both form and mind!”), is ignored in
favour of entrees. When she finishes I make sure I clap loudly and
purposefully among the uninterested obligatory golf claps the
wizardly side manages. She stands there for a few seconds, waiting
for some decent recognition. When she doesn’t get it, she leaves
the stage, giving the still bubbling caldron a dejected kick as she
leaves. Changing a butterfly into a goat so completely is no mean
feat. Incomplete transmorg potions can be hilarious, though. Ever
seen a sheep thinking it’s a lizard? Between the tongue thing and it
trying to scramble up walls, I had a great afternoon. Clean-up was
a shocker, though.
The room quietens down for the real show: the new grad’s spell.
Traditionally, these are pretty damn impressive, normally using
knowledge from the archives they’ve just gained access to. Each
year tries to top the last so they keep trying crazier and crazier
things.
A witch in brand new robes steps out on the stage with the
self-assured gait of the experienced show-off. She smiles wolfishly,
revealing her snaggletooth. “Chaos,” her voice rings out through
the room. It has just the right resonance to echo with power
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without sounding forced. She’s practised. “A butterfly flaps its
wings off the coast of China and a tornado spirits away a little
girl in Kansas. A bee searches for food and suddenly a new breed
of flower is created.” She moves her hands quickly and suddenly a
flower appears in her hand. I almost missed the swift movement
pulling it from her sleeve. Novel, combining mundane tricks with
real magic.
“But what if the bee doesn’t go that particular way? What if
it chose a different path?” She slashes her hand through the air,
leaving a small tear. She fits her hand through the opening and
pulls a flower out. Her patter continues, but I am way too busy
being impressed to listen to her story about the flower she’s just
pulled from another world.
Interdimensional portals? That’s...heavy stuff. Even for an
experienced magic user, dimensions are tricky beasts. The fact that
she’s got enough control to open a portal to the exact world in
the exact place she wanted is unbelievable. I tune back in to her
talk as she closes the portal, tossing the exotic flower out to the
audience. “But what if something more significant had changed?
What if, instead of a new breed of flower, a war had gone another
way? What if a mad scientist’s invention actually worked? What if
a natural disaster never happened? What kind of world would we
be living in then?” She begins opening another portal. This one
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requires slightly more than a casual slash of her hand, though she
works quickly as she draws sigils in the air. A thin break in our
reality begins to form.
Her expression changes. Gone is the calm concentration of
the well-practised showman. Now there are the wide eyes and the
bitten lip of an apprentice desperately trying to prevent a spell
from escaping her. The speed at which she draws increases. “What
if—” she says, clearly remembering that she’s supposed to keep
up the patter during this part but unable to remember how to
finish that sentence. “What if—” She lets out a yell as the crack
in our reality suddenly glows red and she is blown off her feet by
a concussive blast. I hear at least one cry of dismay as she lands
with a heavy thud on one of the tables near the front, interrupting
someone’s meal.
Someone shouts as two hands appear through the crack, fingers
grasping the edges and pulling it wider. A witch half-stands, her
hands reaching for her wand, only to have another shove her out
of the way so she can get a better view of what is happening on
stage. The edges of the tear glow as a large figure in a black, tattered
robe steps through. As he draws himself up to his considerable full
height, he reveals a face that half the room was taught to fear from
the cradle and the rest hoped to never see again.
Revus the Destroyer spreads his arms wide and calls down a
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beam of pure light and power. It’s pretty impressive, really, like
something that you’d see in a cheap fantasy flick that spent its
entire budget on this scene. Except in those movies, the evil
wizard is normally perfectly coiffed and in some fruity, elaborate
robe. Revus, on the other hand, looks exactly how you’d expect
a man trapped in a hell dimension for thirty years to look. His
skin is more like leather and his face is carved in an expression
of pure rage, baked by an alien sun and hardened by time. His
robe is more stain than fabric and obviously patched many times
using whatever materials were easy to kill. His beard, however,
is somehow even more impressive than the photographs in the
history books had lead me to believe. Bastard.
Scary, powerful bastard. He holds out his right hand and
blasts all of the wizards on that side backwards. Revus raises his
other hand and sends out another bolt and I notice the distinct
disadvantage that comes from putting all of your qualified wizards
in one convenient group. They go flying, beards following their
bodies in a graceful arc, not a single hair scorched by the magic,
though the smell of burning mothballs tucked into forgotten
pockets is pungent. He’s coming for my half of the room next, I’m
sure of it.
Except, instead of the quick, explodey death I expect, Revus
turns his attention back to the first table he’d hit and the senior
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wizards who are just starting to regain their feet to fight back.
Bastard! Again! I mean, I guess I’m grateful for that whole ‘few
more seconds of life’ thing but he doesn’t even consider us a threat
and that kind of stings a bit.
My dad looks at me, eyes wide. I make the decision for the
both of us and grab him, hauling him to his feet, “He’s not going
for us yet!” I yell over the cacophony. “We need to help!”
He stares at me for a long second, one of his hands coming up
to absently touch his naked chin. Then he nods and grips the edge
of the table, flipping it onto its side as a barrier. “Everyone! Get
behind the tables,” he orders. “Now!” He waits until the terrified
collection of parents and apprentices does as he says before he
looks at me. “You too.”
I stop. I did not just hear that. “What?”
“You’re not safe, Al. You’re still an apprentice. You don’t have a
beard yet.”
I stare at my father, the room going quiet in favour of the rushing
blood in my ears. So despite all of the words of encouragement
he’s just the same. He looks at me, sees my eighteen hairs and
he thinks I’m not good enough. I search for words. “What about
you? Where’s your beard? Or hers?” I demand as a witch runs past
us, diving behind one of the catering tables as Revus sends a blast
of energy her way.
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We both flinch as cold soup goes flying everywhere. My dad
grabs me and pulls me down, his hands resting on my shoulders.
“Women are better at protection spells. They don’t need beards.”
He looks away, a small frown on his face, “I...I don’t matter.”
He shakes me for emphasis. “You do, Al. You matter more than
anything in this world.” He lets go of me and gives me a stiff nod.
“So stay here and out of sight, okay?” He pushes me down firmly
and stands, a ball of fire already forming in his hand. He waits
until he’s a few steps away from the table where I’m crouched with
a half dozen other spectators and hurls it in the direction of Revus.
What exactly does he think he’s doing? That tiny fireball won’t
even leave a scratch on a wizard as powerful as Revus. I mean, it
might hurt him a little...I guess, but it’s not exactly the first choice
I would make for evil-wizard-destroying purposes. Revus turns
just as my dad’s fireball makes contact, hitting him squarely in the
beard. But, instead of the hair catching alight in a dead-serious
slapstick kind of way, it simply fizzles and disappears.
Revus barely pays it any mind as he turns his head to concentrate
on a group of witches and wizards who seem to be trying to
attack in formation. Pretty sure the only formation they’ve ever
encountered is at the local pool’s synchronised swimming classes
and it’s showing. Revus scornfully flicks an energy ball in their
direction and, for the first time, I notice that he adjusts his aim
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downwards just before he releases his attack. A small seed of an
idea begins to form in the back of my mind.
I turn to my dad to tell him, just in time to see one of Revus’s
energy balls hit him squarely in the chest. My dad flies off his
feet in slow motion as every part of me simultaneously freezes and
clenches.
“Dad!” I yell, beginning to run as he hits the back wall with a
thud that makes my bones ache. “Dad!” I call again as I skid to a
halt beside him and kneel. “Dad! Are you okay?”
He opens his eyes and even attempts a smile, though it costs
him. “I’ll feel that in the mornin’” he slurs.
“Looks like you’re feeling it now,” I say gently. He’s pale, paler
than anyone should be. “Stay still, Dad. You’ll be fine.”
“’Course, I will,” he wheezes before a cough racks his body and
makes him groan.
I look up at the battle raging around us, at the way all the
luxuriantly bearded wizards and gloriously warted witches are
being wiped out systematically by one evil wizard. At how with
one contemptuous flick, Revus knocks Gandalf into the wall
behind me, leaving hairline cracks in the plaster. These are the
people who wouldn’t let me into their stupid club? These are the
people who looked at my eighteen stupid hairs and decided I
wasn’t good enough for them?
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“Al—” my dad says, taking time out from his busy schedule of
extreme pain to notice the expression on my face. “Don’t—”
I touch his shoulder with a tiny spell and nod as the tension in
his body eases. “I’ll be back,” I say quietly, standing. “Don’t move.”
I run to the nearest table to find the sharpest, deadliest looking
carving knife there. I take it and spin to advance on the closest
fallen wizard. It’s Gandalf/Peter/Whatever-he’s-named-himself.
He’s still conscious, but barely, and judging by the angle of his
legs he’s not getting up anytime soon. When he sees me heading
towards him with a knife, he just barely manages a weak struggle
to get away from me. “No—! You can’t—” he frowns for a second.
“Alimonious!”
I can’t believe this. Here I am, about to save his stupid life and
he can’t even get my name right. “Stay still,” I say gruffly as I bend
down and grab the end of his beard, pulling it roughly up and
clear of his neck. He’s gone completely still, the whole fight or
flight thing really failing him.
“Please don’t hurt me,” he whispers.
I roll my eyes and use the knife to quickly and roughly saw
through the beard, leaving him with the worst, most unevenlooking bit of facial hair I’ve ever seen outside of a bad wax
museum. I hold it up for him to see. “Borrowing this. Stay still.” I
turn away and go to find another wizard. This one’s unconscious,
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so at least I only have to deal with hearing one grown man
whimper as he adjusts to the fact that he’s still alive.
Odd, though, that I can actually hear him. Shouldn’t there
be all sorts of sounds like explosions and screams and whatnot? It
should be difficult to hear Gandalf the Wimp over Revus—
My eyes slowly move up to where Revus is waiting for me,
smoke from the destroyed stage billowing around him. The sounds
have stopped because the fighting has. And now Revus is looking
at me with the bored, uninterested look common to any impatient
person who’s trying to seem less so. I meet his eyes and a cold
smile forms on his lips.
“Sure you want to do this, boy?” Revus asks, indicating the
carnage he’d created by taking out every other wizard in the room.
“You don’t even have a beard yet. What could you possibly do to
stop me?”
I hold up my two stolen prizes, my hands wrapped tightly
around the top of each of them. These are either going to be my
last moments or, perhaps, my last moments before I’m allowed to
live just long enough to hear how stupid the words ‘beard shields‘
sound aloud. “Sure you can take me?” I ask in my best action
movie impression.
He snorts and waves his arm dismissively, sending a shockwave
in my direction. I hold up my left shield to intercept the magic,
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praying that my theory is correct. The magic hits and is absorbed
harmlessly. I almost wilt in relief, but not before I childishly stick
out my tongue and blow a raspberry at the most powerful evil
wizard who ever lived.
Revus’s eyes narrow and I begin to run. My short-lived victory
won’t matter that much if he destroys me in the next round. I scan
for the next part of my plan, hoping against hope that it hasn’t
been destroyed or knocked over by the ruckus.
I feel a crackle of energy behind me and immediately drop into
a crouch, using the beards to cover my body as much as possible
while a ball of magic washes over me harmlessly. I get up and
keep running. If I were in a cheesy action movie now would be
the perfect time for a good pun. Situation’s getting a bit hairy?
Bearder luck next time?
...I’ll work on it. Next time I’m in a life or death situation I’ll
be more prepared. Until then, I settle for a less-than-manly squeal
as some of the residual energy not absorbed by my shields sparks
up from the ground to zap me. I continue running, having spotted
my goal: the cauldron, thankfully still upright and releasing some
kind of mystical smoke.
I turn and sprint towards it, ignoring the burning in my
lungs that tells me that the whole professional athlete thing really
wouldn’t have worked out for me.
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Out of the corner of my eye, I see Revus give a little shrug
before channelling a bolt of energy into the ground. In slow
motion, I see the bolt fizzle through the floor, directly towards me
and the cauldron. In that second, my options flash before me. I
could jump and stand on one of my shields to keep me safe. But
then the cauldron would be lost and no matter how gracefully I
dodged, eventually Revus would get lucky. Or I could try to save
the cauldron and be fried by whatever nastiness Revus has aimed
for me.
The bolt is getting closer. I don’t have time to think—I
don’t even have time to find an insult for myself stronger than
‘sewertastical beardless idiot’ as I drop my shields and cover the
last few metres in one gargantuan step, plant my feet securely
and grab the cauldron. I have enough time to spin and hurl it in
Revus’s direction before the ground explodes underneath me.
It seems forever before I hit the ground, long enough for me
to wonder if I’ve accidentally followed a white rabbit down a
hole and tripped into Wonderland again (the caterpillar and I are
tight). But then my shoulders hit and I skid a few metres before
coming to a rest and the pain makes me forget anything other
than swearing.
The words that begin pouring out of my mouth breach
obscenity laws in at least fifteen countries as I try moving all of
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my limbs to ensure they’re still attached. Then, the sweetest sound
I could ever hope to hear: The loud, angry bleat of a billy goat.
Followed closely by the charging footsteps of said goat and new,
more interesting and immediate pain to deal with.
Screw this. Screw being a hero and saving the day through
cleverness and a callous disregard for one’s own safety. Screw
rescuing a bunch of bearded nincompoops who refuse to let me into
their secret wizard club because my chin can’t push out anything
more robust than a pimple. Screw this, because apparently the
reward for such heroics is having your left nut barely missed by the
hoof of an angry goat before it turns around and starts munching
happily on the sleeve of your stupid goddamned wizarding robe.
I glare at the Revus-goat before yanking away my sleeve and
earning a disgruntled bleat. “You know, you really get my goat,
old man.” I say, channelling my best 80s action star and noting
with distaste that he is still sporting more facial hair than I will
ever dream of. I stand, taking a second to enjoy the exciting ways
all of my aches and pains shift to be that much worse. But I want
to be standing for this. From my viewpoint on the stage, I can
see the carnage Revus caused. One wizard versus a roomful of
incompetent old men busily stashing food in their sleeves and
old women too busy gossiping to do anything useful. I want to
unleash years’ worth of bile and subtle putdowns, years’ worth of
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qualified wizards taking one look at my chin and deciding not to
listen to what I say. Years’ worth of cleaning Cal’s fucking drain
pipes and I want to shove it directly down all of their throats.
Instead, I look around at all of the faces, pale and streaked
with the dirt and dust of battle, all looking up at me; I point at
the cauldron, now upended and sitting on the stage. “Transmorg
potion. Apparently it changes him in both form and mind,” I say,
searching the room until I catch Alice’s eye. I almost detect a smile
underneath all of that grime. “Someone should have thought of
that earlier,” I mutter, jumping off the stage and heading for my
dad.
He’s sitting up and looking a lot better than he had been. Still
pale, but nowhere near as fragile. “You all right?” I ask.
His face breaks into a large smile, “Beard shields?”
I shrug, “I was working with what I had.”
The corners of his lips turn down as he struggles not to laugh.
Eventually, he masters the impulse. “Home time?”
I glance around, “Cal should be here somewhere...”
My dad snorts and waves a dismissive hand. “Calvin will be
fine. Nothing can penetrate that beard of his. He’ll probably be
up and about scouting out the kitchens to see if dessert survived
the ruckus.”
I grin and help my dad up, slinging one of his arms over my
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shoulder. “You’re probably right, you know.” I turn and survey
the mess. People are moving now, standing and brushing the
rubble off their robes, peeking out from behind overturned tables,
and, yes, surreptitiously heading towards the kitchen to check on
dessert. “This place is going to take weeks to clean up.” I pause,
a small smile spreading across my face. “You know...I have the
perfect potion for that.”
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The Seven Swordsmen
Daniel Ferguson

Denos Argin made his way to the bounty board and examined the
selection.
The one in the bottom right hand corner caught his eye. The
reward was 25,000 Sterling Quarters, dead or alive. Denos’s heart
stopped beating. He didn’t even know what he could do with that
fortune. He looked at the ferrotype picture of the Silver Man,
a striking face with chiselled features and dark hair straight and
finely cut, jaw clean shaven and smiling a devious grin.
Footsteps approached the bounty board; a trio of men of
different races and statures, led by an upper-class gentleman in a
red jacket, his once-blond hair slicked back, a rapier with golden
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hilt at his side. The other two men followed him; the man on the
right was a weathered dwarf carrying two axes, his clothes brown
save for a green cloak whilst the man on the left was an elven lad of
indeterminate age but with a few visible white scars, a greatsword
strapped to his back. The elf and the dwarf had bows slung across
their backs.
“Sir Jareth!” the innkeeper, Hamish, called out. “I haven’t seen
you in town for a while. How’s the mother?”
“Well met, Hamish!” Sir Jareth called back with a wave. “She is
recovering, thank you, and sends her regards.”
“Glad t’ hear it,” the innkeeper said. “So, what’ll it be?”
“Two ales and a glass of your finest Cabernet Sauvignon, if you
will?”
“Comin’ right up.”
“How goes the bounty business, friend?” Sir Jareth asked
Denos.
“25 large for a man with silver skin!” Denos replied, pointing
to the bounty writ. The elf whistled in amazement. The dwarf
laughed. Sir Jareth seemed unfazed.
“I certainly don’t need that kind of money,” the man said.
“These two, on the other hand…”
“I could buy a new house with that,” the elf said. “It might not
be opulent, but it would certainly be fair shelter.”
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“You just want to impress your lady friend,” the dwarf added.
“That goes without saying.”
“Oh, five gods, where are my manners!” the human said. “Allow
me to introduce my company. I am Sir Jarreth d’Canterbury.
These are my friends Raglef Wraithender the ranger…” the dwarf
slapped his right fist to his left bicep, a dwarfish salute, “and Valen
Battlemark, swordsman.”
The elf bowed graciously. “At your service. For a price.”
“What pray tell do they call you?”
“Call me Denos.”
“So, what’s this bounty about?” Valen the elf asked.
Denos tore the writ off the board and read it aloud: “Bounty
issued against The Silver Man, former military commander wanted
for treason, dereliction of duty, unsanctioned murder, murder
of civilians, highway robbery. 25,000 Sterling Quarters, Dead
or Alive. Considered extremely dangerous. Last seen on Route
18. Size of base and composition of forces unknown, rumoured
to number over twenty men. Writ issued by Balen Roth, Most
Excellent Acolyte of the Holy Order of The Five Gods and Mayor
Ethan Rooks of Havencrest, Kingdom of Dalanor.” Their drinks
arrived, almost unnoticed. “He is known to wear a silver ring with
a dragon design on it.”
“Decreed by laws both mortal and divine,” Valen said, taking
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in a mouthful of ale. “Well.”
“Split four ways, that bounty will still be worth our while,” Sir
Jareth said. “Just over six thousand Sterlings apiece.”
Raglef coughed.
“Well, there is the issue of trust,” Sir Jareth added. “I trust my
companions with my life. Yourself, however…”
“Ah,” Denos said. “Well, you can ask the innkeeper about me,
if you like. He’ll vouch for me.”
“Denos has been a great help around here!” Hamish called out.
“He’s been as trustworthy as a dwarf ’s battleaxe!”
“Indeed, if Hamish vouches for the man, he is good enough in
my books,” Sir Jareth said.
“So I guess it’s the four of us, then?” Raglef asked.
“Make that five!” a new voice called out. The four turned and
saw a small figure running towards them, weapons and leathers
strangely silent—the sign of a committed skulk-about.
“Who goes there?” Sir Jareth asked the newcomer, who upon
closer inspection appeared to be a gnome dressed entirely in black.
“Dirk Darkblade, the one and only!” There was a moment of
silence as those gathered exchanged shrugs and confused glances.
You could practically hear the crickets chirping.
“Apparently nobody knows you,” Sir Jareth was quick to reply.
“Then let me introduce myself as the greatest stealth
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professional in all the land!”
“You’re awfully boastful for a ‘stealth professional’,” Denos
said, disapprovingly.
“Well observed,” Dirk replied. “I am able to walk paths in
darkness that others fear to tread by daylight, and spy upon parties
that wish not to be spied upon. Of course I must shut my mouth
and bite my tongue more than I care to admit…”
“Then you are nothing but a thief and a treasure hunter,” Valen
said, glowering at him.
“No, I am a spy—for the state,” Dirk was quick to add. “And
I am no gold-pincher, as you are quick to accuse. I am what you
would call the King’s eyes and ears. I am well taken care of, so I
have no need to steal coin from those who have taken it. I simply
look and listen, and I am five-damned good at it!”
“So what’s your stake in this bounty, Dirk—if that is your real
name?”
“I have been tasked with returning to the Silver Man’s
stronghold,” Dirk said, in all seriousness.
“Returning?” Valen asked. “So you’ve been there before!”
Dirk rolled back the sleeve of his shirt and spoke a magic word.
A tattoo of a hawk with a sword in its talons, the symbol of the
state’s security force, appeared on his shoulder. “I have. scouted
the location just this week. Barely escaped capture, I might add. If
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I’m to go back there, I need assistance. That’s where you lot come
in.”
“Enough,” Sir Jareth said. “Thou hast made the distinction
perfectly clear. I have no problem working with a scout, especially
if he is state-sanctioned, and if there is no other objection then
I would welcome your skills and senses to our hunt—for that is
clearly what it is.”
Nobody disagreed, though Valen still shot the gnome a dirty
look. Dirk Darkblade was welcomed to the party by everyone else.
“Then let us find us some horses and saddle up,” Sir Jareth
announced. “We leave as soon as we are able.”

Sir Jareth paid for the horses. With the mounts saddled and all
five outfitted for the road, Sir Jareth led the party in riding to the
north-east, and proved a great teacher for those less experienced.
They stopped for lunch under the boughs of a fig tree in the
middle of the day when the sun was highest and hottest. They
took grateful swigs from their water flasks and ate a small portion
of rations provided by their wealthy benefactor. Raglef produced a
harmonica, and Dirk quickly accompanied it with a bone ocarina.
Sir Jareth could sing a great baritone and demonstrated reluctantly,
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at first. By the end of their break period they had made him less
shy about it.
Just as they were about to break camp a stranger approached
their site, shouting a greeting in advance, his voice carrying well in
the quiet of the noon.
The man who approached them was a halfling, but this pintsized man was outfitted in the shining splint mail of a Paladin of
the Church of Five, emblazoned with their unified logo, a fivepointed star with wave-shaped spokes like a wagon wheel.
“Hello!” the halfling called out. “I couldn’t help but overhear
your music and voices. I wondered if I might share in some of
your food, as I have been travelling behind you all day and am
most famished.”
Raglef gave him some of their food.
“What’s your name?” Valen said with food in his own mouth.
“Matteo, Crusader of the Five Gods.” He took a bite and a sip.
“What brings such a diverse group to the middle of nowhere
on a hot day like this?” Matteo asked.
“Bounty,” Valen said.
“I’ve heard there is a significant bounty on a silver man,”
Matteo said. “Would you be hunting such a target?”
“We are. Yourself?” Valen asked.
“I’m here to apprehend the fugitive, yes,” Matteo said.
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“However, if he were to be struck down in the effort, I am charged
to bring in part of his body—a finger, a lock of hair, that sort of
thing. They can still interrogate that, at least.”
“That’s disturbing,” Valen drawled.
“A Paladin cannot lie,” Sir Jareth said, “and they are picked
from only the most trustworthy and capable men at arms. I
will accept your offer for help, though it reduces our individual
payments.”
“Not so,” Matteo said. “I am forsworn from taking profit in
hunting down evil men. You get me and my mace, free of a share
in the loot.”
“Well,” Sir Jareth said, “That’s alright then.”
“I’ve got no problems, if he’s a knight of the church,” Denos
said. The others said similar, although they were cautious in giving
the newcomer the benefit of the doubt.
“Welcome to the hunting party,” Sir Jareth said. “We leave
immediately.”

They rode for another hour and a half, following the path of Route
17 east over low hillocks before finally turning onto Route 18,
heading north into a forest on a much larger hill, stretching east
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and north.
“Alright, listen up,” said Sir Jareth. “The Silver Man has around
twenty followers, all of them armed and dangerous men. “Dirk
knows the way to the place, so we shall be following him.”
“So will we just attack when we get there?” Valen asked.
“Sort of,” Sir Jareth said. “Dirk will explain.”
“I have some devices in my pack,” Dirk started, “that will
significantly improve our odds—and thin out their numbers.”
“Do tell,” Denos said. Dirk took off his small backpack and
rummaged through it until he found what he was looking for—a
box containing six perfectly round, orange flasks with rubber
stoppers in them.
“Boom Bottles,” he announced, proudly. “Got ‘em from a
friendly face who owes me a solid favour. You throw it, the two
compounds within it mix and the whole area within ten feet will
be bathed in fire and furious sound.”
“That’s hardly an honourable weapon,” Matteo piped up.
“These are hardly honourable men,” Denos replied.
“You have me there, sir,” Matteo said.
“So you just throw them and they explode?”
“Exactly,” Dirk said with a grin.
Dirk led the way. They moved as quietly as they could, but the
dry undergrowth snapped and crunched under their feet, and even
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so their progress was not that fast as they had to wind and twist
through the trees. The afternoon was becoming late, but at least
they would have the cover of night on their side, or would by the
time they got however far it was to the bandit camp. They saw no
signs of the beaten path. They were well and truly into the thick
of the forest now.
Denos got the feeling he was being watched, but when he
turned he didn’t see anything. The forest was quiet, expectant. The
feeling settled down, but didn’t go away—not fully.
Eventually Raglef brought the company to a halt and crouched,
so everyone else crouched as well.
“Ahead, about a hundred feet, up the slope” he whispered.
The group saw it: the bandit camp. It had to be. Two wooden
huts surrounded by a collection of tents, a well-worn dirt path
between the two huts, camp fires starting to build, and around
the whole lot a fence made of sharp-tipped tree trunks. In the very
centre, a two-storey watchtower stood, four guards at attention. A
thin road, looking like a lone goat track that had barely seen use,
wound away into the forest, presumably to meet up with the main
road through the pass.
“Ten Sterlings says that’s our target,” Valen whispered. Nobody
took him up on the wager.
Dirk Darkblade examined the scene once more. “I say we hit
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the watch tower first,” he said. “Throw one or two grenades, see
if they wreck the structure. Another pair should go into the two
huts. The other two… save them till there’s an opportunity.”
“Sounds good,” Valen said. “But who among us is the best
thrower?”
“That would be myself,” said Sir Jareth. “I used to be a
professional athlete in my younger days. We played a ball sport
called—”
“Alright, you’re good at throwing a ball,” Dirk said. “I believe
you. Just take the Boom Bottle.”
Jareth took it from Dirk’s hand and placed it in his pocket.
“We should throw them all at the same time,” said Denos.
“Good thinking,” Dirk said. “You’re gonna go far, lad.” Denos
gave him the kind of look that said he didn’t like being talked
down to by a gnome.
“Alright, the sun’s down, we’ve got the sunset on our side, let’s
do this,” Denos said.
The four moved through the forest as quietly as a group of six
possibly could—aided by a ranger spell to dampen the noise—to
the west, to the front entrance. There were two guards outside the
gap in the spiked-trunk fence. They didn’t appear to notice the
group skulking about, even in the brush.
“Some stealth spell,” Valen whispered appreciatively into
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Raglef ’s ear.
“Shh!” he replied, finger to his smiling lips.
Valen and Raglef prepared their bows, and in unison notched
their arrows ready to fire.
“On my mark,” Denos said. “Three. Two. One. Fire!”
The pair let loose.
The guard on the left dropped, clutching his neck. The other
shot missed.
“We’re under attack!” the other guard yelled. An arrow buried
itself in his face.
“You heard the man,” Sir Jareth said, and threw his Boom
Bottle. Five others sailed over the fence, two toward the
watchtower, four in through the doorways of the wooden huts—
although one bounced back into open space. Explosions went off
everywhere.
The six rushed in, swords in hands. There was screaming, panic
and confusion everywhere. Men were putting out fires or yelling at
others to do so. There was pain and suffering, and Denos almost
felt sorry for these men—then turned cold when he remembered
that these were bandits, outlaw criminals without mercy. He had
a job to do. The adrenaline surged into his body as his sword went
to work.
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Evening came and the whole camp was on fire. Bodies lay on the
ground or against whatever remained of the wooden walls. It all
became a blur of flashing blades and spurting blood, Dirk sneaking
around silently and stabbing anything and everything in the back,
Sir Jareth, Raglef and Valen fighting back to back. Matteo charged
like a man possessed; the fact that he could fight two at once and
come out swinging impressed Denos—a lot. And Denos was in
the thick of it, immune to higher mental faculties, just a creature
of deadly skill with the blade. The sun had descended and darkness
had started to creep in, faster than it should have. Meden’s third
moon glowed overhead as if surveying the battle and delighting
in it.
Denos snapped back to conscious thought from a state of
instinct. He saw what he’d done and felt that ugly cold guilt in
his gut. He counted eighteen foes, some dead, some dying. None
of them were the man from the poster. Had they made a mistake?
Suddenly worry wormed through him and his heart, which had
slowed back down, and he felt horrified.
Out of the other hut stepped the man from the poster, adorned
in a red jacket and black, padded pants. The six men who’d come
to arrest—or kill—him turned at the sign of movement, and
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encircled him as he stepped out of the doorway.
“Is this the party they sent to bring me in?” he laughed, and
the face on the poster suddenly matched the face before their eyes.
The Silver Man twisted a ring on his right hand, silver inlaid
with a dragon motif, and within the blink of an eye he was covered
in a silver sheen.
The Silver Man charged Valen. Valen swung his sword
downward from his right shoulder. It glanced off the Silver Man’s
left arm, thrown up to block, leaving barely a scratch. All at once
the other five men closed in, swords flashing. The Silver Man
punched Valen and then turned around to punch Denos in the
face, kick Sir Jareth in the groin as his rapier thrust towards its
target, and then whirl around again to punch Dirk and Matteo in
the throats. Raglef ’s axe descended onto the Silver Man’s shoulder,
but to no effect.
“HA!” he shouted. “Even six men are no match for me in this
form!”
“How about a woman?” a new voice asked. The seven men,
six of whom were on the ground and groaning, turned to see the
newcomer. Standing there nearly seven feet tall and built of muscle
was a large, green orc woman, whose massive yellow tusks jutted
from her lower jaw proudly. Her armour was from the north, red
leather plates woven together with blue twine. A curved blade
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rested against her hip.
Without further ado the orc woman charged. Just before she
reached the Silver Man she drew her strange sword and in the same
movement slashed the Silver Man’s right hand off. Instantly he
returned to normal colour—if handsomely tanned was a normal
colour—and blood spurted freely from the stump as he cried out.
The Silver Man kicked the woman in the stomach, and she
grimaced. At once Dirk Darkblade put his name-sake sword into
the Silver Man’s back. The Silver Man froze. Dirk pulled his sword
free, and the Silver Man collapsed to the ground, silent, eyes
staring, lips moving but without sound.
The Silver Man’s blood pooled on the ground as the bandit
camp burned. The six men and one woman got to their feet,
bruised but not cut, and surveyed the damage.
“Well, that could have gone better,” Denos remarked.
“Not really,” Sir Jareth said. “We were unprepared for the Silver
Man’s trick. He bested all of us, at the same time.”
“It looks like we owe you a share of the reward,” Raglef said,
directed towards the orc. “Miss…?”
“Bosheno,” she said. She picked up the hand with the silver
ring on it. “And I’ll be taking that bounty!”
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Lives
Kenneth Mugi
Marleea rested her body against the room’s mural and started
to scratch under her chin. She wasn’t interested in the animated
planets on the wall that moved in synch with their natural
orbits. Nor was she concerned about her client’s safety as the girl
toyed with knowledge instead of action. Instead, Marleea let her
thoughts drift to women.
Tall women, skinny women, ones who had a slow smile and
wore loose tops and tight pants. Marleea’s favourites were those
who got drunk too quickly and discarded their clothes even faster.
They were the kind she often imagined—naked and seductive—
sliding up and down her taut, dark-skinned body. They would
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whisper how sensuous she was, tell her how they loved seeing their
reflection in her metal arms and make love while the kids she was
guarding played at bravery.
“Marleea,” Danika called out. She was still lying on her grass
hover bed. “Can you test me?”
“About?” Marleea’s response came out harsh and sharp.
“The spheres. I’ve got a test, and...I could be the top this time.
I could show those visitors we’re not ignorant clum. We’re just as
good as the mainland.” The eight-cycle-old girl opened her big,
green eyes and flashed Marleea the cutest face she could manage.
“Please?”
“Ain’t learned. Couldn’t tell if you be right or wrong.”
Danika huffed and shook her head. “Just point and ask.” She
dropped her feet over the side of the bed and waited. They moved
backwards and forwards in the air with a hint of irritation in each
kick. “You’re not here to teach, just observe.”
“If the Freed commands it,” Marleea said as she imagined her
current girlfriend tickling the inside of her thigh. “The silver one.
With the glow.”
“Oh,” the girl complained, “that’s easy. It’s Eural. Everyone
knows about it. Nine thousand ems of power. We use it as a
source for large machines. Invisible pull of seven.” She snorted and
continued, “Some outers think it’s got gateway potential. Clum
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swimmers. Next.”
Marleea was coming up to the best part of her daydream and
so she tried to stall for extra time. “What else Danika? That’s not
going to impress mainland folk.”
“It’s a boring planet,” she snapped. “Discovered by two brothers
on a dare, appears silver from a distance and is the eighteenth most
valuable...”
Marleea didn’t hear the rest because her metal arms had
started to melt. She felt no pain. Instead, like every Eighteen who
accidently overhears their arm’s gateway word uttered, she only
felt despair.
Danika went quiet and slunk into the right-hand corner of the
room.
“Are you...are you unregulated?” she asked her bodyguard.
Marleea didn’t reply immediately. Rather, she watched as her
arms finished melting into a yellow pool by her feet.
“I’m—”
A scream stopped her short. First, the sound came from the
melted metal. Then from a silver portal with green sparkles. And
finally from a black humanoid shape that stepped through the
glowing circle. It was as tall as Marleea, and looked almost exactly
like her. If her skin bubbled, popped and wobbled.
The being glared at the bodyguard and then, when it noticed
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she had no arms, turned and walked over to Danika.
“I’m warning you,” the girl advised with a tremor in her voice,
“my father’s—”
She didn’t finish. Instead, the thing picked Danika up, grabbed
her ankles with one hand, her hair with another and yanked.
Blood splashed everywhere: on the walls, on Marleea’s face, and on
the discarded sweet wrappers on the floor.
Deep down, Marleea knew she was next and there was
nothing she could do. All the hundreds of hours of training she’d
done meant nothing without arms. And so she closed her eyes,
pretended the thing that looked just like her didn’t exist, and tried
to finish her daydream.

আঠার
After sunset, Mal Fallan sat in his dirty, wooden hut on the outer
fringes of Bestrall and waited. He waited until all he could hear was
the creaking of ancient timber and the lapping of the sea down by
the shore. Until there wasn’t the sound of a child returning home
from work or a night visitor calling for customers. He stayed as
still as any human could until the Glass Sea started to screech and
scream at all those who ventured too close.
When he was certain—absolutely positive—no one could hear
him, Mal pushed down on the third and fourth wooden planks
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from the door and lifted them up, just slightly. Just enough so
he could crawl under the boards and sneak below. As with every
one of his trips, he tensed when the planks clunked back into
their original position. Crouching on the makeshift wooden path
he’d laid down months ago, he held his breath for ten fingers and
listened to ensure no one knew where he’d gone.
After his hands had become nothing but fists, he inched over
to a large metal box sunk in the grey mud. A box that could only
be opened with the key around his neck. Quietly, noiselessly, he
unlocked the most precious of things: money. Baral.
With the lid removed, he counted out his earnings for the day.
“...sixteen, seventeen, seventeen plus one, nineteen. Nineteen. A
hundred and nineteen. Not bad at all,” he muttered as he tapped
in the amount on his streamer. The finance application built into
the device automatically added the figure to his other savings.
“If I just had a few more cycles,” he told a noisy beetle, “it
wouldn’t be this way. There be no need for the lies. Maybe not
even the regrets.”
Then he put his back against the container, huddled as close to
the box as he could and cried.

আঠার
Emra looked at the flickering stone lights at the top of her store
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and scrunched up her face. They could be fixed—with baral she
didn’t have. Or she could bite a man’s neck, say a few words and
have them glow again, if she wanted to be hauled off and executed.
There was also a third option, the one she’d used for the last two
rotations of the planet: do nothing...except her current plan was
costing her customers.
At least that’s what Emra hoped. Otherwise she would have to
clean her store, put the spare parts she’d ‘reclaimed’ from Corpse
Mountain in their correct places and dust. Maybe even scrub
out the bloodstains on her operating table. And, if nothing else
worked, give her clients expensive drugs to stop the pain before she
cut off their arms for the augmentation.
None of those tempted Emra. She just wanted more desperate
customers: people who needed an arm mended or a dint removed
on the cheap. Folks who asked fewer questions than she did and
spent their baral on ale to forget they’d been happy once.
Folks like Mal Fallan who had started to bang on the shop’s
door.
“Let me in,” he screamed. “I’m good for it.”
Emra pretended to push an imaginary button under the
operating table while opening the door with magic. Mal wasn’t
watching, like always, so he fell in and landed on the floor with a
muffled thud.
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He looked like her brother used to: chocolate skin, blue eyes,
a curly mop of hair and a long nose. Only his arms were different:
they’d been cut off and replaced. Replaced with seventeen-plusone augmentations by some outlawed dealer long ago.
“Where’s your coat, Mal?” she queried. “Clarice taken it again?”
“It be worse,” he replied as he crawled across the floor. “They
be saying I be Lums. And I done that kid up north.”
“You?” Emra could hear his teeth clacking together on the
other side of the operating table. “You sure it’s not a slide down?
Trying to get you to say something about your arms?”
“You and me be knowing ‘bout that. None else. Secrets be the
only thing this place good for.” His boots made a scratching noise
as they rubbed against the stone. “I been up in Dinmeal when
it happened. Didn’t have a permit ‘cause me uncle transitioned
suddenly. It’s not me fault.”
Emra sighed and ran her fingers across the top of the table.
“You didn’t expect them to notice? It’s only their shucking capital.
People don’t even go there with passes.” She shook her multicoloured hair and bit down on a yellow strand that was just a little
too long for her liking. “The Noks know what happened. Magic.”
“You always be sounding certain about non-logic,” he said.
“Like you seen it or something.” When Emra didn’t respond he
continued, “Don’t matter. Ain’t changing the fact they’re trying to
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pin this on me.”
“So?”
“So, I ain’t being good to either of us dead. Bit of aid won’t go
amiss now, would it?”
Emra turned around and looked out the front of the store.
Mal wasn’t wrong: Two Scinok Guardians were prowling around
the entrance searching for a way past her force field. It was just
difficult for her to make out which branch they came from.
“How bad?” she asked. “How bad do you think they want you?
Enough to bring in the gamics?”
“Gamics...they don’t...I don’t be knowing!” She could hear his
boots start to scratch the floor again. “Stupid kid, gets herself killed
for a number. Everyone be realising how important seventeen plus
one is in these parts.”
“You know how she died?” Emra gave her dark green pants a
quick flick. “Even the stream talkers only have theories.”
Walking over to the windows, she peered out of the dirty
glass to get a good look at the Scinoks. They weren’t what she
expected. They weren’t regulars: they were Kuz—elite. And like
all those trained in the art of taking people away, they wore navy
helmets, black loose pants and thick chest protectors with pockets
for mission items. Unusually, both were men, and both carried
crossbows and propulsion rifles on their backs that could kill at a
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hundred paces. Neither seemed to be interested in a conversation
about innocence.
“You brought Kuz to my store?” Emra snapped. “You brought
them here knowing my shield isn’t regulation? Why would you do
that?”
Silence.
She scratched her neck. “Well, we’re both done once they bring
the gamics in anyway. What other steps were in your master plan?”
“I got a little baral. You hide me here for a few cycles and I’ll
catch a ship out. No one be any wiser.”
Emra sighed. “How? They don’t give up. Even if we trick them
for rest of this light, there’s next dawn. And then the one after
that. You couldn’t work, you could barely breathe.”
“You’ve got a force field,” he replied.
“Here’s a tip for your new hiding place: force fields don’t hold
against certain kinds of...attacks. And the Noks, non-logic haters
they may be, aren’t against using everything they can get their
shucking hands on.” Emra went quiet and started ruffling her hair
in the dying light as she thought about what to do. She could
either keep all of her secrets, or save him. Maybe. She drummed
her fingers on the operating table six times before asking, “How
much you got stashed anyway?”
More silence.
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“How much? Forty-five? Nineteen? Thirty-nine? One?”
“Seventy-five, and a bit.”
“Thou?”
“Ain’t enough Ems,” he protested. “A Royal berth’ll cost a
hundred, easy. And with me arms being so dangerous a smuggle’ll
be even more.”
Emra stormed over to Mal and yanked him up by his hair.
“You saying that story you told me last cycle—the one about not
having any money and how you could barely eat—was a lie?”
He swallowed. “I can’t ship with the Cregs.” Mal scratched his
arms. “I...I can’t. I’ve got me reasons...”
She snapped her fingers and pointed at his face. “You want my
help? You want me to save you? Then stop thinking every Creg’s
going to yank your pants down and lick that meat stick. You’re
shipping out. Cregs, Royals...whatever. Whoever.”
For a moment, Emra thought Mal would protest, but he didn’t.
“I be guessing so,” he replied with a slump of his shoulders,
“Ain’t got no options left.”
“Let’s see how good you are with secrets then,” Emra said as she
started pushing the top of her operating table. It was heavy, and it
took almost all of her strength to rotate it around, but, when she
did, a box portal opened. A dark red one with silver sparkles. A
Dthead one.
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“Ems,” Fallan whispered. “Maybe the Kuz be in a talking
mood. Maybe they ain’t taking us to lock up...”
“And I’m Targus on a giant steed with a bag of shrooms. It’s not
going to kill you. Just move you from here to...”
She could see Mal wanted her to finish the sentence. Emra,
however, wasn’t too sure he would’ve liked the ending. And so she
lunged at him and pushed them both into the glowing rectangle.
The world went black and the man who had ruined her business
went quiet.
“I’m taking your brother’s coat for this,” she told him as they
hung in the void waiting for the gods of the world to make their
decision. “And then we’re going to do something about your
arms.”

আঠার
They landed in the swamplands outside of Bestrall. A place that
may have been in the same island but was climates apart in
terms of experience. Instead of cool breezes, they got a blanket
of humidity. Rather than sweat, they smelled corpses. And, as an
added bonus, the air crackled with green lightning that could fry
a brain within seconds.
“Again?” Emra complained to the dark clouds as she stood up
and flicked bubbling white goo off her hands. “I swear that thing’s
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broken.”
Mal was slower. He dry-retched, twice, swayed as he found his
feet, and stared at the living liquid as it moved up and down his
metal arms.
“This be your solution?” he asked bitterly. “The Pools?”
“No,” Emra started moving towards a bank, “the portal was
my idea. I would’ve preferred the wharfs, the pit or even Klinthar’s
room.” She pulled herself out of the white substance and onto dry
land. “But we’re out. Now we just need your baral, a boat and we’ll
be right.”
Mal took a little longer, and a few more puffs of exertion, but
eventually he got to the bank and started taking in the swamp’s
scenery.
Mostly it was green and white. Or cream. Mal couldn’t
completely tell. The main thing he noticed was that every single
plant seemed desperate to get out of the goop. Vines piled on top
of shrubs that piled on top of tree roots where there was ground.
And where there weren’t trees, there was just an ocean of nothing.
“Visarchs,” Mal whispered, “they be tales? Tired wayfarers
swapping stories they don’t know nothing about?”
“Not quite tales,” Emra replied as she strode off into the
distance.
Mal ducked as a streak of fork lightning crackled near his left
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ear. “But mostly tales? Stories for the littles?”
“It’s Tanure right now,” Emra replied as she dodged a bolt of
energy above her head. “What you’re thinking of doesn’t happen
during this light. Not till the suns shift.”
“They be real though?” Mal persisted. “They be hunting? I
never been out in the wilds.”
“We’re a day away from the closest city,” Emra responded
without looking back. “And they’re already watching us so we’ll
need to barter for safety with a wood dweller before dark hits.”
She pointed to a huge milnirn tree in the distance. It had a canopy
two hundred metres wide and a trunk so thick it would take seven
dawns to cut. “If they deny us shelter,” a shudder went up and
down her back, “we’ll be frozen and stored...in strips.”
Mal’s voice dropped even lower. “How you be knowing this
Ems? You ain’t learned.”
She kept moving, but her eyes started to glow. “I just do.
Right?”
“What about the portal? How you be getting one of those?
They ain’t regulation. They’re proto-tech.”
She chose not to reply.
Mal continued, “Plus, how many fixers be mending seventeenplus-ones now? How many can?”
Emra’s left eye twitched, she dodged another bolt, rolled
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to safety and then kept going. “What you want Mal?” she spat
back. “Baral and gold aren’t the only valuable things in this world.
Sometimes your blood’s solid too. Especially if you’ve got the right
kind.”
“Have you?” Mal asked.
Spinning on her left heel, Emra turned and glared at him. She
knew they had no time—maybe ten fills of her shadow timer—
before night hit. Before the Visarchs took their skin for clothes.
But...she also knew questions into her past had to be stopped.
Flicking a knife out from her sleeve, she stormed up to Mal
and shoved it against his throat.
“You thinking I’m Dthead?”
“Maybe,” he replied with a lifted chin.
“You selling me down? Thinking I’m an unlicensed trickster?
‘The gamic woman, the gamic woman wants to start a war.’ Plenty
of people willing to hate us for a price.”
Mal replied by tilting his head a little to the left and saying,
“The world be changing. Ain’t no place for stories and unknowns.
It’ll be better when you’re all gone and only logic remains.”
“You’re a Nok?” Emra would’ve added more, except she could
hear it: the whine of a Guardian hover-boat’s shield.
“You shucking mucktack,” she yelled as the blade drew blood
from his throat. “They’re tracking you. I gave you cost. I made
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nothing, not a single baral off our deals. Just so you could get out.
And you could’ve, you could’ve—”
“I ain’t going with them rapists.”
The whine was louder now, almost drowning out the noise
of everything else in the area. They both knew there were only
flashes to go before Guardians would repel down and stun her
into submission. Maybe they’d have their way with her before they
took her back to Bestrall; maybe they wouldn’t. The blade sliced a
little deeper into Mal’s throat.
Emra wanted to do it. She knew he deserved it, and no matter
how much he looked like her brother, he wasn’t. He was another
version, a nothing. The knife crept across his throat a fraction.
Mal’s eyes widened.
And then Emra sighed, threw the blade down and dropped to
the ground. “I’m taking that coat,” she told him as two Guardians
landed behind her. “I’m taking your arms and I’m taking my
shucking coat.”

আঠার
Mal Fallan made sure to do all the right things: he signed a
statement telling the Guardians what he’d seen; lied about
where Emra had been when Danika had died; informed them
his arms were series nineteen, guaranteed; and collected his fee.
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When the keeper told him Emra would be publicly executed by
dismemberment, he shrugged his shoulders and played with the
baral-purse’s cord.
Only when he was under the hut with his coat wrapped
around him did he cry and whine to the beetles. Life was unfair;
he couldn’t have shipped out with the Cregs and not all Scinoks
understood the logic philosophy as well as he did. Was it his fault
that they bullied their way into positions of knowledge? That
they’d made him hand over his...friend?
“There ain’t no sympathy for a Freed,” he argued with the bug
that always seemed to appear when he was having a doubting
moment. “I be alone here. One betrayal and it be me limbs torn.”
As the beetle offered no comfort, Mal slid on his heavy, dark
grey coat. It was made from processed grass—that’s what he’d been
told—and stitched together with an unknown string. Drawn on
the back was a winged creature no one he’d asked in Bestrall could
recognise. During the day it moved and floated through the fabric
like smoke. At night it shone like the stars.
He didn’t know where the coat had come from. It had just been
lying on the hut’s floor the day after his brother had disappeared.
None of the local tailors had been able to identify who had made
it. The only recognisable tag in the coat was a stitched instruction
saying, “Wear if jumping off tall buildings.”
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Mal, however, only ever used it for its pockets. They could carry
everything, and anything, no matter how big or small. Tonight
was no different. He emptied every baral he had into them and
did a final, quick scan of the area. As nothing seemed out of place,
he turned, flicked the beetle off the walkway for the last time and
headed to the wharfs.

আঠার
Emra pulled at the manacles she’d been locked in. Her cell was
two metres wide and only contained a hole full of body refuse and
a stone hover-bed. Everything else was grey brick.
“Naking Scinoks,” she muttered. “Build everything the same.”
There was a rattle at her door and a tall, old man with red hair
and green eyes entered the cell.
“The Child Warrior,” he stated while cleaning the top of his
gums with his fingers.
“A child warrior,” she replied through gritted teeth. A long
stretch of silence passed between them until Emra continued,
“Was it your daughter?”
“Yes.” He produced a metal chain from his robe’s folds and
started to swing it in a circle. “You didn’t kill her though. Too
stupid, too slow. Only magic has the power to consume.”
He flicked it at Emra. A gash appeared on her forehead.
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“Wouldn’t do that,” she told him.
“The record said you never stopped...fighting. Believing.” He
took a step forwards and swung again. This time a chunk of her
skin came off. “It’s over, though. The Royals will collect you, they
will experiment—”
“I know,” Emra cut him off. Her face burned. “So why are you
here?”
The man stopped spinning the chain and instead ran his
thumb along the four rings on his right hand. A small blade slid
out from the one with emeralds embedded in it. “I hate magic. It
gives power to the wrong people. Scinoks are educated, trained in
how to wield what they are blessed with. Each one is assigned to
a career they will flourish and excel in. Gamics subvert that. You
achieve things above your understanding with minimal effort. If
everyone could use magic, no one would work. No one would
sweat. No one would dream. Why are we cursed with you?”
His breath had started to shallow and he had inched closer
to her. Almost close enough to be within lunging distance. “Your
wars, revolutions...murders. All because of magic. All because one
gamic has to be better than the other. To show they’ve mastered a
new trick which can bring them fame.”
Emra bit down on her hair. He was so near, too near for anyone
who had worked with or studied Dthead’s. It was as if he didn’t
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know gamics differed from island to island.
“I want to know what’s in your blood,” the man said. “What
makes you special.”
She smirked and bit playfully down on her lip. “You’re jealous.”
Emra was rewarded with the blade being punched into her
shoulder.
“How did you burn Thildral? How did you escape?”
Emra lunged forward, bit the man’s cheek and swallowed some
of his blood. He stumbled backwards and tried to scream, but it
was too late; she already had him. First, his mouth wouldn’t move,
then his legs collapsed in towards themselves and finally—by the
time Emra had melted her shackles with his life force—only his
eyes worked. They swivelled in their sockets looking for help.
None came.
Emra, free from her restraints, crouched down and extracted
the mini-knife from his ring. She ran it up and down his chest.
“I made a coat when I was seven rotations old. It glowed like
the stars at night. I didn’t know it was impossible. I didn’t know
the materials were from another world.” She circled his left eye
with the blade. “You don’t know much at seven.”
“Some men took me away and cut my arms off. Cut my tongue
out. Told me if I could go back to that place, that dream place I
used to visit, I’d be able to regrow them.”
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Emra let the tip of the knife pierce his pupil. He tried to scream.
“Turns out I was just stealing them off other versions of myself.
And they did this to me hundreds of times, maybe thousands.
‘Shantrall blood,’ they would whisper when I was supposed to be
in my state. You don’t feel magical when that’s happening to you.”
She pushed the blade into the bottom of his triangular nose
and pulled up. Blood gushed down towards his lips. “Shantrall
blood, that’s what makes me special: a human and a shantrall
making love thousands of rotations before I was formed. Was all
that part of your master designer’s cogs?”
“I don’t even know if I’m really here,” Emra said as she stood
up. “It’s hard to know. Am I still trapped in Thildral in some
alternate world and this is a herb dream? Or did I really jump
lines and bring the fire from the sky? Did I leave a piece of myself
behind and that’s why I can’t change worlds anymore? Am I too
old? Too fixed? Were the Scinoks right: only kids can do it?”
When he didn’t reply, Emra flicked the knife into his right eye
and sighed. No one knew. No one except the gods who had been
forgotten. Only they knew if Emra was about to let her brother
out or one of the many monsters she’d created by carving up their
brother, or sister, right in front of their eyes.

আঠার
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Mal stood on top of his ship’s deck and looked out over the Glass
Sea. Red and black Royal vessels were spread out across the water—
some with sails, some using hydro and solar powered motors. If
he strained, he was sure he could even make out a gravity boat
drifting off to an unknown destination. The water underneath his
ship rippled outwards from the hull and headed to a sea far, far
away.
His brother had told him, rotations ago, that the ocean was a
living thing. It thought, it had moods, and acted of its own accord.
Mal hadn’t believed him then; he definitely knew it to be a tale of
the gamics now. And yet, he understood the mysticism of it. How
vast the ocean was once you’d left shore, how alone you felt while
you were travelling from place to place.
Staring at the rushing water, Mal could almost feel it talking to
him. Telling him he’d made a mistake. He’d done a terrible thing.
A voice like the wind slipping through rushing tides whispered
he should jump. It told him he could still be proud; he could
make amends for his crimes. His heart started to beat quicker, the
pull of the water stronger and—
“Don’t do it,” said a voice he knew all too well. Fingernails dug
into his shoulder. “It’s what she wants. She can only eat conflicted
souls.”
Forcing his eyes up, Mal stared at the sky and hissed, “How are
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you being here? How you be finding me?”
“My coat,” Emra ran a pointy object up and down his back.
“I give one to my brother in every universe. Makes them easier to
find.”
“Your coat?” he asked. “It’s not...it’s not yours. It’s mine.” Mal
didn’t sound so certain.
“You’re wrong you eighteen, it’s my brother’s.”

আঠার
Mal’s arms melted and opened the portal for Emra’s sibling.
He died a moment later when a curved blade that bubbled and
popped cut him in two. It was a quick death, but not quick
enough to stop him from screaming and alerting the whole ship to
his doppelganger’s appearance.
The sounds of Guardians’ boots soon followed. Emra didn’t
hesitate; instead, she yanked her coat off Mal’s corpse, tackled the
humanoid ooze over the side of the boat and threw her knife at
the ocean.
“I’m Emra Fallan,” she shouted at the doppelganger. “Your
sister. I’m going to save you.”
The shape nodded as the water underneath opened like a giant
mouth and two silver eyes sparkled greedily in the void.
Emra flicked her coat up like a vertical sail and started
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counting. “One, two, three, four...” At sixteen there was a giant
scream as the ocean erupted. The gust of air that billowed up from
its mouth allowed Emra’s brother to grab her and shoot them both
straight into the sky.
Everything looked so small at the peak. Islands seemed like
poorly drawn patterns while boats appeared as nothing but
moving dots on a coloured board. As the water dissipated and they
started their free fall, a thin layer of black smoke surrounded them
and slowed their descent.
“We’ll make land by dark,” she told the new Mal Fallan, who
was standing on their protective sphere. Some of the ooze had
disappeared and Emra could see tiny flashes of skin.
“Rrrr uuuu miiii siiiissster?” he asked.
Emra put her coat back on, shifted her weight to the left leg
and replied, “Why do you ask?”
“Yoooo haaaavvveee eeeeveeerryyy thhhiiiinnnng.”
“Everything?”
“Boooooth eeeeyeeees...”
Mal lunged, his hands caught between transforming back to
their normal proportions and the blades they had been on the
ship. Emra dodged, dodged a second time and then bit down into
the sliding ooze. Her fake brother’s blood trickled into her mouth.
This time she took away the use of his legs first, then his arms
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and, finally, his neck. Only the beautiful brown circles he had for
eyes were able to glance furtively around the smoke bubble.
“I’m sorry,” she said to Mal as her foot pushed down on his
throat. “I guessed wrong.” Slowly the brown spheres started to
flicker and fade until all that was left was a slime-covered human
floating towards Sora.
Emra kicked his crotch twice—to make sure he was dead—
and then leant down kissed him on the forehead.
“I need help,” she told the corpse. “I could save him if I got
help.” She sat down on the floor as the sphere readjusted its course
for a distant island. “How hard could it be to find those gods?
They’ve only had a seven-thousand-rotation start.”

166

Nightfall
Kirstie Olley

Marrille felt the uneven edge of the cliff under her heel as she
stepped back. She clutched her basket and staff closer and glanced
over her shoulder. The launch pad of the Eyrie towered above the
other mountains. Far below the grey granite smiled up at her with
uneven teeth.
“This is madness.” Marrille’s mother folded her arms but her
wing feathers bristled to display her dominance as flock leader.
“Rebuild the World Clock?”
Marrille looked behind her again. The sky shone deep orange.
Far to the east it mottled purple like an ugly bruise. It was midmorning but the world glowed with dusk. The older flock members
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claimed the sky used to change colour with the day before the
clock was broken. Normally when she was on the launch pad,
about to make a provision run with the burly eagle Sario, she
would wonder what it was like to see that. What must it have been
like to watch the sunrise, or to see the blinding light of midday
when, supposedly, the sun rode so high your shadow was a murky
puddle at your feet? Marrille had lived her entire life in dusk. Most
of her flock had lived their entire lives in fear of Nightfall.
“I have to, Mother,” Marrille said, thoughts of the good of
the flock fixed firmly in her mind. “The farmers say the crops are
failing, and the amount of produce proves it. The light is dimming.
There isn’t enough to keep sustaining plant life.”
“Gossip from farmers isn’t fact. This flock has survived the last
twenty-nine years of dusk. We will continue to survive as we are.
And you know very well the Last Lords broke the World Clock so
Nightfall would forever be held back.”
“Time is still moving in so many ways: we age, plants grow,
normal watches still keep time—it’s only the sky and seasons
that’ve been halted. The Last Lords must have made a mistake—”
“They broke it because dusk lingered a whole year. They knew
Nightfall would last long enough to kill everything that needs
sunlight. They broke the clock to buy time to save us all but,
heavens help us, they killed themselves doing it. Now no more of
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this!” By the end her mother’s voice was shrill, her face darkening.
“But—”
“Enough!” Her mother’s voice echoed around the Eyrie. Behind
her the whole flock clustered, anger, fear, and shock showing on
the faces she had grown up with.
“Time needs to be fixed,” Marrille said slowly, unfolding her
wings slightly. She shifted the basket filled with provisions: gems
for trade, a book on desert survival and a book on clock repair,
further up her arm. Her other hand gripped the staff tightly.
The movement caught her mother’s eye.
“That staff,” she hissed, more venom in her words than any
viper possessed. “Ever since you and Sario came back from your
last flight with that cursed thing you’ve been obsessed.”
Marrille glared. While her mother’s words weren’t completely
wrong, they showed an unacceptable ignorance of her daughter’s
behaviour. Marrille’s obsession had intensified after finding the
staff stuck to the side of one of the broken gears poking out of the
unnatural desert, but the little dove had always been fascinated by
the World Clock.
As a chick she wouldn’t go to sleep without a story about the
World Clock. As a fledgling she’d discovered books that told of
life before the clock was broken. As she’d progressed further into
adolescence she had begun research on the passage of time and
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plant growth. When she was able to fly out to the market town for
provisions she’d learned about economics and trade and discovered
the inflation of prices and the increasing scarcity of food.
No, Marrille had always been thinking about the World Clock.
Always been thinking about Nightfall and how terrified and
superstitious even strong Sario was about it.
She fought the urge to shriek out the anthem of all teens: ‘you
don’t understand me’, swallowing it firmly.
“This is something to save everyone,” she said instead. “This
staff can lift pieces of the World Clock.”
The flock collectively froze. Sario gave her a sideways glance,
wordlessly asking if she was sure she wanted to reveal the secret
they’d kept.
“Hawks tried to mug us when we were coming back with the
provisions. We were outnumbered, but when I swung the staff one
of the huge gears came out of the sand. I could guide it with the
staff.” She recalled five hawks fleeing from one little dove and an
eagle as if an army pursued them. “I can put the World Clock back
together. No one’s had that power before.”
“And nor should they,” a voice yelled from the flock. It sounded
like the voice of Lumin—the man who’d taught her to read after
her father’s death—but Marrille couldn’t see him.
“If you do this, I’ll disown you,” her mother spoke so slowly
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and calmly Marrille went cold.
She looked around, trying to see if anyone believed she had the
right of it. Faces turned to avoid locking eyes.
She looked at her sisters. Their eyes brimmed with tears, but
they looked away. One buried her face in the other’s shoulder, her
brother never even glanced at her.
Her gaze fell on Herthall, the boy she’d kissed a few months
ago. He’d rejected her afterward because she spent more time
in the library than with him. It was no surprise he looked away
quickly enough to wrench his neck.
Fine by her. She’d only kissed him to find out what it was like
anyway.
Every face turned away and with each denial her bones felt
heavier.
Her eyes fell finally on the man who stood closest to her: Sario.
“Smidling, if yeh do this ye’ll bring on Nightfall.” He brushed
his hands, elbow to wrist, trying to wash off even the mention of
it. “I won’t help.”
Now her bones were stone. She’d never survive if she jumped
from the launch pad. Her eyes stung.
“Marrille, if you stop now I’ll forgive this flight of folly. Come
back from the edge.” Her mother held out a hand, enticing her
back.
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“I’m sorry. I have to do this.”
“Then this is what I have to do.” Her mother’s voice shook.
The outstretched hand grabbed now, fingers grasping Marrille’s
feathers. She yanked.
Marrille’s skin tried to stick with the feathers, pulling away
from her bones and muscle for an instant, until her feathers
wrenched free. She cried out.
A sister’s hand joined her mother’s and Marrille flinched away.
More hands reached out. Faces that couldn’t look at her before
now glared, closing in, grimacing, hands outstretched.
Marrille flailed her arms to defend herself as her wings burned
and bled. The staff whacked hard into flesh and one face fell back.
The basket of books and provisions in the other hand thudded
into a small body, hollow bones crunching. The pain of the child’s
cry stabbed at her heart.
Her screams echoed through the Eyrie. If she didn’t get away
now she’d have no feathers to fly.
With a wrench she tore away and leaped from the launch pad.
Immediately she could feel the difference in her flight. She
had the fortune to be riding a strong current, but the holes in her
wings made keeping the breeze difficult. She tottered in the air,
her basket pulling her down more than such a weight normally
would.
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Rocks flew at her. She couldn’t see them to dodge, and she
wouldn’t have wanted to anyway; banking might lose the wind
and she’d drop to the ground.
Something tugged on her pinions. Beside her flew Gyrie, an
older girl, newly married – there was gossip she might lay soon
and she’d certainly been nesting like crazy. Her fingers were closed
around Marrille’s pinions.
“If you keep flying, I’ll tear you out of the sky!” Gyrie shrieked.
Marrille saw, more than anger, there was fear on Gyrie’s face.
Gyrie wrenched, tearing the large feathers out.
Marrille screamed. She plummeted, unable to control her
flight. She dropped the basket and wished she believed in the
gods—at least then she could have prayed the books would be
safe. She didn’t let go of the staff, never the staff. She beat her
wings furiously. The spindly trees that grew from the Eyrie stones
were as jagged and hard as the rocks around them and they raced
toward her.
The pinions on her other wing were grabbed and pulled
upward. It slowed her descent, but the feathers tore out and she
wailed. Her arms and legs slammed into the stone, flesh shearing
away. She hadn’t hit with the ferocity she would’ve before that last
person grabbed her pinions, but a small part of her wished she
hadn’t been slowed.
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She heard the thud as someone landed beside her. She looked
over, flinching, ready for the tearing to continue.
“Smidling, why’d yeh have to...?” Sario asked, eyes wet.
There were more of the flock in the sky, some circling, some
making to land.
“Sario,” she wept. She couldn’t believe he was with them,
hungering for her blood. Not him, even with his fear of Nightfall.
She rose to her feet, shaking, no better at standing than flying, her
skin aflame.
“I won’t let them kill yeh, but I can’t—” His words shuddered
to a halt in his throat. His arm swept around her and pulled her up
against his chest. “Why do yeh have to do this, Marrille?”
Trembling, she tried to remember when he’d last called her by
name. Only twice before, on her first jump from the launch pad
when she’d fallen too far and the day her had father died. She
pressed her face into his chest, clinging to him.
She felt his breath rushing warm through the feathers on her
head. His lips pressed down on her scalp for a moment—then
he released her, his shoulders shaking. He looked at the flock
members landing.
“Run, smidling. I won’t let them kill yeh but yeh have to
reconsider.” His eyes locked with hers, the fervour in them as
bright as the sun must once have been.
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She ran like he’d instructed. She ran for all she was worth. She’d
thought she was burning alive before, just standing there, plucked
and bleeding on the rocks, but the running stole her breath, each
step a new flash of flame in the furnace her flesh was becoming.
She heard thuds, swearing and Sario’s booming voice behind
her. Would the flock reject him for defending her? She hoped he’d
be safe.
In her path were the shattered remains of her basket. There was
no way she could gather everything. She looked at the books. The
desert survival tome had split apart on impact, but the clock repair
book was in one piece. She picked it up and the nearest piece of
the survival book, wincing as she bent over.
Her feet propelled her forward, the jolt of each step making
her grunt and gasp.
The forest closed around her, obscuring her from airborne
searches, but she didn’t slow until exhaustion and agony took her
legs out from under her and she collapsed.

Werg’s heart sank. This was supposed to be the Desert of Gears,
so where by the wisdom of the Last Lords were the damn gears?
He’d settle for springs, sprogs, spokes, spindles, anything, just
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some visible fragment of the World Clock. All he could see was a
massive tower looming ahead.
He trudged through the sand, thinking about tales of how it
wasn’t sand, but fragments of the clock’s wooden casing blasted to
pieces by its destruction. The tower grew larger as he approached
and he had to admit, while it wasn’t the shattered remnants he’d
come for, it was still a grand sight.
At the tower base were all the parts he’d been wanting to see:
coils ranging in size from small enough to step on to big enough
to build a roof on, gears taller than he was, their teeth big enough
to use for climbing. He considered clambering up one where it
stuck out of the sand, but there was an opening at the base of
the colossal tower. He peered into the dark and shuffled forward,
raking his fingers through his shaggy fur.
Something cold and hard pressed against his throat. He froze.
“You’re the worst assassin yet, walking through the front door.”
A woman’s voice. He didn’t turn to look, not with steel at his neck.
“I’m no assassin, Ma’am. I’m a sightseer.”
“What’s a sightseer?”
“I wanted to see the wonders of the world before Nightfall, so
I decided to travel.”
The steel eased away slightly, but his hound nose could smell
her tension.
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“This isn’t a place for sightseeing. On your way.”
“Sure, Ma’am, but first, can I ask something about this tower.”
“No.”
“What is it?”
“You’re persistent.”
“My mother always said that.” He turned and smiled at her.
Age wrinkles folded the corners of her eyes, but otherwise she
didn’t appear very old—though he’d heard wingers aged well. She
stooped slightly and her wings were missing patches.
“This is the World Clock,” she said.
He stared, slack-jawed, but he couldn’t see a hint of mockery
in her expression.
“But, it’s shattered.”
“I’m rebuilding it.”
“Why?”
She faltered. “No one ever asks me why. They just scream at me
that I’m bringing on Nightfall. Then the blades come out.”
“I figure you’ve a good reason.”
“Sometimes I don’t know if it is my decision. When I found
the staff it compelled me. But it’s not just that. I’ve always felt that
time is meant to flow.”
“So what’ll happen when you finish?”
“I don’t know.” She looked at him, shoulders sagging. “I hope
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that time will return to normal. Night will fall, but ten or so hours
later, the sun will rise for the first time in forty years.”
“Now that would be something to see. Can I help?”
She hesitated, her wariness smelled so thick it clogged his nose.
“No.” She turned away.
He followed her.
She ignored him, but the scent of alertness never left her.
He watched as she walked up a long set of stairs. She limped,
but her pace didn’t slow. When the stairs plateaued, she headed to
the left of the platform and unrolled a sketch of cogs, coils, and
struts in charcoal.
“If a spell’s compelling you, why do you need blueprints?”
“Did I say it was a spell? Anyway, how powerful do you think
magic is? You can’t just magic knowledge into someone’s head. I’ve
read ten books on clock-making and repair and I still had to draw
these blueprints myself.” She rolled her eyes at him then looked
back to the gears. She raised the staff and pointed to a pile of
debris nearby.
A spring longer than he was tall quivered and rose from the
pile. It edged through the air, not touching the staff, but directed
by it. His mouth hung open as the spring flew into place.
“How’d you do that?”
“I don’t know. There’s magic, but the more I read the more I
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think there’s science in it too.”
He looked at her. The shadows under her eyes weren’t so dark
when she was working. She referred to the blueprint, guided the
piece where it belonged, inspected her work, frowned a little, and
readjusted another piece. Before long he knew she’d forgotten he
was there, her apprehension had faded from the air.
A yawn escaped him, the noise echoing.
She spun, eyes wide, her fear a sharp, tangy scent. She pointed
the staff at him then recognition filled her eyes and she lowered it.
“If you’re tired you should rest. The desert isn’t safe,” she said,
turning back to her work.
“Is that your way of saying I can rest here?”
She scowled at him. “I’m going to keep working.”
“Shouldn’t you rest too?”
“It wasn’t me that yawned.” She moved a smaller gear, only a
little larger than her head, and settled it on a spoke and locked
its teeth with another’s. “There’s more stairs on that end of the
platform,” she pointed behind the slowly shrinking pile of rubble.
“Go down them, turn left and you’ll find my nest. I’m not sure
how a hound will like a bird’s nest, but I’m sure it’s better than
nothing.”
He ducked his head and thanked her, then followed her
directions, stifling another yawn.
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When he woke she wasn’t on the platform. He sniffed the air
and caught her scent, following it outside.
She was still using the staff to guide pieces of the clock, but
she was picking them up, sometimes from miles away and placing
them at the doorway. Her eyes darted, alert and watching every
part of the sky. She spotted him immediately.
“You’ve seen the World Clock, even slept in it. That should
be a great tale for your friends and family, now go home.” Her
feathers bristled as she said it, and it was impossible not to notice
bald patches in her plumage.
“You’re missing feathers.”
She rolled her eyes. “Truly? I’d never noticed.” She looked at
her wings and muttered “Why won’t the last of you grow back?”
“What happened?”
“The first assassins, my own flock.”
Not many words but they had the power to silence him, to
freeze him.
Not even pausing under the weight of her own words, she
walked inside, lugging the parts from her pile up the stairs.
When his shock wore off he stooped, picked up some smaller
pieces and carried them upward in his shaggy arms.
At the top of the stairs she noticed him following her.
“Would you stop dogging me?”
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He laughed. “Good one, Ma’am.”
She paused, realised what she’d said and smiled. It was so weak
and awkward on her face, he wondered how long it’d been since
she’d last smiled.
The instant she caught him looking at her smile she dropped it,
discarding it like a piece of rubbish.
“It’s better if I pick up the piece with the staff, I get a feel for its
heft and shape and makes it easier to figure out where it belongs.”
He nodded his acceptance. “Is there anything I can help with
then?”
She raised an eyebrow. “You want to help?”
“Well, you gave me shelter for the night.”
“You’d be helping me bring on Nightfall. Don’t you think
Nightfall is the apocalypse like everyone else?”
He shrugged. “I don’t know. Does anyone really? Even you?”
She stared at him wide eyed, then whirled on a foot and stalked
up the stairs.
“You don’t know me.” She didn’t even turn to look at him as
she spoke.
“My name’s Werg.”
She paused but didn’t turn. “Marrille.”
“So what can I help with?”
“You can go to a village and get some food. Don’t tell them
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who you’re getting it for; they won’t serve you if you do. They’d
probably throw rocks too—if they’re feeling nice.”

Marrille was staring out the window again, her eyes damp and
shimmering. There was a salty smell and Werg could hear her tiny
sniffle. He purposefully scuffed his feet to let her know he was
approaching and her head whipped around.
“You do that a lot,” he said.
She glared, the darkness of her expression incongruous with the
tears in her eyes. Then her eyebrows drooped and her thinned eyes
relaxed. She slumped and her gaze went back out to the desert.
“I keep wondering if he’ll show up.”
Werg felt a lump in his throat. She was waiting for someone?
A ‘he’?
“Food used to be left outside the door. Little packages every
now and then. I’d stay up all night watching, trying to see if it
was him but I never caught him. I kept wondering why he didn’t
come in, why he didn’t live here with me.” She looked at her lap,
her fingers twined in and out of each other. “The food appeared
less and less frequently. Assassins started to slip through. I guess
he’d been protecting me all that time. Then the food stopped.”
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She sniffed, a thick wet snort. “He was older than me. I never
asked him how much older. I guess he finally reached an age where
he couldn’t keep up with the assassins. But I keep hoping, keep
wanting to wake up one morning and see food outside the door.”
Werg stood still, ears drooping, lips twisting as he tried to
figure out what he could possibly say.
She looked at him with a slight smile, acting like her cheeks
weren’t slick with tears. “You can go digging for parts if you want
to.”
She still preferred to lug the pieces in from the doorstep
herself, but Marrille let Werg dig things up from the desert. He
loved that. Digging was a guilty pleasure he’d always needed to
curb, but Marrille let him indulge as much as he wanted. After all,
the holes would disappear whenever the wind blew, and there was
no garden to ruin.
Scooping fine red sand and flinging it away between his legs
made Werg grin until his tongue lolled out.
Something hard smashed into the back of his head and his face
slammed into the ground.
He rolled, spitting sand, but raising his arms for defence.
A tall man, cat ears flattened back against his head, stood over
him, tail lashing, claws out.
The cat pounced, but Werg rolled. Sand sprayed where the cat
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landed, pelting Werg. Grit ground in his teeth, he hadn’t known
the desert tasted so appalling. He kicked out, sweeping wide. His
goal wasn’t to strike his enemy, but to give him a taste of the desert
as well.
The cat bounced away. Werg gave a rumbling growl, rising into
a crouching stance.
Claws extended, the cat barely waited a breath to attack. Werg
dodged only because the sand shifted below his feet and he fell
backwards unceremoniously, crashing hard enough to yelp.
The cat smirked, whiskers dancing, and Werg could see the
assassin’s muscles bunch as he prepared to pounce. Werg bared his
fangs and deepened his growl, but inside his stomach shrank.
Whumph! The cat flew away as Marrille blindsided him from
above. She landed neatly on the sand and, though it shifted
beneath her, she moved limbs and wings skilfully to maintain her
balance.
Marrille raised her staff and swung. The cat laughed as the
staff whizzed by, missing him by more than a foot. Again he was
blindsided, this time by a cog as tall as Marrille. It slammed into
him with a squelching crunch.
Werg stared at the body a while, panting. He wiped some of
the sand from his tongue with a shudder.
“We’re almost done,” Marrille filled the awkward silence.
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“There will be more of them now. Best be prepared.”
The young dog looked at her. She was puffing, but she stood
straight, carrying herself with confidence. She held her staff firmly,
and her gaze on the assassin was unwavering.
She glanced to Werg. “I don’t like doing that, you know, but it
was you or him,” she explained, misunderstanding his look as an
accusation of murder.
“And you picked me.”

Marrille hadn’t been wrong about the assassins. In three months
Werg met four more. One escaped and returned later with two
companions. Marrille lost feathers in that fight and Werg tasted
fresh blood for the first time.
The wind’s howl woke him. He kicked off the sheet tangled
around his legs. Perhaps he should lose the sheet; what if an
assassin came and he couldn’t get to his feet to protect her?
No sound but the wind. His spine went rigid. Her work was
noisy, giant things striking one another with heavy metal ringing,
scrapes and thuds. His pulse thrummed. Had an assassin come in
the night and killed her? He tore down the stairs, picking up her
scent and following it. She stood on the sand, staff in hand, her
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eyes aimed high.
His pace slowed and he followed her line of sight.
“Do you know what time it almost is?” She asked.
“Six of the clock.”
“Close. It was dusk when the clock was broken, so it would’ve
been six of the clock in the evening, that’s eighteen hundred in
full-day time. I was eighteen when I started this.”
He looked at her. She’d been younger than he was now.
She held out a small spring. “This is the last piece.”
He looked at the silver coil. His belly tightened.
She pressed her hand to her stomach too.
“I don’t know if I can do it. What if I’m wrong?”
“If you’re wrong the Gods would’ve let the assassins succeed.”
“I never believed in the Gods.”
He turned to her sharply. “Really?”
“I couldn’t lay my faith in beings that let the world dwell in
unending fear.”
“Well, regardless, I think you’re meant to put the last piece in.
Let’s see if dawn comes.”
Her hands shook as she raised the staff. He placed his hands
on hers to ease the trembling so she could guide the final spring
home.
The second hand shuddered forward, clicking. It leaped again.
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And again. They stood watching as the minute hand shifted too.
The bruising in the east darkened and spread. Their eyes
remained on the clock face until it was too dark to see.
“Night fell,” she whispered in the dark.
“What are those silver lights?” he asked, pointing at the
twinkling high above them.
“The books call them stars.”
“They’re beautiful. If Nightfall is forever, I don’t think it will be
the horror everyone expected.”
Marrille sat down, Werg at her side.
“What now?” he asked.
“Now we wait. In ten hours the sun will either rise, or not.”
In the dark he reached out and placed his hand on hers.
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Author’s Note:
This story is an excerpt from my novel, The Visiting Wind, which is yet to be
published. Eloise is growing up in a world where dragons have enslaved humans.
Her mother, Helana, is Lady-in-Waiting to the Black Queen and Eloise believes
this is why they are despised by their own people. A lonely childhood sees her
befriend Crown Prince Malicay—the only young dragon in the mountain
Citadel where the Queen resides.

Malicay coaxed and cajoled Eloise by promising, then swearing
that his mother would allow him to marry whomever he chose.
“She knows you saved my life,” he said. “She would not have an
heir if it were not for you, Ellie.” His calm voice washed through
her and dissolved the doubts she had. She looked into his eyes and
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smiled despite herself.
“Hmm, that may be so, but I think she knows you lied to
her about how you were injured and where you were,” she said
noticing the new life teeming amongst the flowers and shrubs in
the Sky Garden.
“I was eighteen and reckless. The General and Mathilde
corroborated my story. Why would Mother not believe me?” He
lowered his head to nuzzle hers. Eloise gently pushed her cheek
against his scaled one.
“Your eighteen dragon years are not so young compared to
my human years and where is this wisdom you think you have
gained?” she said. The crisp mountain air was beginning to creep
through the thin shawl she’d grabbed as she left the treatment
room. Malicay wrapped his wing around her and pulled her close.
She laughed and rested against his chest as he curled around her.
Eloise was warm and happy. He was her respite from the dark
looks and insults thrown at her by the other servants when she
walked the stone halls of the Citadel.
When Mathilde, the apothecary, had offered Eloise an
apprenticeship, Malicay didn’t seem as surprised as she thought he
might have been. She wanted desperately to be good at her work.
Healing raised her esteem with the dragons and gave her a place in
his world. Studying dragon physiology, experimenting with herbs,
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dissecting, stitching, and doing anything she could think of to
improve her skill and knowledge filled her spare time.
Eloise stretched; if she stayed any longer she would fall asleep
in the cocoon Malicay had made for them. “I had better get back
and check the trainees’ dressings. They will need changing,” she
said. Smoke curled from Malicay’s nostrils. Eloise nudged him
gently, “I’m going, little lizard.” She placed a kiss on his cheek and
went to move. A claw slipped out and caught her skirt.
“You have a lot to say for a ‘mute’ girl.” He grinned and opened
his eyes.
“Is that what they are saying now?” she said as she tugged at
her hem. “Why should I speak to them? Everything I say is twisted
and turned against Mamma and me,” Eloise kicked at the pebbles
on the ground. “I saw a little girl point at me and ask her mother
if I was the slave maker’s daughter. I wish I could be like Mamma,
she seems unaffected by it.”
Malicay’s face looked thoughtful, like he wanted to say more,
but a small nod told her he would let it rest.
“I will send word once I inform Mother you have consented.
Come as soon as you can, lovely Ellie.” He let her go.

☗
Eloise ran towards the foyer with hops and skips after the summons
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from Malicay came. A large smile was spread across her face. She
heard the words “traitor” and “conniving doxy” as she passed other
servants, but their whispers and stares would not whittle away her
delight today. The midday sun streamed through large atriumstyled windows when she arrived in the foyer. There was a shaded
spot in the centre of the room where she would be able to see the
comings and goings of the court. She positioned herself there and
waited.
Dusk came, Eloise’s muscles throbbed and twitched. She
wiggled her toes, bent her knees but her back still ached. The
lotions and salves on her brown dress and leather apron no longer
masked the smell of blood and damaged flesh. Her blonde hair
was braided but wisps had worked their way loose. She fidgeted,
trying to get her hair under control and she picked at her collar
and shirt cuffs.
“He loves me, he loves me,” she whispered. Movement to her
left caught her eye. Three guards strode towards her. She knew
them from the arena; their wounds were simple to treat. Only
small scars showed on their wings and faces, signs her stitching
was improving. The gold breastplates identified them as Queen’s
Guards.
They moved into position: one on each side, and one behind.
Eloise turned to them one by one, wanting them to acknowledge
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her. All three looked straight ahead. Dragons had never ignored
her before. The familiar feeling of being ostracised now found its
way into the world Malicay was building for her. The light in her
eyes dimmed and she stared at the entrance to the Great Hall in
front of her.
The seal on the stone doors cracked open. She looked around,
searching but there was nowhere to go. Eloise’s breath caught in
her chest. Acrid black smoke spilled from the hall and engulfed
them. Eloise spluttered and coughed, holding her sleeve over her
nose and mouth. Tears welled and she wiped them away.
“When you get to the dais, kneel,” said the guard behind her
and he nudged her forward with his head.
Eloise stumbled but caught herself. The cavernous room opened
before them. Dark marbled columns lined the path towards the
throne. The Great Hall was full. Every dragon in the kingdom
strained to see her. The Black Queen’s court was a brilliant mix
of emerald, amethyst, ruby, sapphire, gold and silver. There were
feathers and fur, some were smooth, most were scaled. Some were
small enough to drape around a person’s neck while others would
swallow horses whole. Any other time, Eloise would have ogled
them and relished the formidable spectacle laid out before her.
Eloise saw dragons training every day in the arena. Their beauty
and terrible power caused her chest to ache with longing—if only
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she could be half as fearsome.
The doors slammed behind them, jarring her eyes towards
the throne where Malicay and his mother stood. She wanted to
shrink and never be seen again. This was worse than seeing fear in
children’s eyes and not understanding what she had done that was
so terrible. Eloise decided to get through whatever was happening
now the same way she got through every day. She straightened her
clothes, tilted her chin and squared her small shoulders. One step,
one breath, she told herself as she tried to move forward with an
even pace and all the dignity her trembling body could muster.
The glowing red eyes of the Black Queen watched Eloise’s every
step. Malicay sat beside his mother. He was not as large as Malisse
but he was broader across the chest. The deep green of his scales
shimmered next to the dark matte of the Queen’s. Eloise hoped he
would be a friendly face amongst the hostile crowd. He did not
look pleased to see her. His small neck frill stood up, giving him
a threatening appearance. The change in Malicay’s demeanour
caused her heart to sink. The happiness she’d felt that morning was
so far away she could not remember if it had happened or if she’d
dreamt it.
Dragons started to interrupt her walk every few paces. They
poked and sniffed her. Fear grew inside her with each step. She
tried not to look at them or breathe in the sulphur smoke rising
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from their snouts.
A large, amethyst dragon thrust its fine-featured head into her
path. Eloise fell over. Her guards took a step back, leaving her
helpless. This dragon glared with narrowed orange eyes, bared its
teeth and spat sparks towards her. Thunder reverberated around
the room and shook the floor. The dragon startled and turned its
head towards the source. Eloise could see Malicay’s livid black eyes
on the guest. The amethyst one nodded towards the Prince and
withdrew. Eloise closed her eyes and pulled herself off the ground.
One step, one breath.
She had grown accustomed to the dark look and rumours
directed towards her from her own kind, but the hatred radiating
from the dragons was difficult to fathom. Eloise had worked hard
to learn their ways and become one of two in the kingdom who
could fix their wounded and save their lives. Malicay had promised
it would be alright but she could see, and feel, she was loathed
by all in the Citadel. The thought of a painful and public death
made her stomach churn, but a small part of her was beginning to
welcome it.
Scorched pillars and piles of ash surrounded the Black Queen’s
throne. Desperate not to look at her, Eloise searched for another
place to focus her eyes. Her gaze locked on to her mother’s anxious
face. Helana was standing behind Malisse and off to one side.
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Eloise wanted to run to her and hide in her skirts like she had
when she was little.
The Queen lowered her dark snout at Eloise. Malisse’s head
twitched and smoke trailed into the air. One of the guards pushed
Eloise forward. She stepped around a smoking mound with white
shards sticking out and knelt with her face towards the ground.
She was shaking so much she couldn’t raise her head to beg.
All Eloise could hear were paces interspersed with scraping.
She saw four claws move past her, then felt hot breath on her
back and neck. Sweat beaded and dripped off her eyes and nose.
The loose strands of her hair were stuck to her face and it itched.
Malicay was silent. In Eloise’s mind, she screamed at him to do or
say something; to save her like she’d saved him.
“Slave maker’s daughter,” the Queen whispered behind her.
Eloise’s eyes snapped open, the sound of her own breathing
became deafening. “Malicay told the court about his intentions.
How dare you? You are insignificant. I want to scorch you from
my city and my kingdom.” Eloise sank lower into the hard floor;
she wanted the horror to end.
Eloise was shoved to the ground. Her skin stung where talons
gripped and sliced her arms. Her lungs burned as she struggled
for air. The heat was on her back again. The Queen drew a deep
breath. Fire ripped through the air. The Queen lifted Eloise and
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started to squeeze.
“My Lady,” called a familiar voice from behind. Malisse flung
Eloise onto the stone floor in front of Malicay’s feet. She turned,
leaving Eloise heaving for air, every part of her body throbbing.
Her dress and apron were torn and stained with blood from the
cuts. Nothing felt broken, but there would be deep bruising if she
lived—and Eloise decided that dying was far more painful than
living. She raised her head towards Malicay when her breath came
back. There were fresh gouges on his forelegs and shoulders. His
brown blood congealed where it had trickled towards the ground.
She dared a little higher and saw a deep, jagged cut on his face.
Without stitches, a scar would form.
She found his black eyes. He let out a small breath and tilted
his head. Eloise saw sadness and resignation. Where was his fire
and fight? This was not the same dragon she had left in the Sky
Garden. But here she was before him, wishing for her life to be
spared and all Malicay could do was look downcast. She hoped
he could see the confusion and disappointment on her face. His
eyes flicked to focus behind her. Eloise turned slowly to see who
interrupt the Queen.
“What is the meaning of this, General Eldroit?” said Malisse,
her voice hard and impatient.
“Humans are renowned for their flighty and fickle hearts, this
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girl is only sixteen. Her mother has been a loyal servant and the
girl—she is a good healer.”
Eloise could see the Queen’s tail flicking. “There are plenty of
others who can take her place.”
“Not in time, m’lady. I speak with the interest of the soldiers
foremost in my mind. We are going to war within the week and
Mathilde will not manage the wounded by herself. We are a
council, m’lady, and we have decided to use our right of veto. The
girl will live.”
“You all agree?” the Queen said as her tail lashed in short, sharp
bursts. Eloise pressed her cheek against the cool floor again. Feet
clattered and surrounded her prostrate form. Malicay shifted into
place beside the many others enclosing Malisse.
“I will take Eloise with me into our next battle. The forward
scouts leave tomorrow. She will go with them. The conditions you
have imposed on the Prince will not be compromised.”
Focus on the General gave Eloise time to rein in some of
her fear. Her eyes searched for an opening between the council
members. She thought about crawling outside of striking range.
She wanted to feel safe again. Helana caught her daughter’s eye
and waved her hand to signal for her to remain where she was.
With barely controlled rage, the Queen said, “A fight to the
death and we will see who the council answers to.”
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“It does not have to be this way m’lady,” said the General his
voice never wavered.
“Take the girl to the dungeon until I return. General, go to the
arena,” ordered the Queen. General Eldroit looked at Helana and
nodded before leaving. He looked calm, almost pleased. Eloise
saw some of the Council members’ muscles relax and their faces
release. Relief spread through her and she felt overwhelmingly
tired. When she looked at Malicay, he remained poised, his chin
lowered and his body leaning forward.
Eloise heard the Queen turn towards her throne. The Council
members cleared a path and Elosie turned to look at the fierce,
black dragon as she walked past. There were deep wounds to her
hind legs and tears in her wings. Caked blood had started to crack
around her joints and on her neck. The realisation hit Eloise in
the chest—the smoke, the injuries; they’d fought! Malicay must
have contested his mother in front of the whole court. She had
not thought she would see the day when he would fight his own
mother.
Eloise’s protesting joints and muscles caused her to wobble
when she stood up quickly but she wanted to apologise for
doubting Malicay, for giving up on him when he’d risked his life
on her behalf. When she turned to him, he wore a scowl on his
face, his muscles were taut, a low rumble came from his throat.
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He was focused behind her, Eloise froze. Her eyes moved between
her mother and Malicay. Helana’s eyes were wide and her face
pale. Eloise heard a quick, crackling gasp from the throne. She
screamed and dropped into a ball.
Flames arched over her head. When the noise stopped, Eloise
lowered her shaking arms and looked up. Green wings enclosed
her. Malicay had defied his mother again. The Queen shrieked and
thrashed with rage.
“You are an abomination to my blood.” Malisse’s voice was
malicious and low; Eloise feared it more than screeches or flames,
“I curse the day you hatched. This will cease now!” Malicay flicked
Eloise towards Helana. Malisse launched a fireball at Malicay’s
head and black talons drove forward to tear through his wings.
“You said you would not harm her,” he hissed as he stormed
towards his mother. He snaked his neck, returning her fire with
a fury Eloise had never seen in him. Fire rained over the throne.
Those standing close shielded their faces and bodies. When it
was over, Malisse lowered her guard and drew herself up, towering
above them with all the concentrated malevolence her sinister
body and hellfire eyes held. Malicay matched the Queen’s stance,
his head cocked to the side and his eyes looking into hers, daring
her. The Queen hissed; livid scorn carved on her face.
“Take your precious one, Malicay. Tell her about your future
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and then she will wish I had killed her.” The Queen lowered herself
and left the hall, heading towards the arena.
Helana grabbed her daughter’s hand, pulled her up and said,
“My lovely Ellie, you are too gentle and kind for the world you
have been born into. I must follow Malisse. Go with the General,
he will protect you.”
“How will he survive, Mamma?” Eloise mustered some
strength and embraced her mother.
“I know the General. He will live past today. He owes me,
Ellie, and I know he will keep you safe.” Helana squeezed her once
before unwrapping Eloise’s arms and running after Malisse. As she
watched her mother go, she felt like she had been punched to the
ground again. Eloise wanted to lie down and sleep, hoping that
everything would go away.
“Come, Ellie. Mathilde will dress those wounds. She will stay
with you while I prepare some things. I will come and get you
later.” Malicay sat down, relaxed his shoulders and wrapped Eloise
up in his wings again. His head lowered towards her. His voice low
and gentle, like it always was. He nuzzled her cheek gently. Eloise
wanted to place her hands on his cool cheeks and rest her forehead
against his, but she was too sore and tired.
“Mathilde should see to your wounds first,” she said.
“I will keep them to remind me of today,” he said as he stood.
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“If your mother doesn’t survive the battle with the General,
and you become king, would you still want to marry me?”
“Yes of course I would want to.”
“But...?” she said, although she guessed the answer.
“I would need to seek approval from the council. There would
be complications. It doesn’t change the way I feel about you Ellie.”
Eloise looked at her feet, trying to hide the tears creeping
into her eyes. The Queen was right. They walked out, down the
candlelit corridor towards the dungeons. She thought about the
push and pull of those around her: how she moved with their
whims, waited for their decisions, and ran when they called.
“Tell me about the arrangement you have agreed to,” she said
looking Malicay in the eye.
He paused at the doorway and waited for the rest of the court
to pass. The amethyst dragon stopped and leant towards Malicay,
nuzzling his face and entwining her tail around his. Eloise stared
at the scene before her. Enough was enough! Malicay was her love
and she would be the only one wrapped in his wings. She grabbed
a spear from an unsuspecting guard.
“Get away from him!” She pushed the blade against the
dragon’s soft belly.
“Well, well, she can speak. Are you going to let this insect
threaten me like this, Malicay?” Turning her head down to Eloise,
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“Would you like to come to our wedding, little healer? Maybe you
could dance like the other slave girls?” A smirk spread across her
snout. “Arrrgh!” screeched the dragon.
“You will need a good healer when I’m finished with you,”
said Eloise through gritted teeth as she twisted and pulled out the
spear. A trickle of blood ran down the dragon’s scales. The dragon
hissed and raised a claw.
“Leave now Lyssandra!” Malicay forced himself between the
two of them. “Go before I decide to renege on the agreement.”
The two dragons faced each other. Lyssandra untangled her tail
and spat a few sparks. Eloise could see the purple monstrosity
limping as she walked away. A small smile appeared on her face as
she handed the spear back, but it faded when she turned towards
Malicay.
“Ellie, that is not like you. You cannot...” he sighed, “I fought
my mother and lost. Mother promised to let you live if I agreed
to marry Lyssandra.” He dropped his head. “Let me take you to
Mathilde. I have a plan.”
Eloise gazed down the hallway towards the dungeons. Sadness
seeped through her. Malicay had fought for her and lost. His
feelings for her would be exploited by those who wanted to
undermine his reign. She could not be his weakness. Her work
as Mathilde’s apprentice made her essential to the Army but, for
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those who witnessed today’s spectacle, she would never be accepted
if she stayed in the Citadel.
“No, Malicay, I have a plan of my own. I will need your help,
as well as Mathilde’s. We must go to her now.”
Eloise and Malicay walked in silence down the dimly lit
passages towards the dungeons. He moved closer to her, bumping
her occasionally. She wanted to place her hand on his chest but she
held back. He could no longer shelter her from the outside world;
she was on her own. Eloise tilted her chin and squared her small
shoulders; one step, one breath. She was going to war.
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XVIII:

Crazy he
calls Me
S. Walsh
Darrius lay motionless in his bed, staring at the bare ceiling of
his half-a-million dollar apartment, paid up front—in cash. He
couldn’t sleep, as usual. Strangely, it wasn’t his meds keeping him
awake. Silk sheets, moon-lit river view, champagne before bed; it
was so strange, so unnatural for him. Then again, he’d had more
experience with the unnatural than most over the last few months.

❦
Darrius hadn’t put pen to paper in at least two months. He’d had
an idea sitting in his head, a new-born fledgling. With a lot of
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long nights and a shit load of whiskey, he’d managed to coax it out
of its shell. But after months of trying to polish, he still couldn’t
make it shine. Not that he’d had much luck with polishing lately.
All the work he’d submitted to publishers had been rejected and
this was the last of them.
He sat outside the publisher’s office, hands slippery with sweat.
He’d have paced if he wasn’t confined to the dwarfish, cream
armchair that squatted by the door, watched constantly by the
blue-eyed receptionist. He could feel her staring, but she was
sneaky about it. He could rarely catch her looking, and when he
did there was a polite smile on her face—so deceptive. Red flushes
were starting to warm his face. Darrius needed his meds. He’d
been waiting so long he’d missed his morning dose, but he was
playing it cool. At least he thought he was. His jogging leg and the
sweat patches under his arms gave him away.
“Yes sir.” As he looked up the receptionist was heading for her
boss’s office. She went in and closed the door behind her. He heard
nothing for the next few minutes and she soon emerged, pity in
her eyes. She had disturbed the hive of honey bees in his stomach,
and they began to buzz and mumble.
“I’m afraid Mr Tuet is currently preoccupied. He gave me this,”
she said, handing back his manuscript, “and asked me to show you
out. But I think you can manage…when you’re ready.”
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“Excuse me?”
Here came the sting.
“It’s a good story, Mr Beckett. It’s just not what he’s looking for
at the moment.”
He was seconds away from barging through the door to kick
‘Mr Twat’ in the face. But he bit his tongue, literally, and stormed
out. He always felt bad when he yelled at hot chicks because of
misplaced anger. When he was out of sight, Darrius uncapped
the lids of his medication bottles and tipped them into his hand.
Looking in a nearby mirror, he poked out his tongue. It had a line
of blood where he’d bitten.
“Owss,” he said, tongue still out.
Darrius filled a cup from the water cooler and downed it,
along with the meds, and a wave of relief flowed over him like the
chill of the liquid sliding down his bare throat.

❦
Loud music boomed in his ears, shaking the stained walls around
him as he dragged himself down the hallway toward his shitty
apartment, still drenched in the desolation of failure. He already
felt dizzy from his meds and he didn’t need more to deal with.
As he neared, Darrius realised it was his door shaking with
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the vibrations of music. Of all the fucking days. But it wasn’t just
any song, no; it was ‘Crazy He Calls Me’ by Billie Holiday—his
trigger.
Memories of his father swarmed his mind and he could see the
rippling pool of blood as it inched closer to his tiny, booted feet.
The pale corpse was a blur in the expanding crimson, filling the
room with the smell of death. Darrius could taste the stale air and
the thick cloud of smoke that clung to the mould-stained ceiling.
He didn’t know how long the corpse had been there, or how long
his mother had been watching it. He couldn’t recall his father’s
face, nor the colour of the walls, but her image was clear.
She was staring down at the body from the kitchen table,
chuffing on a cigarette, hands still shaking by the blood-speckled
steel beside her. The needle tracks on her arm looked fresh as she
stared absently, unaware of his presence. Her mousy hair was
messy and tangled and her eyes were so blood-shot he could see no
pure white. And the music! Crazy he’d fucking call her. The word
described the image perfectly.
He shook the thoughts from his mind, Keep it together,
goddammit. Gotta turn off this fucking music!
Darrius almost ran down the hall to his apartment door, keys
in hand. Wiggling the key into the lock, he cursed as it jammed,
kicking and punching the door. He didn’t make a dint. For an
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apartment that smelt like cat shit, at least he could count on
security.
His knuckles were bleeding before he came back to himself,
still breathing heavily and uncontrolled. Clenching his fists, he
tried to calm down—he’d only managed this much because the
sound of his heart pumping in his ears had become louder than
the music. But if he couldn’t control the rage, he might snap
the key in the lock and be stuck until someone found him, fists
bloody. It wouldn’t be the first time.
“Beckett! You owe me rent!!”
Darrius was too on edge to acknowledge Grumen as he heard
his husky voice.
“And wot the fuck d’you fink you’re pullin’ ‘ere? Some of us are
tryna fuckin’ sleep,” the landlord said, putting a hand on Darrius’s
arm.
The hand withdrew immediately as he started to shake. Darrius
spun around and thrust the money into the terrified man’s sweaty
palm. A waft of Grumen’s BO and stale alcohol swarmed his
nostrils as he drew his arm back.
He turned back, shouldering the door. It opened and he lunged
inside, slamming it shut behind himself.
His rage was like wildfire as he stormed through the three-room
apartment, scorching all before him with the cinders of his hate as
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he threw aside furniture. Even over the shrill of his turntable, he
could hear another, quieter sound. He walked in further and, sure
as hell, he heard a cry and some hushed whimpers. He recognised
it; which surprised him slightly because he hadn’t been laid in
what felt like forever. Darrius marched to the bedroom door.
As soon as he shoved it open, he wished he hadn’t. There, on
his grandmother’s rug, ass naked and legs spread, lay his ‘too-tired’
girlfriend, mounted by a beast of a man. Darrius saw Kate’s eyes
widen in horror and she squealed helplessly.
“Honey, I’m home,” Darrius whispered as he stood, trancelike, in the doorway.
The hulk stood up. His eyes were almost popping from his
skull and he had a few nasty-looking veins pulsating in his neck
and forehead. His brow was furrowed, his jaw clenched and his
face was red and sweaty.
He’s gonna kill me, Darrius thought. But he wasn’t going down
without a fight.
He threw the first punch. It landed, barely tarnishing the toned
jaw and colliding with a ‘CRACK’. Darrius shrieked; it was higher
pitched than he’d like to have admitted. He was still holding his
shaking hand as the man picked him up and thrust him against
the wall. Hard. And with another ‘CRACK’ he howled. He swung
his leg up, propelling off the wall for strength. Darrius hit his
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target and the man sunk to his knees, almost throwing him aside
as he clutched his groin in pain.
“I’m calling the cops!” Kate yelled, phone in hand.
Darrius wobbled, sliding down the wall like a heavy drop of
rain. “This is my apartment,” he slurred, trying to look at her as his
vision danced and blurred. “And I won’t-I won’t be kicked ouu—”
All went dark.
Darrius was being dragged to the door by the scruff of his neck
when he slipped back into consciousness. Muscleman kicked him
out on his ass with a black eye, a broken knuckle and a dislocated
shoulder, wheezing as he hit the ground. He lay there quietly for
a while, but it wasn’t long before he sniggered bitterly to himself
between gasps. Laughing was painful.
He had fifty bucks and a hammering head-ache, with no
place to go and no one to go to. The only logical thing was to get
absolutely wasted.

❦
Darrius woke up in a gutter outside of what looked like a travelling
circus about to pick up and move. A few lost shoes, empty bottles,
some scattered rubbish and a child’s heart lay, trampled, red and
rubbery with its string trailing miserably in the dirt. That was all
he saw of what was left behind but he had a feeling there was a
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white-faced joker lurking nearby, knife in one hand, candy in the
other. The black sky above could have swallowed him whole, and
the moon’s treacherous smile teased that it would.
Vision blurred, Darrius blinked away his drowsiness. As he lay
sprawled across the pavement, he noticed a card by his hand. He
sat up, smelling what he guessed, and hoped, was his own vomit,
and reached for the card. It was a tarot card.
Staring at it woozily, he became aware of his body. He was
still nauseous and his mouth was so dry that his tongue felt like
sandpaper. Card in hand, he noticed the tremors. Damn drugs,
can’t focus. Squinting, he saw what looked like a moon with
some symbols above the image. It was the Roman numeral for
18. Darrius thought nothing of it, finding his quarter-full bottle
of whiskey in his lap; his best friend after having gone through
the struggle and pain of relocating his shoulder together. It was
probably about time he dosed up again. Popping the pills, he took
a generous swig and tried to stand.
There was something in the distance. Beside a beggar with an
empty bottle in his lap stood a purple tent, it was like a beacon
amongst the scattered mess. Drawn to it, Darrius tottered over at
the pace of an old man. He swapped his bottle for the beggar’s—
his idea of a good gesture.
Brushing aside the entrance fabric, he stumbled inside. It was
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dark, lit only by the soft glow of a few scattered candles. He could
smell lavender.
Darrius felt like he was in a dream when a busty brunette
with full, amber eyes sauntered into his view. She wore a long,
transparent dress and her dark skin glowed in the candlelight. He
could feel his jaw dropping but hadn’t the willpower to stop it.
“I see you found my carrrd,” she purred with a voice to melt
any man.
“This is yours?” Darrius asked. “I, ahh, found it on the
footpath.”
“I am glad you did,” she said, holding his gaze with the intensity
of a lioness. As she took it from his hand, her soft skin brushing
his, he realised he smelled like Grumen.
“I umm,” he swallowed.
“Leave yourrr clothes by the firrre. They will be washed and
rrready forrr you in the morrrning,” he watched her swaying hips
as she swaggered away.
“So I’m spending the night am I?” he said. Yeah Dar, smooth,
he smiled to himself.
“Come, I will rrread yourrr carrrds,” she said.
Darrius sat down across from her, leg jogging wildly, unable to
look away from her amber eyes. She handed him a deck.
“Shuffle,” she said, and he did as she commanded.
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Laying the cards on the table between them, they began.
He followed her instructions and set out a spread, left to right.
She whispered the name of each a second before he revealed it.
“Death,” she said, her eyes warming as she spoke. “The Devil,”
a blinding, yellow light emerged from behind her eye sockets,
glowing like beacons in a black sea. “The Moon,” her voice became
deeper and louder, filling his mind. Everything went black.
When he woke up he was lying naked on a bed of pillows.
What the—? Where are my…? Wait…the fortune teller, Darrius you
sly dog. He revelled for a moment before realising, and you slept
right through it. Idiot! Damn doctor and his damn knockout drugs…
He sat up too fast, grumbling to himself, and his head began to
spin. His mouth was a desert, his head a battering ram and his
stomach was like a mix of both, empty and writhing for food.
Where are my meds? Find the pants, find the meds. Scanning the
room, he saw her. Definitely wasn’t dreaming. This is too good to be
true, he thought. Oh shit, what if she—isn’t a she?!
“I have something I wish to ask,” she said and he jumped. He
hadn’t noticed her approach.
“Me too. Did we—?”
“No,” she dismissed. “Now, I would like to make a deal.”
“Deal?”
“Yes. You do something forrr me, and I… I will do something
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forrr you,” she coaxed.
He liked the sound of that. “And what exactly would you do
for me?”
“I am a woman of many talents. I have the powerrr to make
you a success—a famous wrrriterrr,” she offered.
“How do yo—?” he began.
“I know many things. What you saw beforrre was no illusion
of the mind, Mrrr Beckett. I am a spirit. Though…some know me
by otherrr names,” she said innocently, swirling a ribbon of light
between her fingers.
“The eyes? That was real?” he questioned, watching the magic
intertwine through her slender fingers. She smiled. “Can you—?”
“Currre yourrr Bipolarrr? Yes, but I will not,” she admitted.
“Why?” he demanded; his condition was a permanent reminder
of his bat-shit crazy mother.
“Because it was a gift. It also makes you morrre interrresting.
And useful.” She moved close to him, sitting by his side and
touching his chest. “So, do we have a deal?”
He felt soothed at her touch and a cool sensation ran over his
body. Darrius felt awake, and the drugs’s side-effects seemed to
subside as she ran her hand across his body.
“W-what do I have to do?” he whispered. It took all his strength
not to fall into her lap and submit.
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She sighed and withdrew slightly, speaking casually, “I need
you to kill some people forrr me.”
“Ookay,” he said. “Wait, what?!” he asked and she repeated
exactly. Nodding, he took a moment. I wonder, if I run, what kind
of freaky spirit mojo will she unleash on me?
“They arrre bad people,” she persuaded, turning his head
to stare into her entrancing eyes. “They deserrrve death. And
remember,” she held his gaze and he swore he saw her eyes glisten
and their colour swirl, “I can give you everrrything. Money,
success, powerrr…sex,” she said, leaning in, her lips full and sweet.
He almost whimpered, his stare focused on her intense gaze; it
seemed to take up his whole world and all he saw were her golden,
glistening eyes. Everything. I could have everything I’ve ever wanted.
If they’re bad people, I’d be doing the world a service. She’s hotter than
she is crazy. Fuck I’m gonna have to do it.
“Okay,” he said with a slurred, entranced voice, and she released
him. “So, do we shake on it?”
She smiled as she stood, lighting a few candles with her touch.
Her manner became sensual, her allure irresistible. “I prrreferrr
a…strongerrr bonding,” she said, letting her dress fall from her
shoulders and slide down her body like silk to reveal the perfect
figure he’d pictured.
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❦
Darrius had sealed the deal and had been given his first target along
with a 9mm and a parting kiss. Not that he was complaining, after
the night he’d had, but it wasn’t the targets he’d hoped for: his ex
and her man-whore.
He was already at the bar she’d described—now he just needed
to find the scumbag whose ticket had come up. She said I’d know
when I saw my target. How the hell would I know?
Darrius walked through the door, head down and eyes shifting.
No one knows I’m packing. No one knows I’m packing, he told himself
as he strode further into the country pub. The music was loud
enough by the door that he could probably yell “GUN” without
being beaten to death with a pool cue. Behind the bar counter
stood a burly man polishing a glass pitcher; all Darrius noticed
was his size, the sleeveless leather jacket and tattoos that seemed
to move subtly on his skin. Darrius blinked away his drowsiness,
taking a seat at the bar. His leg jogged and hands sweated but at
least he could hear himself think.
“What’ll you ‘ave?” the man’s deep voice sounded.
“Whiskey, on the rocks,” he replied, forking out his remaining
cash.
The bartender nodded and poured his drink. Darrius scanned
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the room. He gulped down half the whiskey and stared into the
swirling liquid as he set it back down. Darrius pushed the drink
away.
“Hello sweetheart,” he heard a man a few seats down from him
say.
He’d better not be fucking talking to me. That bitch sent me to a
gay bar! They’re all so big, and so much leather! I should have guessed.
He cringed as his thoughts went to bad places. I’m not drunk
enough for this. He swallowed the rest of his drink and turned to
face the man. Darrius let out a sigh as he saw the well-fed slob
had his back turned. He was less relieved when the drunk’s hand
reached over to scratch his exposed ass-crack.
His eyes tracked the man’s hand from the chasm to his head
where he wiped his nose roughly, snorting. Darrius, disgusted,
stared over the man’s shoulder and was rewarded when far prettier
sight caught his eye. Behind the slob’s bulk, Darrius saw a young
woman staring into her glass. Her finger tapped the edge and she
swallowed hard as she avoided the big guy’s gaze.
“I’m talkin’ to ya darlin’,” he persisted, reaching for her arm.
She shrugged him off. “I heard you, I’m just not interested.”
“Le’me buy ya’a drink, sweet-cheeks,” he said, flagging over the
barman.
“I don’t think I could ever be that drunk, asshole,” she retorted
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defiantly, taking a sip from her almost-empty glass.
He chuckled, “You got a mouf on ya. Maybe you can put it to
good use,” he growled, leaning in closer.
“Hey fat-ass,” Darrius interrupted, regretting it almost
immediately. Swallowing as the guy glared over his shoulder, he
continued, “Give it a rest. She’s not interested.”
The man turned, the pungent scent of toilet and sweat wafting
around him. “You talkin’ to me?” he said, his lazy eye staring at the
ground. “Hey. I said: are you, talking to me?”
“You’ve seen Taxi Driver way too many times, Travo,” Darrius
mumbled into his glass.
“The hell’d you j’say to me?”
“Who, me?” Darrius asked, gesturing to himself wildly. “Sorry
man, I can’t tell where you’re looking,” the girl sniggered quietly.
He was glad she was entertained—he’d be paying for it later.
“You little sh—”
“Hey!” the bartender shouted. “Don’t make a mess of my bar,
Pete. You wanna kill each other, take it outside.”
Greasy Pete growled at him like a stray dog. Darrius blew him
a kiss and he swore the guy started foaming at the mouth.
The girl stood up and he noticed her great legs. She finished
her drink and walked past him to the door. What I wouldn’t give to
be those denim shorts.
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“Well?” she said, turning around. “Are you gonna walk me to
my car?”
She was looking right at him. She raised an eyebrow and he
jumped up, winking at Greasy Pete; the man growled and beat
his fist on the bar counter. Darrius jogged to the door, keen to get
away from the madman.
He opened the door for the woman and she strutted out. They
walked in silence, Darrius too twitchy to say anything, and they
were soon at her car.
“I’m Jenny. I didn’t get your name,” she said.
“It’s Dar—,” Darrius was cut off as he was shoved to the ground
and kicked repeatedly.
“’Ello again, sweetheart,” Greasy Pete said, yanking Jenny aside
with a muffled scream as he covered her mouth. “We’re just gonna
have a little talk. Back for you in a minute, kid,” he said, flashing
his gap-ridden teeth as he struggled with the frantic, thrashing
woman in his arms.
“You don’t need to come back for me. I’m fine down here,
asshole,” Darrius croaked.
“Arrghh, ya lil bitch,” Pete huffed as blood dribbled from
between his fingers; she was a fighter.
He dragged Jenny into the darkness and Darrius soon lost
sight of them. He heard her scream and Pete’s grunting laugh.
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Limping to his feet with a groan, he whipped out his 9mm and
followed them behind her car. Greasy Pete stood over her, her
ripped shirt in his hand, holding her down with the other as she
wriggled beneath him, his blood smeared over her mouth. And
then, Darrius noticed something. A target was tattooed on Pete’s
flabby arm. “You will know when you see the target.” That’s sign
enough for me.
“Sorry, Pete,” Darrius said, and the big guy turned, shock
painting his face, eyes locked on the barrel aimed at him. Between
the shock on Pete’s face and Jenny’s desperate kick for the guy’s
groin, Darrius spoke the last words Pete would ever hear, “Looks
like you’re not getting laid tonight.”
He pulled the trigger, putting a bullet in the man’s head. It
exploded with a bit of brain landing on Darrius’s cheek and the
rest all over Jenny. Pete dropped like a ragdoll and the bar-chick’s
eyes flared as she scurried away from the corpse. Darrius couldn’t
move. He was a rapist Dar, not worth crying over, he told himself.
Jenny got to her feet. Come on, you’ve seen death before. As he tried
to swallow the urge to vomit, she kicked the body with a sickening
crunch and he lost his lunch. She spat on the corpse, looking like
an escaped psychiatric patient, her hair messy and mouth bloody.
She looks like shit. Should I say something? he thought as he wiped
the food bits from his lip, staring at her. She glared at him and
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he thought twice, smiling awkwardly. She came toward him and
kissed him with wild passion—he tasted blood. He almost threw
up again.
“Get in the car,” Jenny ordered and he was too scared to refuse.

❦
He’d taken seven lives already and it was getting easier every time;
it probably helped that his career had taken off massively and the
cash was rolling in. He was being published and had won several
cash prizes. Every night he returned to the fortune teller’s tent,
they’d ‘re-seal the deal’ and he’d become more certain of what he
was doing. Rapists, paedophiles, murderers; she’d kept her word so
far, they’d all deserved it. And, honestly, he found himself enjoying
it.
“Who’s the lucky contender this time?” Darrius asked, the
darkness around his eyes seeming to swallow them whole as if he
hadn’t slept in weeks. Truthfully, he hadn’t. He kept having weird
dreams, hearing voices. Worst was the hallucinations.
“A woman,” she responded. “You’ll find herrr at Garret’s, a
casino which offerrrs…specials.”
His only response was a nod as he watched the dancing devil
on his shoulder from the corner of his eye, laughing as it shook its
little red bum.
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At the club he’d spoken to the owner and managed to get a lap
dance with one of the girls. They entered a small back room and
she closed the door behind him.
“Wait here, sweetie, and make yourself comfortable,” the
woman said, heading into the bathroom.
But Darrius, unlike his horny little friend, had no interest in
staying to watch the show. He let himself out and looked around.
He felt a jab in the ear and hissed, eyeing his little red companion
who, pitchfork in hand, gestured to the right. It was a glowing,
golden door. Well that just screams “Come kill me”, he thought and,
high-fiving Stabby-Mc-Happy, he made his way toward it.
Darrius moved to the door, opening it quietly. Inside was a
young woman, admiring herself in a mirror: Long dark hair, midtwenties, nice body. Such a waste, he thought to himself, closing
the door.
“Lay down,” she said in a slurred, absent voice.
He stared at her for a moment and then sat on the bed, drawing
his knife—he’d found he preferred getting closer to his victims,
close enough to see their soul dissipate.
Something was weird about this woman. She seemed distant.
And when she turned around, he saw why. Her arms were riddled
with needle tracks and her eyes were dead. She was as emotionless
as his mother the day of the murder, as if she were a ghost.
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She stood facing him. They stared at each other for a long
moment before her eyes drifted to his hand. He couldn’t see well
in the dimness, but it was enough to see the light glisten off of a
lone tear. It rolled down her cheek; that was the only sign of the
person still inside the broken body before him. She closed her eyes
and mouthed “Thank you”, as she embraced the fate she knew
he’d come to deliver. His heart throbbed and he was released from
his binds, tears of his own now the only thing clouding his vision.
He couldn’t leave her like that. But neither could he so easily
kill her.

❦
Darrius lay motionless in his bed, staring at the bare ceiling of
his half-a-million dollar apartment, paid up front—in cash. He
couldn’t sleep, as usual. Strangely, it wasn’t his meds keeping him
awake. Silk sheets, moon-lit river view, champagne before bed;
it was so strange, so unnatural for him. But that wasn’t what
bothered him.
He was angry, watching as it replayed on the ceiling before his
eyes like some twisted movie.
“It’s why yer here isn’t it?” she said in her monotone voice and
he could see the face of his mother, staring at him in the darkness.
But it wasn’t the crazy, absent look he’d seen over his father’s
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corpse. It was vulnerability, despair.
“Please,” she said.
“I can’t.”
“You can, but you won’t,” she said and he saw it again; the
glisten of tears, now from misery, coated her face like the trickle
of a broken tap.
“I’m sorry,” he breathed, letting go of both the demon’s
embrace and his weapon.
Darrius was still for a moment, forgetting her presence. But
he didn’t feel alone. There were eyes watching, a voice laughing
and whispering quietly in the emptiness of his mind. It grew
louder and louder until he could make out words here and there:
“Crazy…me…sure I’m crazy…I’d say. I say…fire”. There was a flash
of amber eyes, glowing like an open flame. “I’ll go through fire.”
Another flash passed over his eyes. “Crazy he calls me…I’m crazy,
you see.”
A cackle sounded and Darrius screamed in rage. He grabbed
the knife. The girl gasped as he clutched a fistful of her hair. She
raised a hand weakly in protest but he only saw his mother’s
smirking face. He only heard his mother’s shrill scream. He only
felt his mother’s drug-pumped blood spray over his face as he slit
open her bare, pulsating throat.
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❦
Tomorrow was the day of his next meeting. It’d been two days
since he’d seen his ‘spirit’. She’d made him kill, he knew it, he felt
it. But the hallucinations only happened when she wasn’t around.
He felt like his mind was about to snap and he had questions. He
needed time before he saw her again, but there was none. He had
no choice.
“What do you want from me?” Darrius asked, shaking as she
approached him.
“I told you,” she said, reaching for him.
“Bullshit,” he screamed. “What am I really doing this for?!”
“My life… I need you,” she whispered.
“What are you?” he demanded.
“Demon. That is what they call me,” she said. “But mortals
arrre so quick to judge.”
“You’re a demon?! As in Satan’s bitch?”
“It was so easy forrr you to believe I was a spirrrit. And rrreally,
what has changed?” she reasoned, moving closer.
“You manipulated me! I know it was you, I saw it.”
“Perrrhaps it was,” she said, “but you made a deal. And if you
don’t fulfil yourrr end of the barrrgain, neitherrr will I. You wanted
this,” she hissed and he shrank back. There was a pause before she
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spoke again, but this time her voice was soft, “All I want is a life,
in exchange forrr the lives of those who arrre evil—eighteen lives,
eighteen souls in rrreturn for one of my own. And they deserrrve
theirrr fate, would you not prrreferrr it came sooner, rrratherrr
than laterrr?”
As she spoke, she advanced on him, coming ever closer. He
backed away with a slight reluctance but the allure of her eyes was
too powerful to run from. She kissed him and he submitted; her
will was stronger than his and he didn’t know that he wanted to
fight. He didn’t have the energy anymore.
“I want you to stay herrre with me frrrom now on,” she said,
her eyes swirling with gold.
“Yes, my love,” he replied. “I am sorry.”

❦
He thrust the blade upward through the man’s gullet, eye twitching
and grin beaming as he heard the shattering of the bottle that
slipped from his victim’s grip. Darrius watched the light fade
from his eyes until they’d glassed over like the dark crescent slowly
fading over the moon, stealing its light. A crimson river oozed
and bubbled from his parted lips as he mouthed ‘demon’. Darrius
stared and giggled manically.
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He could feel her there, behind him, watching him kill. He
knew it pleased her. Darrius could hear her sultry purr humming
in his ear. He relished the warm embrace of her power and, as
she neared, the knife seemed to slip effortlessly from his victim’s
throat. The corpse slid down the filthy alleyway wall and stared up
at his dark mistress; she stared down at it with unwavering eyes, a
smile curling her lips.
“One last soul, mistress. One last person left to stab, and
your own life, you will have,” he giggled in glee. “We will not
disappoint you.”
She drifted around him, surrounding him and, though still in
her spirit form, he felt as if her hand ran along his shoulder and he
felt himself warm as he always did at her touch.
“I know, my love,” she purred, curling his dark hair. “You have
not let me down yet. I…enjoy you farrr morrre than I expected.”
Mistress is kind, oh very kind.
“Now clean up your mess.”
With a smile on his face, he turned to collect the body. There
was a shattered bottle, a hat and a wallet scattered on the ground
beside it. There was a picture in the wallet, of a family: mum, dad,
son and daughter. The latter was attractive, mid-twenties with
long dark—
He knew her, he was sure. The only things missing were the
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needle tracks down her arm and the dead look in her eyes. It was
the girl.
He saw her, the broken woman, pulling him away from the
shadows. He felt dampness beneath his eyes and heard the voice
of the maniac clawing to retake his mind. He was sinking in the
swelling, black ocean of his madness. He’d drowned the guilt, but
now it was all he felt.
“Take mine,” he said, at last. “Take my soul and end my
suffering, if I still have a soul to take.”
She seemed surprised. “Why would I grrrant such a merrrcy?”
He saw the jealousy in her eyes as she spoke and the answer lay
there. She wouldn’t. But he would.
He drew his knife behind his back. He knew she smelled his
fear and his hands grew sweaty. He didn’t fear death; it was living
that he dreaded. He whipped his hand out. She saw it. She knew.
The demon lunged and whispered an inaudible incantation as
her hair and robes whirled around her terrible form. The knife
touched his throat and he saw a single drop of crimson hit the
ground at his feet as his world went black.
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Laura Brodnik
Somebody once told me that being invisible is as bad as being
dead. The man who told me that must know by now. He’d
whispered it to me in a slurred voice outside of the tavern where
I’d been waiting for Papa. The cold grew steadily after that and
heavy snow covered Moscow that winter. His body might still be
lying forgotten out there, somewhere under that white sheet.
In that moment I would have given anything to be invisible.
I could feel the eyes of the children who shared my dorm boring
into me as we stood in the hall where Nanny Stauss had ordered
us to wait and not to speak. We’d been sitting in our dorm room
since lunch and our normal afternoon chores seemed forgotten.
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Even though a storm had turned the world outside black and cold
it was only late afternoon. So why had Nanny Stauss stood over
me as I sat curled up on the my bed and ordered me out into
the hall along with Gallina, Faina, Nastya, Alexandra, Mira and
Nadia?
Each of the other girls’ names had been read out from the tiny
black notebook Nanny Stauss always carried in her apron pocket.
She’d paused when she reached my bed and looked me over with
the same stern, yet tired, eyes that surveyed the orphanage day in
and day out. After a moment of consideration, she set her thin
lips into a resolved pout and ordered me out into the hall with the
others.
Nanny Babkin emerged from the little girls’ dorm room with
Liliya and the twins trailing behind her. Arina and Darya walked
side by side with their hands clasped together, the same way I’d
seen them trail up and down the orphanage hallways since the day
I arrived. They were ordered to stand with the rest of us and Lili
quickly scuttled up to me, pressing into my side as I had known
she would. Lili, always shivering and sniffling, with her thin little
fingers constantly moving across her face. Always wiping furtively
at her endlessly dripping nose or pushing strands of her strawcoloured blonde hair out her eyes, the same hair that now hung
in a limp, ragged bob after Dusha and Nastya had become bored
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one day and taken the sewing scissors to it in attempt to make her
prettier.
“What are we doing out here, Anya?” she asked me in a
whisper, once Nanny Babkin’s trailing black skirts had disappeared
around the corner. “Do you know what’s happening?”
“No,” I replied, keeping the answer short so she wouldn’t keep
asking me. I was less afraid that the Nannys would make a sudden
reappearance, and more frustrated that I would be left to stand
here for hours, subjected to a stream of questions I had no answers
to. Somehow, in the six or so months I had been here, Lili had
decided we were friends. Ever since the day Papa had walked me
up to the gate of the orphanage and told me to follow the path up
to the big double doors, Lili had been trailing after me. The night
I arrived, the Nannys had fallen into a flurried state because there
wasn’t a bed for me, because there were already too many children
and not enough food and nobody could find Papa outside in the
dark.
Finally Nanny Babkin had taken me down the hall and put
me into Lili’s bed for the night, muttering under her breath about
useless men, gallivanting fathers and how God was sure to judge
those who abandoned their families. I couldn’t help but think of
how Papa would laugh at her if he could hear her sputtering voice
as I lay still beside the little warm body next to me. Papa always
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used to say that, wherever God was, he couldn’t see us. Lili didn’t
wake until the next morning and instead of being afraid of the
strange ten-year-old girl in her bed, she had smiled happily.
Nanny Stauss then appeared in the hallway, her tall upright
figure striding purposefully past us and as she did I spied the stack
of faded nightgowns that lay neatly folded in her arms. “Follow
me, please,” she said, without breaking her stride as she set off
down the hallway.
We trailed behind her in an uneven line as we weaved through
the corridors and up the stairs, following her into an unfamiliar
wing of the building that was far away from the kitchen and dorms
where we usually spent the days. At last we made our way up one
final flight of stairs and found ourselves on an unfamiliar landing
with two locked doors.
Standing between the doors was Nanny Babkin, surrounded
by a group of eight boys. Some of them I knew from the kitchen,
like Vanya, the tall boy who could throw the ball from one end
of the food hall to the other and Yuir, the reedy looking boy with
mud-coloured hair who was always jeered at for waking up with
wet sheets. Some of the other boys I knew only by name, boys
I’d heard called Pasha, Aleksey and Vlad by their friends. They
all stood quietly beside Nanny Babkin now, each clutching a
nightshirt in their hands with confused looks on their faces.
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The Nannys gave each other a solemn nod as, without a word,
Nanny Stauss’s eyes raked over us, her lips soundlessly forming
the words “two, four, six, eight…..”. Once the mouthing stopped
she nodded to herself and stepped towards the first closed door,
expertly juggling the nightgowns in on hand as she fished about
in her skirt pocket with the other and drew out a rusted metal key.
The old door let loose a low groan as she turned the key inside the
stubborn lock and pushed it open.
For a long moment nobody moved as Nanny Strauss stared at
the room, a look of resigned acceptance covering her lined face.
She then closed her eyes briefly and the look was gone, replaced
with her usual no nonsense frown. “Right, in you all go,” she said
briskly and stepped into the room.
The boys looked at each other and shrugged before filing into
the room behind her. We quickly followed. As soon as I stepped
through the door, a musty smell crept up my nose. The air was
so heavy I could nearly reach out and rest my hands on it. It was
slightly smaller than our dorm downstairs and the only light came
from a small stained window at the end of the room. Eighteen
little beds stood against the walls in two neat lines facing each
other, naked except for, thin, dirty mattresses placed upon each
one.
“Right, let’s get this place organised, please,” Nanny Strauss
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said as Nanny Babkin appeared in the doorway, clutching two of
the large cloth sacks we stuffed our bedding into when we hauled
it down to the laundry once a month. She let the bags fall to the
floor with a soft thump and nobody moved.
“Now!” Nanny Stauss barked at us, clapping her hands together
sharply. “Move, please! It’s getting late and we don’t have much
time.”
“But, Nanny Stauss,” said Nastya, a girl of twelve who slept
two beds down from me, as she looked about the room in disgust.
“We aren’t going to sleep in here, with them, are we?” She glared
at the boys with a look of revulsion and her gaze fell on Yuir, who
positively quivered with fear and stumbled back against the wall.
Nanny Strauss turned to face her, the corners of her eyes creasing
ominously as she surveyed the indignant Nastya.
“You will do as we say, as always,” she responded in a voice so
low I almost had to lean forward to hear her. Without offering
anything more, the Nannys both turned around and strode out of
the room, leaving us alone with the musty smells.
We stood in a group and stared at the laundry bags, unsure of
quite what to do next until Gallina gave a small sigh and stepped
forward. She rummaged through one of the bags and pulled out
a mound of faded, yet clean-looking bedding and then we all got
to work.
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Gathering up a pile of bedding in my arms, I wandered past
the beds as the others rushed around the room, desperate to claim
the best spots and be close to friends. I could feel Lili behind me,
waiting to see where I would chose. She spotted some unclaimed
beds near the tiny window and clasped at my hand in excitement,
drawing me forward while squealing, “Oh let’s sleep here, Anya.
We can be right next to each other!”
She hurried toward one of the beds but, before she could reach
it, Nastya stepped in front of her and cavalierly tossed her pile of
blankets onto her new prize. Lili stopped in her tracks when she
saw the older girl in front of her, her little hands balling up into
nervous fists as she wondered what to do next.
“I’m sleeping here,” she informed Lili, with a slight smirk on
her face. “Faina, you sleep here and Gallina you go over there,” she
ordered her two friends, who quickly followed her instructions and
headed for the nearby beds. Faina, whose googly dark eyes always
looked as if they were about to pop out of her eager, round face,
was positively panting with happiness that Nastya had requested
her to be so close. Gallina walked forward a little more slowly and
shot me an apologetic look as she made her way to the other bed,
a look that I didn’t bother to return. It was just a bed; the girls
here were ridiculous about such things. Papa would have thought
them silly.
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After finding Lili and me other beds side by side I heard a
creak and looked up to see Nanny Yanko standing in the doorway
watching us. As she didn’t look after any of the dorms, we hardly
ever saw her small stooped figure making her way through the
halls. Sometimes she appeared in the kitchen when we were
clearing up and grunted at us to pass her the mop, but mostly
she kept to herself. I’d heard some of the other girls whisper that
she’d grown up in the orphanage, but for some reason hadn’t left at
sixteen like the others did.
She watched us now with sad eyes, standing back from the
doorway so that she wasn’t actually stepping into the room. For
a moment her eyes found mine and then she clapped her hands
together and the others all turned to face her. “Come with me,
children,” she said quietly and turned away from us, stepping
across the hall and unlocking the second door.
For the second time that day, we found ourselves in a
strange room that looked as though it had been forgotten. This
one resembled the common rooms downstairs, although it was
slightly smaller. There were some old chairs scattered about and a
greying mat had been tossed in the centre, covering some of the
old wooden floorboards. Stacked against the walls were old brown
trunks, slightly rusted at the corners; They were similar to the ones
downstairs, filled with the old toys we were allowed to play with
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on Sundays. Nanny Yanko strode into the centre of the room and
motioned for us to follow, gesturing at the trunks and saying, “Go
on, children. Pick one.”
Nobody moved for a moment and then Lili squealed the
words that were rushing through all of our minds. “Really, Nanny
Yanko?” she asked breathlessly, wiping at her nose hurriedly in her
excitement. “But it’s not even Sunday! Can we really pick one for
the night?”
Nanny Yanko nodded her head slowly and that was all it took
to cause a rush towards the trunks. They were flung open as the
others started to dig through the unseen treasures, excited to run
their hands over the old toys that that seemed so enticing to new
eyes.
As the others dug through the trunks I found myself standing
back from the fray. I’d never really had toys before coming here
and I didn’t quite understand all the fuss. But, as I watched the
others make gleeful discoveries, curiosity got the better of me and
once they’d all moved away I wandered over to take a look. I knelt
down beside one of the trunks and peered inside but there wasn’t
much to see amongst the broken leftovers. Still, I raked my hands
through the mess until I touched something soft: a small doll.
The doll’s hair looked like it had once been pulled into brown
woollen braids but now hung in ragged tatters, her white dress
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stained and torn. She looked up at me with small blank eyes sewn
into a round face, a small dash of red thread serving as her mouth.
She was such a nothing doll that I nearly thrust her back into the
trunk, but I caught myself staring into those unseeing eyes and
squeezed her in my hands. The coldness of the trunk had seeped
into her limp body and I felt it prickle my fingers. She was so soft.
Maybe I would keep her.
“What have you got, Anya?” Lili asked, sidling up next to me.
She was clutching a brown bear with a missing arm and a red bow
tie, smiling at it happily until she spied the doll nestled in my
hands. Immediately she dropped the bear and he fell to the floor,
forgotten, as she eyed the doll with sheer delight. “Ooooh,” she
said, reaching out a sticky finger towards it. “Ooooh, Anya where
did you find that? I didn’t see it! Oh, can I please have a hold?”
My hands tightened around the soft body and I had a sudden
feverish need to keep it from her. After all, I had seen it first. But
I knew from experience that she would incessantly pester me for
it anyway and so I reluctantly handed it over and she looked at
it in wonder. She pressed the doll against her face with a look so
content that I suddenly had the urge to snatch it back and away
from her snotty face.
Instead, I knelt down to the floor and picked up the bear.
“Here Liliya, the bear is yours,” I explained to her, forcing it into
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her hands. “This is your toy to have tonight. I found the doll.”
“But…” she said, looking sadly down at the little cloth body. I
could tell she wanted it badly and yet wouldn’t be able to fight for
it, so I reached across and plucked it from her arms. A shadow fell
over us and I looked up into Nanny Yanko’s face. The old lady was
so quiet that I hadn’t realised she had been watching us and, before
I could explain what had happened, she reached out a crinkled
hand and took the doll from me.
“Nanny Yanko, I had the doll first,” I tried to explain, but
instead of listening to me she looked down at the doll in her hands
with sad eyes and gently caressed its face. She then looked at the
two of us wordlessly, into Lili’s eyes which were already brimming
with tears and then at me. I fixed her with a hard gaze to show
I was much too old to cry over dolls. Resolution clouded her
face and slowly she handed the doll to Lili. “Look after her,” she
whispered, before giving me a pitiful final look and walking away.

✙
Night fell and the Nannys appeared briefly with dinner trays
before it was time to sleep. As I crawled into bed, I felt the familiar
comfort of delicious darkness wash over me as I pulled the blankets
over my head. The last thing I saw before I did was Nanny Yanko,
standing just outside the door. She always looked glum but tonight
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her face was wretched. From beneath the blanket I heard the door
creak shut and the rusty lock twist. I nuzzled my head into the
pillow but, before I could find comfort, I felt something brush
against my arm and thin fingers clutch at my shoulder. “Oh!” I
gasped, jumping slightly under the blankets before I realized what
it must be.
“Anya?” I heard Lili’s voice whisper in the darkness. I didn’t
answer but a moment later I felt her hand slip under my covers
and lay against my cheek. “Anya,” she tried again, in slightly
louder whisper. “Can I please sleep with you?”
“No,” I hissed back, pushing her hand away and pulling the
blanket tighter around my head.
“Please, Anya, please?” she whispered even louder. “I don’t like
this room. I’m scared.”
“Quiet, you little brat!” Nastya burst out with from the other
side of the room. “Get back in bed and be quiet before I slap you.”
Beside me, Lili let out a slight whimper and so, grudgingly, I
pulled back the covers and she dove beneath them, giving a little
contented sigh. Something soft was pushed between our faces and,
after running my fingers over it, I realised it was the doll. Now
settled, the room descended into silence and I felt myself start to
drift off when a sound from across the room pulled me back from
sleep.
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It was a slight dragging sound followed by harried shuffling;
the same noise again and again, a tentative step and then rapid
movement towards me. I felt a sharp tingle of fear start at the
base of my spine, shooting up through my back and travelling
down to the tips of my fingers. now ice cold. There were times last
year, with Papa, when I felt I should have been afraid. The time
he had bashed his hands against the inn wall until they’d bled, or
the time the men in the black coats had taken him down the alley
and kicked him until he’d fallen. Both times I’d felt fear lurch in
my stomach, but he had always gotten up and the fear had quickly
gone away. But this terror kept me pressed down against the bed.
The fear engulfed us, like thick molasses coating the room,
making the air so heavy it was almost impossible to breathe. And
still the slow shuffling continued, jagged step after jagged step,
moving through the room. Beside me I could feel Lili’s little body
shaking, but the only sound coming from her was rapid breaths,
as though she were gasping for air. The shuffling stopped at the
end of my bed and something long and heavy brushed against my
leg, causing it to seize up in fear and still I couldn’t move. Then
the weight was gone. The shuffling moved away and I felt myself
pulled backwards into sleep.

✙
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I woke with the blanket still wrapped around my head. There were
footsteps in the room, but this time they were the short, sharp
steps created by the sensible flat-heeled shoes the Nannys wore. I
tested my limbs and found that I could move again, so I sat up just
in time to see Nanny Babkin and Nanny Stauss disappear through
the door carrying a lump of sheets stretched out between them.
I could feel Lili waking up beside me but a sharp shriek pierced
the air before she could speak and I looked across the room to see
Mira staring in horror at the empty bed next to her.
“Where’s Faina?” she asked. “What happened to her bed?” I
moved across the cold room to stand beside Mira, with Galina
and Nastya pushing in next to me to take a look. Her pillow was
the only thing left. A small cushion that now showed wet patches
slowly drying against the grey material. Tear stains.
“Where is she?” Mira asked again, full of worry for her friend.
“Do you think she’s sick?”
“No,” Gallina said softly “When I woke up I saw the Nannys
standing over her. They told me to look away but I watched them
carry her out. They wrapped the sheets around her.”
“Yuir is gone too,” said Vanya, walking towards us from the
other side of the room, his face pale against his white nightshirt.
“And his blankets have been taken away.”
“I could hear him crying in the night,” Dima piped up,
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standing on his bed and holding a blanket around him to ward off
the cold. “Maybe he was sick too…” He let the sentence trail away
as the unspoken words hung in the air around us. We’d all felt it
last night. I wanted to say something, to ask the others if they’d
heard the shuffling in the night. But, as I tried to form the words,
a feeling of sick fear reached up through my spine and I, too, was
left to stand in silence.
It was a long day sitting inside the common room, even with
the rarest hint of sun lapsing in through the dirty windows. We
were all strangely tired and the only time we really stirred were two
visits from the Nannys bringing food. The hours ticked away as I
sat by the window, watching the snow. Gallina and Nastya spent
the afternoon sitting against the wall near my feet, whispering
back and forth. Most of the time I couldn’t hear their words, but
every so often little snippets would drift up to me.
“They can’t keep us in here. It’s ridiculous,” fumed Nastya at
one point, an angry flush colouring her pale cheeks. “I don’t care
what they say; my mother will be furious when she finds out.”
“Only if she finds out…” murmured Gallina, who seemed to
be growing tired of the conversation.
“Now you’re being ridiculous!” snapped Nastya and stalked
away, leaving Gallina to sigh and look up at the ceiling.
“Will her mother find out?” I asked Gallina. There were
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children in the orphanage who were sometimes visited by parents
who were no longer able to look after them. Nastya’s mother used
to be a regular Sunday visitor; a fact that she used to lord over the
rest of us at night. But now I couldn’t remember the last visit that
had taken place.
“No, her mother doesn’t come anymore,” Gallina replied, still
watching the ceiling. “But then, my mother has never come and
nobody else’s does so I don’t know why she’s so prickly about it.”

✙
All too soon night came again and Nanny Yanko returned to
march us back into the bedroom, locking the door behind her
as she left. And then, because there was nothing else we could
think to do, we changed into our night clothes and climbed into
our beds to wait in the darkness. My head had barely touched the
pillow when I felt Lili leap in beside me and the familiar softness
of the doll pressed against my face. The heavy darkness settled over
us again and, for hours on end, I lay still. Even when my arms and
legs began to ache from the stillness and begged for movement, I
remained motionless under the covers.
My ears were so strained towards the window, listening out
for the slightest sound, that the sudden shuffling beneath my bed
sent a stab of surprised fear through me. The floor beneath my bed
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creaked and I felt something slowly moving beneath me, and yet
I couldn’t bring myself to scream. The thing shuffled again and
I could feel it press up into the mattress as it slowly rolled over
pushing its body up into the bed so I knew it was there.
Beside me, Lili was silent but I could feel her face pushing
deeper into the warm body of the doll that lay between us, until
her cheek touched my hand, immediately soaking it with the tears
streaming down her face. The thing moved again and I knew it
was sliding itself out from beneath my bed. The blankets pulled
and again the heavy thing lay against me, prickles touching my
arm as it waited, daring me to move under its touch. I could feel it
leaning over us, its breath hot against my face. Then it pulled away
and the last thing I heard before sleep took me was hopeless, lost
crying from the next bed.

✙
Strained, whispered voices woke me the next morning and I
peeked out from under the covers and saw the back of Nanny
Strauss’s black skirts beside my bed. Not wanting her to know I
was awake, I watched through a scrunched peephole of sheets as
she and Nanny Babkin pulled the neighbouring beds’ blankets
together and left the room. It wasn’t until I’d heard the door creak
shut and the key turn in the lock that I allowed myself to sit up.
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Beside me, Mira’s bed was empty and across the room Gallina
was staring at another bed that also lay abandoned. Two pillows
lay on the otherwise empty space expanse I could see the damp
patches on them where something had soaked through.
“The twins were there,” Gallina whispered to me when I joined
her. “They always liked to sleep in the same bed, but after the
other night…I could hear them crying.” Her voice shook as she
spoke and she cast her eyes downwards, embarrassed to look at
me. “I should have gotten up.”
I knew she could no more have gotten out of that bed last
night than I could have, but I didn’t have the energy to comfort
her. Lili was sitting up on our bed, her eyes wide and afraid in her
peaked little face. Her arms were crossed across her chest, holding
the doll to her and its face towards me. It looked different now,
in the morning light, from when I had found it in the common
room. Its eyes seemed almost bigger and its red mouth curved in a
way I didn’t remember.
Slowly we worked out who was gone. The beds of Vlad, Nadia
and the quiet boy called Toma, whom I don’t think I’d ever heard
speak, were all stripped clean. It was hours before we heard the
key turn in the lock again and even then we only saw the back
of Nanny Yanko shuffling off down the hall. “Hey, wait!” Vanya
shouted after her, slamming his fist against the barrier that now
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sealed us in. But no matter how much he shouted and slammed,
she didn’t come back.

✙
I lost track of the days. They all blended together in a twisted
pattern of cramped waiting and endless fear. I found myself
wandering down the hall between the bedroom and the common
room and back again, just to keep from sitting still. Sometimes I
found myself gasping for breath because all the air was gone and
there was only stillness left. But there was air, I forced myself to
remember. It was just old and musty and smelled of death.
There were only five of us left now and since we didn’t have
the energy to talk anymore, we sat alone in silence. I told myself
that it didn’t matter who was gone, but a small part of me missed
Gallina. The night before we woke to find Nastya’s bed empty, her
eyes were swollen and red and she was in bed before the sun went
down. The blankets were over her head but still I could make out
the shaking of her thin shoulders, beneath the quilt. The shuffling
was too fast that night, its movement too precise as it went in for
the kill. A hunter closing in on the prey that had finally given up.
I stopped pacing between the rooms and found myself
before the heavy, locked door. Listlessly, I pressed my face to the
keyhole and felt a blessed wisp of fresh air drift into my nose. I
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was preparing to draw another breath when I heard whispered,
desperate voices waft through the gap.
“What have I told you about being up here?” a stern voice
hissed, so low I could barely understand. A second voice whispered
a reply, but this time I couldn’t make out the words. Whatever the
answer was, it seemed to anger the first voice.
“There’s no need to listen for them. It’s done!” the voice hissed
even louder and this time I recognised it belonged to Nanny
Stauss. “Come in the morning. Leave the food. Remove the bodies
before they wake. That is your job.”
“It’s too much. All these years…it’s too much,” the second
voice was crying now, an old tired voice I’d heard before.
“Stop that incessant blubbering and remember there are worse
prices to pay,” Nanny Stauss said. She was leaving now; I could
hear the click of her shoes as she moved away from the door.
“None of them may come out this time,” replied Nanny Yanko,
speaking through her tears.
“You did.”
They were both gone now and I backed away from the door,
my mind reeling as I wandered into the bedroom. Through the
small window I could see the sun fading, making way for the
darkness that one day I would never wake from. Only one of us
would leave these rooms, it seemed. I decided it would be me.
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I waited until the rooms grew black and the others retreated
to their beds, to wait out the hours under the blankets and once
again quiver in fear. I could feel Lili shuddering beside me and still
I bided my time, waiting for that first shuffling creak to paralyse
her into stillness.
Then I heard it, a shuffle underneath the window and, before
the fear could pin me down, I snatched the doll from her arms.
The shuffling grew louder behind me but I forced myself to scuttle
across the floor and under Mira’s abandoned bed. I kept my eyes
firmly closed and held the doll’s warm body to my chest, feeling
its comforting protection spill out around me. From my old bed,
I could hear Lili’s muffled voice and I knew she was screaming out
for me, but it came out as no more than a strangled gurgle.
The thing shuffled past me and went for her, her fear spilling
out around her like a beacon, blood in the water. As I heard the
thing move towards her I wondered how much of her would be
left in the morning, how much the Nannys would have to carry
away. Then there was silence and the doll warmed and pulsed in
my hands, another soul trapped within the body of cloth.
It was there, in blessed invisibility that I felt my own soul
blacken and die as I slipped away. This time not to sleep—to
somewhere else, far, far away. It was there in the darkness that
I waited for years, where I felt my body die and then change. I
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think my sight went, too, but there was nothing left to see in
the darkness so it didn’t matter. I became the thing that we had
all feared, the monster in the dark. Then I grew restless and I
hungered for something to fill my empty insides, so I followed the
path that so many before me had crawled.
There was one building I knew I would like best, full of little
beds where little bodies slept and dreamed, and so I went there.
Following an agreement made so long ago, with bodies that
now lay in the ground, I moved to a small room high up in the
building and left all the others alone. A room where eighteen little
beds held treats, waiting just for me. I couldn’t see them, but I
could sense their fear as I moved amongst them. Sometimes, when
I moved too close, the little body would seize up and I could smell
the tears flow and their life would pass through to me and fill
me up. Their souls I could never manage to swallow, and so they
would find their way to the small doll’s body that would always
call this room home.
Maybe, one of these years, one of the little bodies will guess
how to survive, losing their own soul when they give up another
child’s life. The curse will move to them and they will pass into
this form while I fade away. But not tonight. Tonight there is only
darkness, fear and beautiful invisibility.
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Lights dimmed, candles lit. The sandalwood incense is a nice touch
as well. Seeing you all, sitting around the Ouija Board hands at the
ready, so young and naive. I had to say something.
So you want to know about séances? You want to know the
secrets of the dead?
Let me tell you my story.
It was 1983. I was your age when I left home, eighteen, full
of piss and convinced the US and USSR were going to blow each
other up and take everyone with them. I believed in a doomed
world. We were all going to be dead soon, one way or another.
I packed up my junk and moved out of home and in with my
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best mate, Damien. We moved into a 100-dollar-a-week asbestos
death-trap with broken faux brick cladding, back doors full of
wood rot, no front door and a stray cat we called Dog. I brought
a little furniture with me and Damien brought a guitar and stereo
system. For the first two months we got by on odd jobs and the
dole, drinking, taking drugs and making new friends.
Damien introduced me to 60’s rock and I introduced him to
70’s psychedelic music. I wanted to be a hippy and I thought I
was a movement of one until we met a tarot reading stoner named
Gerald. Through Gerald we met Shaun, Jon and Inch.
Inch was an artist and a thinker who shared our taste for mindaltering drugs and mysticism. One day in March he said “Let’s
have a séance.”
The others all thought this was cool and my Catholic roots
gave me no respect for the supernatural, so of course I was up for
it. None of us were doing anything. Inch was at art college; Jon
was off work, having only just got his broken leg out of plaster.
The rest of us were happily unemployed.
The next Friday we met together at our place. We’d seen all the
movies with their pentagrams, Ouija boards and candles, so we
had a fair idea what to do. We met in the long lounge room, sitting
on the putrid, rainbow carpet. A few cones and a half a bottle of
bourbon later, Inch pulled out the Ouija board he’d made. It was
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bigger than yours, but much the same, a circle with letters and
numbers around the edge and YES/NO/MAYBE in the middle.
We’d seen all the movies with their pentagrams, Ouija boards and
candles, and figured we knew what to do.
Inch laid it out like a board game and started setting up black
candles, one at each point of an imaginary star. Jon was sceptical
and chose to watch, sitting cross-legged and rubbing his calf where
the plaster had been. The rest of us took our places at each point
of the star, given a corresponding rune on the board, Earth, Air,
Water, Fire and Spirit. I was Spirit.
I gave Inch the engraved wine glass I’d got for my 18th birthday.
I was worried it might break, but it seemed more appropriate than
the old Vegemite jars we used for everyday drinking. He turned it
upside down in the middle of the board.
It was not long till midnight when we each placed a finger on
the upended glass. I remember the candlelight and the cold touch
of the crystal, and Inch said something like, “Knock, knock, is
anyone there?” and the glass moved slowly to “YES.” We all took
our fingers off the glass.
Jon, our resident sceptic, put down his bong and said through
a cloud of smoke, “Someone’s pushing it.”
We all looked at each other, and denied doing it. Inch slowly
put out his finger and touched the glass. “Are you still there?” The
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glass moved away and then back to “YES.”
Jon said “Bullshit!” so Gerald touched it and again the glass
slid like it was on a film of oil. “NO.”
Jon insisted that the others do the same, and when I felt the
glass move beneath my finger alone, a tingle moved down my
spine and I too was convinced.
Damien put his finger on the glass last and asked, “What’s your
name?”
The glass started sliding to the “W” then the “I.” When
the first “L” was chosen I felt a pit in my stomach. My bastard
alcoholic father, William Frederick Griffin was God only knew
where, having last been heard of running from loan sharks for his
gambling debts. By the time the “L I A M” came out my heart was
in my mouth.
Jon said, “No way” and packed himself another bong. The rest
of us put our fingers back onto the glass. I asked William, “What’s
your full name?”
Again the glass slid, “W I L L I A M F R” I freaked and took
my finger off the glass as it kept spelling, “A N C I S.” I breathed
easier as it spelled out “M A J O R S.”
Inch then asked, “So your name was William Francis Majors?”
and the glass moved to “YES.”
I put my finger back on the glass and said, “And you’ll answer
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any questions we ask you?”
“MAYBE.”
That night was a blur of questions and answers. We asked
everything we could think of. When would we die? What was it
like being dead? What did the future hold? Would I be a famous
writer? Would Damien be a rock star? Would any of us do
anything with our lives? I, of course, asked deep and meaningful
questions like would the girl I liked go out with me? The answer
was disappointing.
Our questions were asked and a few of them answered, but
every question that really mattered, was met with a “MAYBE” or
“I C A N ’T T E L L Y O U.” Questions of afterlife, of dead loved
ones, of why he couldn’t tell us, these were brushed aside with “I
C A N’T T E L L Y O U.” Towards the end of the session, WF
MAJORS was getting more forceful, and there was a sharp edge
to many of his answers. Just before dawn, all of us, high on the
experience, watched as Inch dismissed the spirit from its crystal
cage and tested the glass. It didn’t move so he upended it.
I should have been suspicious of the whole thing, but it seemed
so easy and the experience was like a high. Jon and Gerald talked
at a million miles an hour about Carl Jung and The Tibetan Book of
the Dead. We were all buzzing. The elation quickly faded, though,
and within minutes of the glass being upturned, we were all asleep
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on the floor, like someone had pulled a plug. We didn’t wake for
hours.
Chuffed with success, we made arrangements to have another
séance the following weekend. We spent half the days in between
working, bludging and killing brain cells. The other half of our
time was taken up talking about the séance. Every conversation
was drawn back to the meaning of it all, but the memory got
fuzzier day by day. Gerald read tarot and Inch read books, while
I mostly tried to fit some writing in between the metaphysical
smoking sessions and my dole obligations.
By Saturday afternoon I started to get a pit in my stomach.
Years of Catholic education kept reminding me that talking to
dead people is considered a bad idea.
Shaun brought pizza and Inch brought Jon, Gerald, tequila
and mull. We smoked and ate and as we poured shots Inch pulled
out the Ouija board again and set up the candles.
As I held the crystal glass it seemed so fragile, far too fragile to
hold whatever we were summoning. I upended it in the centre of
the board and sat down in my place. Seated around the board we
began as before. “Knock, knock, is anyone there?”
“YES.”
I asked, “Is this William?”
“NO”
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“Who are you?” Inch asked.
The glass moved quickly, spelling out “A F R I E N D.”
What followed was a frenzy of answering questions in a zigzag
blur, and by the end of the first hour my arm ached. We could
barely get the questions out before the glass was off to the next
answer.
Letter by letter we were drawn into this weird magic, as our
questions ranged from prospective band names and novel titles, to
“Is there a God?” “M Y S T Y Q”, “P A R A L L E L” and “YES”
in that order.
As the evening wore on things changed. Words like “E V I L”
and “D E S T I N Y” started to turn up. The room seemed darker,
the shadows deeper.
We were no longer asking questions, the words becoming
predictions. What would happen to the world? Words like “D E
A T H” and “D E M O N S” spelled out on the board. This set
my rusty Catholic radar off. The sense of evil emanating from the
crystal glass was palpable, raising hairs along my spine.
When the night was over it took Inch three attempts to banish
the spirit. The glass finally stopped moving when touched and
there was a moment of tension as he righted the crystal glass.
Nothing happened.
We all had our theories. Jon leant towards some sort of
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group hysteria, while Gerald took to his books, reading Alistair
Crowley and Timothy Leary. Damien acted like he’d discovered
the afterlife’s version of Google. Shaun, who’d seen The Omen too
many times, bought a forty-four magnum rifle that week, because
if the Apocalypse was coming he was going to be ready. I turned
to the Bible, but it’s not a book to be read in one sitting, so I
skipped to the end to see how it turned out. None of what I read
in Revelations was encouraging.
Saturday we went to Shaun’s place to watch The Omen again.
After the movie, we all sat around discussing the ubiquitous topic:
would we have another séance.
Gerald and Inch were both all for it and he still had the board
in his car. I was dead against it, but Damien, Jon and Shaun
thought it would be okay so I was outvoted.
We all piled into two cars and returned to our place twenty
minutes away. I spent the trip in silence, with a bad feeling in my
gut and a growing sense of danger. On arrival, it didn’t take long
for Inch to set up and once more I found myself handing over the
precious wine glass.
While Inch and Gerald prepared, so did I. In my bedroom
I found a box that was still unopened after all those weeks.
Contained within was my old First Communion Bible, hard
bound and heavier than the telephone book. I’m not sure what I
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expected to do with it. Swat the glass? I dug out my rosary beads,
blessed by the Cardinal when I had my first communion. I also
found the crucifix my Dad gave me and put everything with the
holy water I’d snaffled from the local Catholic church during the
week. I held the pill bottle to the light, to see what was special
about it, but all I saw were the particles of filth from people’s
fingers. Armed, I returned to the others.
I took my place as before and we began. Jon watched on with
scientific curiosity, having straightened from his last joint that
morning. None of us was under the influence of anything, but the
glass and the board.
The glass reacted instantly to our touch, not waiting for a
question, but demanding instead, “C H R I S S T A Y S O U T
O F T H I S O N E.”
Now, of course, this set the sirens ringing in my head, my lapsed
Catholic radar went off again and I was sure the spirit knew I was
on to him. This entity was afraid of the paraphernalia stacked next
to me and my ten years of Catholic school experience. I figured I
was terrifying!
“J O N W I L L T A K E H I S P L A C E”
After a heated argument, I was voted out of the circle and
Jon took my place. I sat next to Damien and Jon and piled my
weapons beside me. If this went bad I was going to be ready.
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The atmosphere in the room was like a heavy black doona
had covered us all. The glass began sliding again as Jon added his
finger’s touch, “So how’s this work?”
“A S K.”
“Okay, ghosty,” he said. “Are you open to a little test?”
“YES.”
“Take it seriously!” Damien scolded Jon
“Trust me, I’m a scientist,” he said. “What’s my middle name?”
“N A T H A N.”
“Okay cool.” Jon became restless in his seat, “What’s my
grandmother’s name?
“W I L M A K E R R Y O R G W E N P O R T E R.”
Jon smiled, something in his eyes changing a little as his interest
grew. “Who will be the next Prime Minister?”
“B O B H A W K E.”
For a while he quizzed the spirit in the glass and it answered all
of his questions. Then the questions started getting bigger.
“G O D”, “L I F E”, and “D E A T H” joined the words,
along with the reappearance of “E V I L”. All of us were silent as
Jon asked question after question. Around 11 he asked one last
question: “When will I die?”
The glass suddenly jumped back to the edge in front of him,
then to Gerald, Inch, Shaun and Damien. Then it returned to Jon
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and began the pattern again, following the points of the star.
“Okay, stop,” Gerald said and they all took their fingers off the
glass.
“Weird.” Damien looked at me, and I at him.
“Don’t look at me,” I shrugged, “I said it was a bad idea.”
Inch put out his finger and the glass sprang back to life,
retracing the Pentagram on the Ouija Board, “Begone, spirit.”
The glass continued to slide and he took his finger off it again.
Jon couldn’t resist the scientific curiosity and he touched the
glass. It moved to the “YES” and then went ballistic, sliding back
and forth like it was trying to break free from its cage. He left his
finger on it, hypnotised by the glass as it ricocheted off the edge
of the board.
Finally he let it go and the glass sat motionless in the middle of
the board, waiting for someone to touch it.
Shaun suggested we just upend the glass but Gerald said it
would be bad.
“If we lift the glass then the spirit will get out,” Inch agreed.
Gerald nodded. “You don’t want this thing in your house.”
The arguments continued about how to get rid of this thing,
interspersed with an occasional touch of the glass to see if it still
moved; It did.
I kept flicking through the Bible like it was a magic book,
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hoping somehow I might find a chapter on getting rid of evil
spirits.
Jon had said nothing since letting the glass go and after a while
he snuffed out his candle with his fingers and stood up abruptly.
“Let’s go for a walk.”
Inch, Shaun and Gerald agreed and Damien said it was a good
idea to help clear our heads. I was reluctant to leave, but since
it seemed the evil spirit in our lounge-room was confined to the
wine glass, I joined them.
We left the house, out into the lane, behind the dark abandoned
shops and beyond into the lights of Barr Street. We walked side by
side, freaking out and throwing around ideas.
I should have noticed that Jon’s limp was gone. He began
jogging and then ran ahead, laughing like a madman. The others
laughed but something twigged in me as I remembered the ankle.
I shot off after him.
As Jon reached the crossroad, he slammed into a car travelling
across the intersection. The car screeched to a halt and he bounced
off the side. Turning his head, he looked at me, grinning broadly,
and then ran in a full sprint off to the left in front of the boarded
up shops.
I was closing the gap with Damien not far behind. Shaun, Inch
and Gerald backtracked up the lane and headed him off around
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the corner. We surrounded him and he laughed, his eyes darting
from face to face.
“Are you alright, man?” Damien asked.
Jon gave an animal growl and lunged for me, knocking me to
the ground. The others crash tackled him and we wrestled across
the footpath for a while with Jon acting like a feral cat, all claws
and teeth. We could not get a word from him, and to avoid the
appearance we were mugging him in the street, we each took a
limb and carried him thrashing and howling between us back up
the lane.
Back in the house, we pinned him to the ground, as he fought
and writhed, grunting in a language none of us knew.
Inch turned on the light while Shaun, Damian and I held
down Jon. It took all three of us to keep our wiry friend wrestled
to the ground. Shaun lay most of his hundred kilos across Jon’s
chest, pinning his arms, while I held his shoulders and Damien
restrained his legs at the knee.
I said, “I need my stuff,” so Inch took my place and I retrieved
my spiritual arsenal. Everyone’s eyes were on me like I was the
expert in demon possession.
Starting with the holy water and a “Hail Mary”, I went to
work. At the first splash on his face he screamed and forced his
way to sitting, trying to bite whoever he could get to, but Shaun
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managed to squash him down again.
I’d heard somewhere a demon has to say its name when asked,
but I wasn’t sure if I read it in the Bible or got it from a horror
film. “Tell me your name.”
Jon responded at once by trying to bite me, squirming sideways
beneath the others.
I prayed and I poured all of my soul into fighting whatever the
hell this thing was. I said the rosary, I read bits of the bible out
loud and I asked over and over again, “What’s your name?”
I pressed the crucifix onto his forehead and he screamed, “I
WANT TO GO HOME.” This became his mantra as he said over
and over, “I want to go home.”
“Tell us your name,” I repeated, between holy water sprinklings.
”Just say your name, Jon.”
More growling, more struggling, more prayer and more
bacteria-laden holy water. Eventually, as the hours passed, he
began to tire. Inch took the chance to retreat and hit the yellow
pages looking up exorcists under E. Failing that, he phoned every
church in the area. Most did not appreciate being rung at one
in the morning, but at last Inch found one and wrote down the
address.
In the meantime Jon’s voice had softened, “I want to go home.”
“Just tell us your name and we’ll let you up,” I said again.
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Jon’s weak struggling stopped, he went stiff and then relaxed,
took a deep, sleepy breath and said “Jon. My name is Jon.”
We all laughed, that relieved laughter of people who have
cheated death, or avoided getting busted by their parents.
Jon sat up, his eyes red with broken blood vessels, and his huge
pupils obscured the irises, now no more than a thin circle of green.
Damien asked him what he remembered.
He said, “It was like watching everything from far away.”
With Jon back to normal, or as normal as any of us ever got, we
turned our attention to the Ouija Board and the demon trapped
in my engraved present. Inch touched the glass and it responded
instantly, so he snatched his finger away. I got the bright idea of
wrapping my rosary beads around the glass and pouring the last of
the holy water on it. Ten “Hail Marys” and an “Our Father” later,
I touched the glass.
“S E E Y O U A L L L A T E R,” the letters spelled out, “I T
S B E E N F U N.”
Then the glass stopped moving and no one could restart it.
Not wanting to jinx it, we lifted the glass and hoped we weren’t
releasing something into the house. I dribbled some of the holy
water off the board and into the crystal wine glass just to wash out
the last of the evil.
At my insistence, we drove to the local rectory and woke the old
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priest who gruffly blessed us with some Latin and before sending
us away with a warning about dabbling in the supernatural.
Back home we burned the Ouija Board while drinking the last
of the alcohol in the house. No one spoke much as we built up
the fire with some broken chairs. Lastly I smashed the wine glass,
just to be sure. At dawn the others left Damien and me to clean
up the house.
From that day forward the place felt different. In the middle
of winter, the house would be freezing and you’d go in the lounge
room to be hit by a heatwave. Air would shimmer and strange
noises came from beneath the floor. But it was the invisible hands
around my throat that I remember most clearly.
It first happened two weeks later. We didn’t talk about the
séances much, replacing the Ouija board with role playing games.
It was after a marathon game of Dungeons and Dragons where we
had all crashed in the lounge room. I awoke before dawn with a
sense that something wasn’t right.
A buzzing started up in my ears, quickly growing to the sound
of an angry swarm of wasps. My arms and legs grew numb and
I became paralysed, lying there on the spot the Ouija board had
been. I tried to move, to get my limbs to obey, but I was helpless
as I lay there pinned by the drone in my head.
I could see Jon, asleep not more than an arm’s length away and
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I tried to call out, to wake him. Nothing. I couldn’t make a sound.
Slowly, cold hands encircled my throat, reaching up through the
floor. I tried to scream, to yell, to utter a single sound, desperate
to get someone’s attention. It felt like I was being pushed out, like
somebody was trying to take my body by kicking me out of it.
A terrified tear escaped from my eye as the hands squeezed
tighter and tighter. With one final push, dredging every last
drop of willpower I had, I croaked out a single word: GOD. The
buzzing vanished, the hands recoiled into the floor and I bolted
upright, having regained the use of my limbs.
Even now, more than 30 years later, I still don’t know why I
called out for God.
The next time it happened, calling on a God I hardly knew
drove the ghostly hands away immediately, but the last time was
different.
I’d thought we were all sworn off séances but I found out later
I was more sworn off them than the others. Leaving me alone
in the house, Damien and the others had met at Gerald’s place,
gathering around another Ouija board. That séance finished on
a message for Damien, “G O H O M E N O W.” He took the
advice, despite his friends telling him he was too stoned to hitch
hike.
While all of that was going on, I had managed to fall asleep,
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exhausted from too many nightmares and broken, sleepless nights.
Then it began, surreal and confused like most dreams.
Dark voices whispered in my ear, “The Seven Sisters know who
you are.”
The sound of bees started up. I called out to God and sat up
in bed with my heart pounding. Moonlight flooded the room and
the curtain lay on the floor. I was bewildered. Why was the curtain
on the floor? Then a voice called my name in a low growling hiss,
“CHRISSS.”
Suddenly the curtain flew up and disappeared into the roof,
passing through the fibro like it wasn’t there. I realised it must still
be the nightmare and awoke for real, bolting upright in my bed.
The room was dark and cold, but I was sweating and shivering
with a scream held in my throat. The curtain was where it should
be again, hanging over the window, and I was alone. I realized I
was really awake this time and I sighed.
Then a shadow moved across the window, silhouetted on the
curtain, and a hoarse whisper called from outside, “CHRISSSSS.”
I tried to scream, but hands wrapped around my neck, fingers
pressing into my throat. Strong, invisible hands snatched my
chance.
“CHRISSS,” the voice called again as a thumping pulse filled
my ears.
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I managed to push out a bloodcurdling scream.
Fingers dug into my throat and my larynx cracked as the grip
tightened. My scream was cut off, becoming a gurgling whisper.
The window flew open and the curtain fell to the ground. A
dark shape dove through the window and did a barrel roll into
the room. I wanted to scream again, but already little stars were
shooting across my vision,
“What the fuck? It’s me. I forgot my key.” Damien turned on
the light and his face changed as he saw me struggling for breath.
My lungs burned, my face was a mass of pins and needles, and
I could feel myself passing out. The last thing I heard was Damien’s
swearing over the sound of my bass drum heart.
In a time like that, when you think you’re standing on the edge
of death, you have a moment of clarity. A moment that will define
not only who you will be in life, but who you will be in eternity.
I remember everything about those seconds before I blacked out
and they are as real to me now as they were then. I saw that life
is life and death is death, and the only way to truly know what is
beyond that dark curtain is to die.
Because of that crystalline moment of clarity, I tell you this.
You really don’t want to mess with the afterlife. Pack up your
Ouija Board and go live your lives; You’ll find out the answers
when you get here. So,
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